EXHIBIT 1
Alexandra Seely, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. I was a Poll challenger for Wayne County MI at TCF Center on November 4th 2020, from 10am - 3:30pm

4. I challenged 10 votes at table 23, they would not take my log to record my challenges. I had to write names and ballot numbers on my own.

5. I was asked to make incident reports, they would not allow me and said they will make a note in the computer, they did not and proceeded to keep counting.

6. I was harassed and threatened to be thrown out multiple times. Accused of taking photos when I never did and told I would be thrown out. No one had name tags except GOP challengers.

7. They told everyone to go to lunch if they weren’t done. Only the ballot counters could stay in the room to eat. Challengers and others had to leave the room to eat. Then they would not allow them back in and said they were at max capacity. Prior to this the room was packed after it was almost less than half.

8. After they ejected them it was half full.

9. They wouldn’t let anyone in for almost 2 hours after.
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9. People started to notice and became upset. They were banging on the windows and doors. Then Trump released the lawsuit and they covered up the windows and doors.

10. I had ballots that were sent to the wrong precinct. They made duplicate ballots on spot and had everyone witness them then took the originals to go to the correct "precinct."

11. 5 ballots wouldn't scan into the computer and the officer said to keep scanning them then took them from the table I don't know where they went from there. They also would not put them in the spoiled ballot box.

12. They wouldn't let any other CP people near the tables to be an observer of my challenges. They would threaten to throw me and CP lawyers at that would come up to me to ask how I was doing.

13. I was called a bigot and a cunt. She couldn't hear me.

14. There was backpacks and suitcases that were seen wrapped in the brick of the wall or by escalators.

15. The ballot numbers did not match the envelope ballot number. I would challenge they would not record it or allow me to make an incident report. They would put a piece of tape over the ballot number attached to ballot and write the number on envelope tape. Then they would say I couldn't. I would get yelled at for challenging and saying I can't speak out. Then they would try to hide the ballot number.
from me. I had a man scream in my face to back up and be 6ft away when I already was or he'd throw me at.

16. Two GOP lawyers were thrown out trying to help me and they said because they weren't wearing masks correctly.

17. Before I started challenging at my table there was a man who took a photo at the monitor with the birthdays 1/1/1900. They ejected him after and would not document his challenge. Everyone was cheering and yelling. I personally witnessed this.

18. I was trying to leave at 3:30 PM because I had to be at work by 4. They locked us in, had the windows all covered and my table at most moments in time said they had 5,000 votes left to count and no one in the room had started counting votes yet. Fifteen minutes later they called for Joe Biden winning Michigan.

19. They made all GOP challengers wear their credentials on a long $10 maroon write piece of paper when democrats challengers only had a lime green circle sticker. Then democrats pretended to be GOP so there would be less GOP and more democrats. It was visible that there was people with more green circle stickers than white lampposts.

20. In reference to #14 I was standing with my father and my father asked a security guard...
About the Saran wrapped bags and the security guard said don't worry about it and that we needed to walk away. My dad asked again what are those security guard said if we did not walk away he would call the police we to arrest us.

21. I had a person behind me who had two different ballots and they counted both could not let me document. They said they documented in the computer.

22. There were carry on back packs, duffle bags everywhere even at the counting tables.

23. When the military ballots came in they came through back double doors at the counting room then I left the room. They were squared off bags with an open top on wheels and navy color. The did not match suitcases in the back but unsure if they were pulled from there.

24. When people were trying to leave they tried to make us go out a different door & not sign the book to sign at by the main door. I signed the sign out book and when I exited the main doors and people were screaming and asking my questions. & cameras in my face.

X Alexandra Seely

Barbara Harrell
Notary Public

BARBARA A. HARRELL
NOTARY PUBLIC, STATE OF MI
COUNTY OF OAKLAND
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES Aug 4, 2025
ACTING IN COUNTY OF Wayne
Abbie Helumen, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.
2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.
3. On Wednesday November 4th 2020 from 10 am to 3:30 pm I was at the TCF center in Detroit, MI. When I arrived, we were not denied access, signed in at a table and indicated that I was a Republican. Upon returning from lunch, Most people were being denied, but I was allowed back in because they recognized myself & two friends.

4. I witnessed at table 88 no many indications of duplicate ballots on the computer screen. The ballots were then passed to the next person at the table. When I questioned this many times, I was told they have their own process and don't interrupt it. I then proceeded to write down the number of the ballot. Each time the
Continued.
Computer indicated this, the worker would quickly scan the next ballot. Several times I would try to move a little closer to the computer to read better. I was shooed & even pushed once. The democrat standing there was also telling me the ballots had matched. During these same instances I had a democrat over my shoulder and intimidating wherever I went.

5. **Continued** I noticed while also watching this table 88 was the passing of ballots that didn't come up on the computer. They were passed to another worker at the table who was checking the pile of papers for the name. The worker would separate into 3 different piles, since they were separated, the names didn't match the list. When I asked to verify and why there were separate piles, the woman screamed at me to "Get away and don't worry, we have a different process than other tables." I then asked the woman in the black shirt (officiator)
told me I wasn't allowed to challenge the process. I simply told her I wanted to observe where they were being passed and she again told me to step away from the table. Not one of these ballots were put in the spoiled ballots box. Table E8 had a different order of passing ballots and opening them than the other tables.

The ballots were then picked up and carried around the table to be taken out of the envelopes.

6. I thought signatures were supposed to be matched from the ballot to the applications, however I never saw any applications at any station.

7. There were a lot of coolers & suitcases throughout the room. A few times I tried to take pictures I was threatened to be kicked out. I have pictures that I emailed to mica69@donaldtrump.com.

8. When I was moving from a couple tables to another area, I noticed several 3 of 6
tables that were empty with ballots sitting there. At other times, all the workers at the tables were on their phones. It seemed odd since we were getting yelled at all the time for phones.

9. Around 2pm, the room began to get very intimidating. There was a large police presence that moved into the room. At this point, people began to put cardboard on the windows to prevent others from seeing in. It felt closed in and the room also began to get loud. All the sudden, there was a loud roar from a table where a man was using his phone. I did not witness him taking a picture but he was hauled away by police with no trouble. The alarming thing was that the whole room erupted in claps & cheers. This included the poll workers.

10. There was a break from the time most tables were done and the time the military ballots arrived. It seemed quite chaotic at this point and people
11. I observed suitcases & boxes sat on wrapped in the rear of the room.
It was not indicated what they were, but there was a couple times that I was asked to get away from them.

12. At the point that boxes were over the windows, no one was being allowed in. Democrats outnumbered republicans by at least 2:1. We were all trying to stay and cover many tables because we didn't have enough watchers.

13. At 3:45, Myself & a friend tried to leave at the doors we came in from. The police were lined up and said to go out the side doors. It was very intimidating & uneasy. No one was
at that door, so there was no place to check out.

14. From the time they stopped allowing people in the room, the amount of occupants was a lot less than there were earlier in the day. It did not seem like capacity was reached at any more to reach a room capacity.

Abbie Helminen
Abbie Helminen
11/9/2020

Sworn before me on:
11/8/2020
Kimberly J. Matson
Acting in the state of Michigan, County of Wayne. Commission expires 9/2/2024
Kimberly J. Matson
Acting in the County of Wayne.
AFFIDAVIT OF ANDREW JOHN MILLER

Andrew John Miller, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. I was a poll challenger on Tuesday, November 3, 2020 and Wednesday, November 4, 2020.

4. The table I was at was duplicating ballots and had about 25 ballots to duplicate.

5. One poll worker held the original ballot and a second poll worker duplicated the ballot.

6. The poll worker who duplicated the ballot hovered over the ballot and blocked me from being able to see the duplication process.

7. A third worker was blocking anyone from being able to see this duplication process.

8. I informed a supervisor that I was denied access to see the duplication process and need to review the ballots for accuracy. I was informed that I “couldn’t because the duplication process was personal like voting.”

9. I watched them duplicate 3 or 4 ballots and this happened on each ballot I watched.

10. I challenged these 3 or 4 ballots and the table worker refused to acknowledge my challenge.

11. Additionally, the poll workers refused to enter my challenge into the computer and also refused to enter my challenge into the poll log.

12. On both November 3, 2020 and November 4, 2020, I was instructed to back up 6 feet from the table and I was unable to see what was happening with the ballots from 6 feet away from the table.
1. At one point on November 4, 2020, a democrat challenger was standing between myself and the table where the poll worker was processing the ballots.

2. I was instructed to back up 6 feet from the table, however, the democrat challenger, who stood in between where I was standing and the poll worker at the table, was not told they needed to back up.

3. I saw roughly 24 computers on November 3, 2020 and every computer I saw had a red error messages in the lower right-hand corner saying “update overdue.” Additionally, not all of the computers indicated the correct time, with some being off by approximately 5 hours. All computers with the incorrect time were synchronized to show the same incorrect time.

Dated: November 8, 2020

Andrew John Miller 11/8/20

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:

Kimberly Jol Matson 11/8/2020
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:
My commission expires: 9/2/2024

Kimberly Jol Matson
Notary Public - State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 9/2/2024
Acting in the County of Wayne
AFFIDAVIT OF ANNA PENNALA

Anna Pennala, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan and in the Township of Brighton

3. I observed several irregularities including an unattended ballot box, unidentified people coming in and out of the TCF Center, and a chaotic ballot counting process.

4. There were several instances in which the poll workers used their bodies to prevent me from watching and observing the ballot counting process.

5. Throughout the day, I witnessed a pattern of chaos, intimidation, secrecy, and hostility by the poll workers. Poll workers would cheer, jeer and clap when poll challengers were escorted out of the TCF Center. There seemed to be collaboration between the democratic poll challengers and the City of Detroit poll workers.

Dated: November 8, 2020

[Signature]

Anna Pennala

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:

[Signature]

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:

[Signature]

My commission expires: 9-9-2026
AFFIDAVIT OF ARTICIA BOMER

Articia Bomer, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On November 3, 2020 I was a Republican challenger at the TCF Center in Detroit, Michigan. I arrived at approximately 9:30pm and left the next morning at approximately 6:30am.

4. When I arrived I, along with other Republican challengers, were told we needed to remain standing in one place and be six feet away from everyone. Eventually we were told we could move around the counting room.

5. I observed tables 123 and 120. At both table 123 and 120 I noticed USPS boxes of ballots beneath the table. I was able to observe that many of these ballots in the boxes were either straight ticket Republican or had votes for Donald Trump. These ballots seems to be separated from the rest of the ballots being counted.
6. I witnessed a meeting between election worker “team leads” where they gathered together and spoke, this meeting ended in a cheer. Many of these team leads wore mask or other materials supporting “Black Lives Matter” or other political causes.

7. At approximately 11:43pm I heard one of the team leads yell “this is our house tonight!” At approximately midnight, I heard this same man say racist remarks about black people who support Donald Trump. I believe these remarks were directed at me.

8. I witnessed election workers open ballots with Donald Trump votes and respond by rolling their eyes and showing it to other poll workers. I believe some of these ballots may not have been properly counted.

9. I observed a station where election workers were working on scanned ballots that had issues that needed to be manually corrected. I believe some of these workers were changing votes that had been cast for Donald Trump and other Republican candidates.

10. I observed ballots with cursive writing notes at the top right hand corner. I observed approximately 500 ballots with this writing. These ballots did not have ballot codes on them.

11. At approximately 4:03am a poll worker announced that 50 boxes of ballots were coming in. Election workers loudly cheered this announcement.
12. At approximately 4:50am I witnessed a man spraying a chemical on a ballot counting machine. He then placed twenty-seven ballots into the machine and I noticed tape on the top of the ballot where a ballot number would normally be. Throughout the night I witnessed him insert these same 27 ballots at least five times.

13. At approximately 5:15am an announcement came in for counters to clean their tables. Ballots were still throughout the counting room.

14. In between the announcing at 4:03am of 50 new boxes and the announcement at 5:15am for workers to clean their tables, I did not observe the 50 new boxes coming in or counted.

15. There were no “bag checks” for anyone taking or bringing ballots into the TCF Center.

16. On November 4, 2020 I returned to the TCF Center at approximately 10:30am. I was not allowed in.

17. I took notes documenting these issues while I was at the TCF Center.

Dated: November 8, 2020

Articia Bomer

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:
/s/ November 2020
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of Wayne
My commission expires: 06-14-2022

Florence DiPietro Schumard
Affidavit of

Betty Tyson being sworn, declares under penalty of law

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. Arrived 9:30 am at TCF/COBO to work as Challenger 11/3/20 for 10:30pm - 3am shift.


5. At escalators they took our temperatures and checked credentials - no ID required.

6. Went down escalator & entered doors to inspection counting area.

7. They checked credential.

8. Got instructions from GOP regarding what we would be checking.

9. No ballots were currently at any tables.

10. Some time later ballots arrived at tables.

11. We weren’t allowed by the area of the table where envelopes were scanned nor could we hear their conversations.

12. We only were allowed at a corner of the table where a computer screen was located with their poll workers at least 6ft from the screen and we were 6ft behind screen with workers coming between us and the screen blocking our view.
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Betty Tyson

13. We could not get close enough to view signature or date on ballot envelope or any pertinent information.

14. Kept track of # of ballots processed before they were taken to tabulator machine.

15. Poll worker said he wouldn't take ballots to be tabulated until he had 200, but surprised us when he then got up to take 50 - my partner followed him then too machines.

16. I also tried to watch area where ballots that kicked out were being reviewed, again at least 6 ft behind those viewing ballots on computer screen with being constantly blocked by workers going between me & poll workers at computer screens.

17. Poll workers reviewing these ballots went over X's & V's to make ballot vote valid and some added votes where there was no X or V.

18. I previously sent an email with statement to Shawn Flynn reporting irregularities on November 6.

November 8, 2020

MARGARET LEAR EERLE
Notary Public, State of Michigan
County of Wayne

My Commission Expires 07-32-2026
Acting in the County of Wayne

Betty Tyson

Margaret Lear Eerle
AFFIDAVIT OF BEVERLY BALLEW

Beverly Ballew, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan and the City of St. Clair Shores.

3. I was a Republican Poll Challenger on November 4, 2020.

4. I began observing on November 4, 2020 at approximately 8:30 am.

5. While observing at Table 50, I witnessed several irregularities where ballot numbers did not match what was in the voter files. I was approximately six feet away from the table except when I needed to get closer to observe.

6. I proceeded to take down my own personal notes when a floor supervisor immediately approached me and in an authoritative manner and told me I was not social distancing. I responded that he was also not social distancing.

7. With little explanation, the floor supervisor proceeded to threaten me with ejection if I did not follow his rules. I backed away and continued to observe.

8. There were several instances in which the poll workers used their bodies to prevent me from watching and observing the ballot counting process.

9. Throughout the day, I witnessed a pattern of intimidation, secrecy, and hostility by the poll workers. Poll workers would cheer, jeer and clap when poll challengers were escorted out of the TCF Center. There seemed to be collaboration between the democratic poll challengers and the City of Detroit poll workers.
Dated: November 8, 2020

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:

Is/ 08 November, 2020

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:

My commission expires: 06-14-2022

Florence D'Amico Giannino
State of Michigan

Affidavit

4/3/11

1) I, Bonnie Pettibone, am a Michigan Voter registered at 1933 Downham Dr, Wixom

2) I have been serving November 3, 2020 as a Poll Challenger for the Trump for President campaign committee of the Michigan Republican Party at the TCF, Detroit Canvass

3) At approx. 11:10, I observed a ballot being duplicated at RUCB 03. I approached the Supervisor and asked if there was a Republican there to witness this duplication. He said he didn’t know. The inspectors continued to duplicate the ballot.

Sincerely:       Bonnie Pettibone

Public Notary

Susan L. Mills

exp. October 27, 2025
AFFIDAVIT OF BRADEN GAICOBAZZI

Braden Gaicobazzi being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

1. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

2. I had the following experiences at TCF (COBO) Hall on 11/4/2020

3. I experienced: Intimidation countless times, persistent lies from some table supervisors and managers regarding rules that prohibited me from doing my job, and threats of assault. I was escorted from the room by police after about 9 or 10 hours of peacefully doing my job for simply standing my ground at a table with people who were denying me access to see ballots and threatening me. I did not resist police in any way and left peacefully.

4. I saw an online note from someone within my GOP network of friends that 35,000 ballots had been received in the middle of the night and that they needed poll watchers on November 4th. I arrived in the late morning to be trained.

5. The first thing I noticed was that at least one person outside the ballot room entrance had a BLM mask on. She appeared to be doing temperature checks. Once inside, it was apparent that many and probably most tables in the room were hostile towards people with GOP lanyards.

6. I initially worked with an honest table, but after a few hours, I moved to another table because we were low on GOP Challengers. This is because they kept kicking out GOP challengers, using the police in the room to physically remove them. In fact, early in the afternoon or later morning, someone came into the room, made an announcement, and several people appeared to be
removed from the room as the doors were locked and the windows were boarded up with cardboard. I was informed that no GOP people were allowed in and that, if we left, we could not get back in. I asked several of the 'independent' lawyers and law students who were acting as challengers and none of them seemed to believe this to be an issue.

7. I talked with several of these 'independent' lawyers/law students at length in casual, friendly conversation and, based upon their answers to basic questions about the news, it was evident that EVERY single one of the lawyers/law students that I talked to was ideologically far-left, supporting things like CHAZ/CHOP in Seattle and condoning the crime skyrocketing around the country or wanting to work in Brooklyn because they support 'progressive' changes to law to 'not prosecute rioters,' etc. Yet, they all claimed to be independent. Anyway, every time a GOP staffer was removed from the room, most of the entire room would erupt in cheers and laughter and oftentimes derogatory insults as GOP Challengers were walked out by police.

8. Throughout the day, I was on numerous occasions told that I was not allowed within 6 feet of the tables. I told them I had to step in for a moment for each ballot to ensure that numbers or names matched and assured them that it would be brief and that the lawyers said this was by lawful, but table supervisors and their broader supervisors would often step in the way and prevent me from seeing ballots while claiming I was trying to kill or endanger their ballot counters with Covid. This was obviously incorrect and even when lawyers would tell the whole table this, they would often argue with the lawyer. After the lawyer would leave, sometimes the behavior would continue.

9. For much of the day I was with one good table. However, as the night drew long I was bouncing between several tables, mostly near the back of the room, because there were not enough GOP challengers remaining in the room and many tables had no challengers watching them at all. At around 8pm at one of the tables in the second-to-last row near the right corner, a specifically egregious moment occurred.
10. The table was counting a stack of about 35 ballots that all appeared to have pink challenge stickers on them. None of these ballots appeared to be in the digital database of voters, so the people at the table were simply entering names and addresses into the computer with birthdates of 1/1/1900. I personally was able to observe the 1/1/1900 birthdates on the computer. There were also addresses and names which I could not verify because I wasn’t allowed close enough to the table for long enough to compare anything. I told the table I was challenging every one of these ballots. They laughed and said I can’t just do that. I then noticed that at least one of the ballots and envelopes was mismatched based on the numbers. I waited to see if the table checker (at I believe station 2) would catch this and he did not, so I spoke up requested that the ballot be reviewed/challenged. I could not see any political affiliation information on the ballot, including voting; just the numbers on the envelope and ballot.

11. At some point, another GOP volunteer went to grab a lawyer for me because a debate ensued over this. There weren’t nearly enough lawyers in the room to act on our behalf. When I would try to verify the names on the envelope or check the ballot number against the envelope number to ensure everything was okay, I was given the Covid runaround and separated from the table. (I cannot tell you by whom because, throughout the day, I recall very few people at these tables were ever willing to give me their name and party affiliation or even their job title. Everyone else stonewalled and said I wasn’t allowed to talk with anyone at the table and that no one at those tables was required to tell me anything, often including the table supervisors and their managers.

12. The table supervisor came over and began giving me the same speech and, while I was politely telling him I was just doing my job, another GOP staffer went to find a lawyer for me. In this time, the table swarmed with, I assume, Democrat operatives getting very close to me and then yelling at me to back off 6 feet from him for Covid and complaining about the way I was wearing my mask moving because I was being forced to talk to him so much. The
supervisors and table had no problem with these people being close to the table and seemed to be familiar with one another, as though they were all on the same team. The antagonistic staffers invented any kind of reason to prevent me from doing my job and get me agitated. Finally, a lawyer showed up who told them I was allowed to do my job; like other tables, they simply argued with him as well. Having missed several ballots due to the arguing, I stepped in for a moment to verify the next ballot number matched its envelope.

13. The table supervisor, his supervisor and several other operatives (none of them would give their names or credentials) swarmed in and began intimidating me. I was separated from the table at one point by the table supervisor's supervisor and told to stand back. He stepped closer and closer to me as I backed further away to the other side of the table. I asked him what his name and job title was and he, along with the rest of the intimidators, refused to give me any information. He made some kind of innuendo about 'playing with' him that made me uncomfortable and he then told me something to the effect that he would either 'kick my ass or kick me out'.

14. In disbelief, I asked him if he was truly threatening me because I was just doing my job. He repeated his mantras multiple times and called the cops over and had me forcibly removed. The police questioned nothing and I didn't fight them at all and left peacefully. However, I had to grab my coat and gave my unfinished notes to another GOP volunteer, Andrew, so I do not have them as I write this affidavit and don't recall if I was able to write down the table number of this final event of my evening. Once escorted out of the building, I held the door for a brief moment to ask the police how to get to my car because I had no idea where I was in relationship to the parking deck, and they said they had no idea.
15. As a final note, I did find it odd that, throughout the day/night, I saw a few dozen military ballots be counted. Although I cannot provide specific numbers or names, I can estimate that at least 80% of the military ballots I saw were straight ticket democrat or simply had Joe Biden’s name filled in on them. I had always been told that military personnel tended to be more conservative, so this stuck out to me as the day went on.

Dated: November 8, 2020

[Signature]

Braden Gaicobazzi

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:

/s/ 08 November, 2020

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of Wayne

My commission expires: 06-14-2022.

[Signature]
State of Michigan
Affidavit

I, Brett Kinney am a Michigan registered voter at 15845 Knurloodee
Romulus, MI 48174

I have been serving on Nov. 3, 2020
as a poll challenger for the Trump
for President campaign committee and
Michigan Republican Party at the TCF
Center in Detroit canvas

At approximately 1:20 pm, I observed a
ballot being duplicated at AVCB 37,
and I approached Elections supervisor
I asked him “Is there a Republican
supervisor present to witness this
ballot duplication? He said “It’s not
required and he does not have to
look for one. The supervisor continued
to duplicate the ballot I was challenging.

I have witnessed this at approximately
1:20 on Nov. 3 2020

Signed by Brett Kinney 11-3-2020

Susan L. Mills
Susan L. Mills, Notary Public
I am a registered voter of 2021 St. Francis, 48111, Brighton, Michigan.

I am working as an official election challenger approved by the Michigan Republican party at the TCF Center in Detroit.

Today, November 3, 2020, I witnessed a deviation at voter booth 46 in ICC # 14B3 #112 at 13:56 hrs when a guard was present. When asked to validate they asked to step back. When supervisor came, the reason given was the ballots 46 in total were rejected. They were processed at 13B 112 instead of 112. They processed 15 balls off, realized they were missing and started to reprocess 4th ballot. Some appeared to be duplicates already because of initials, original numbers are missing.

No electronic record keeping was done.

Respectfully,

Cheryl Westensten
2021 S. Harper 41
Suscen L. Mills
Susan L. Mills
Norval M. C. 411
Cheryl Westensten exp October 27, 2025
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTOPHER SCHORNAK

Christopher Schornak, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. I went to the TCF Center in Detroit to be a poll challenger, Election Integrity Fund, Non Partisan Participant on November 4, 2020. I arrived at approximately 10:30am.

4. At each counting board, the poll workers attempted to block me from observing. I was verbally abused and intimidated by not only the Democratic poll challengers but the ACLU and other organizations.

5. I primarily attempted to observe counting board 88 and 89.

6. I observed ballots that were not in the electronic log or the paper poll log. These would be considered spoiled ballots. I observed these ballots be counted.

7. I observed a poll worker attempt to match the voter to the paper log. When she was unable to make the match, she would put the spoiled ballots into a separate pile and go away from the counting board for a while. She would return approximately 20-30 minutes later and return the spoiled ballots to the pile of ballots to be counted.

8. I observed this same poll worker do this same process over many tables and over many hours.

9. I attempted to challenge these ballots to a supervisor and was told “We are not talking to you, you cannot challenge this”.

- 1 -
10. I went back and spoke to the attorney of the Election Integrity Fund and was instructed to challenge. After much opposition, I was finally able to log challenges.

11. Ballot #7909 was reassigned to Ballot #0976 at counting board 88 @ 11:35 am, the ballot number did not match the electronic record. The voter’s name was

12. Another poll challenger Abbie Heilmanen also observed this challenge.

13. Ballot # 5748, reassigned to ballot #505 Board #89, the ballot number did not match the ballot book or electronic record. The voter’s name was

14. Another poll challenger Abbie Heilmanen also observed this challenge.

15. I attempted to make other challenges but was denied access to ballot numbers or names.

16. There was a stack of at least 40 ballots that could not be authenticated with the ballot book or electronic record, but was told they would not be challenged because they just had to be counted.

17. This was similar amongst the eight tables that I observed.

18. I observed that the military ballot duplication process was only performed by two Democrats rather than one Democrat and one Republican.

19. I also observed that none of the poll workers had any identification as to their name or party affiliation as required by regulation. I asked if there were any Republicans present and was told “no”.

- 2 -
20. When I asked for the number of ballots that had been counted or processed at each counting board, I was denied information. I was told I had to get it online. I requested a print out and was told to access it online. Therefore, I was unable to get a total vote count from each counting board.

Dated: November 8, 2020

Christopher Schornak

Subscribed and sworn to before me on 11/8/20

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:

My commission expires:

Kimberly A. Main
NOTARY PUBLIC - STATE OF MICHIGAN
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 10/23/2024
Acting in the County of
AFFIDAVIT OF Colleen Schneider

Colleen Schneider, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

I was down at TCF building to help with the absentee ballot counting. When I arrived, they said they could not allow any republicans in due to it being their maximum count. I don’t know how many republicans vs democrats there were because we didn’t get in. We waited upstairs and eventually just said we’d all just go down together and go in, which we did. When we got in there, I walked over to the people I thought were in charge and asked what I should be doing. I was assigned a table to monitor but they were not doing anything so I went to the table across from it because no one was there. In fact I didn’t see any republicans around me at all. I raised my hand to challenge and get an attorney over there and the woman who I assume is in charge of the table started yelling at me and telling me I can only challenge something that is on the computer screen. They were finding several ballots that were scanned but they wouldn’t allow me to see the pages they were looking through to confirm the name was on there.

After being called several derogatory names by the entire table (there was a girl video taping it even though video was not allowed) a man came over to me and told them he was my attorney. Then they started screaming that two republicans cannot be at the same table, called the police and the police escorted him out to loud cheers from ALL of the workers. Then she told me she was calling the police on me because I “told them they had to stop the count”. I told her that I did not say that, but only told HER, the supervisor, to have them stop the count because I was
challenging. She told her table to continue counting the votes. Then she said that I didn’t intimidate her, to which I replied that she didn’t intimidate me either.

Eventually I moved away from the table. There was not one republican that I could see and at this time the doors were locked to all republicans coming in. We could not leave to go get food or drink in our assigned room because we were told we would not be let back in. (The people employed in the room had food and water available to them).

I also witnessed the people putting ballots into the scanning machine and they would get jammed and they would run them through again. I asked the first set of women if they were getting counted twice and they said no. I moved down the line and asked again and I was told to pretty much mind my own business. I cannot remember the exact words. I did tell someone about it though and they said they would look in to it.

We finally gave up and left the building because we could see that we were not able to challenge anything that we saw.

Dated: November 7, 2020

[Signature]

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:

/signed/ November 7, 2020

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of: Oakland

My commission expires: 3/26/2024
AFFIDAVIT OF CYNTHIA BRUNELL

CYNTHIA BRUNELL, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. I was a Republican Party poll challenger for the November 3rd presidential election.

4. Prior to election day, I volunteered and participated in on-line training through the Republican Party.

5. On election day, I was assigned as a Republican poll challenger to a late-night shift (9pm to 5am) at the TCF Center in Detroit.

6. I arrived at the TCF Center a few minutes before 9pm on Tuesday November 3, 2020 with my husband, David Brunell, an attorney volunteer for the Republican Party.

7. I was assigned to table 21.

8. Table 21 consisted of a circle of separate work tables, staffed by five (5) individuals who performed designated functions for the opening and reviewing of absentee ballots.

9. There was also supervisor who oversaw the ballot review for Table 21 and a number of others Tables.

10. When I arrived, I was directed by the election official supervisor to sit in the center of the aisleway, 6 to 8 feet away from the circle of tables where the absentee ballots were being reviewed.
11. The election workers sitting at the circle of tables for Table 21, refused to speak to me, only occasionally stating that I should move away, that I was too close or that they weren't allowed to talk to me.

12. No one would tell me their names. One of them invited me to sit near him at his work station but the other workers quickly admonished him – leaving me sitting in the aisleway.

13. Election worker in position #1, slit open the envelope. Position #2 verified the ballot number against the voter registration data base using a lap top computer. Position #3 would pull out the inner envelope containing the ballot and re-verify the name and ballot number. Position #4 opened the ballot, removed the perforated top of the ballot and reviewed the ballot. Position #5 flattened the reviewed ballots and assembled them in bundles of 50 for actual processing.

14. Over the course of time, I was trying to keep track of ballot issues that were identified, but I couldn't see what was going on so I eventually left my aisle seat and started walking around the election workers performing their jobs in the circle of tables.

15. The ballot issues that were identified by the election workers, included ballot numbers not matching, lack of signatures, unregistered voters and ballots which indicated straight ticket selection for both political parties.

16. When I heard of an irregularity, I would write down the issue in order to keep track. As the night wore on, I started writing down names and ballot numbers.

17. Some of the irregularities that I recorded were as follows:

   a. Voter Denise Brooks didn't sign the envelope or ballot. Her ballot was processed through the electronic ballot counter.
b. Voter Dervona Wilson didn't sign the envelope or ballot. Her ballot was processed through the electronic ballot counter.

c. Voter Kevin Douglas Merriweather II ballot numbers didn't match. His ballot was processed through the electronic ballot counter.

d. Voter Miles Whitfield numbers on envelope and ballot did not match. White tape was placed on his ballot. His ballot was processed through the electronic ballot counter.

e. Voter Stacy Denise Prichart didn't sign envelope or ballot. Her ballot was processed through the electronic ballot counter.

f. Voter Steven Alante Ousley Scott born in 1929 was not a registered voter. His ballot was processed through the electronic ballot counter.

18. I was never afforded an opportunity to look at any of the ballots at any point in the process, in order to ascertain for myself, if there were irregularities. I was forced to keep a distance. When the election workers identified a problem with a ballot, I would try to observe it, but was constantly told to keep a distance and if I asked to see something, they told me that were not permitted to talk to me.

19. On eleven (11) occasions, irregularities were identified. Those ballots were not segregated. On a number of occasions, the supervisor directed that some of the flagged ballots be returned to the election worker in position #3 who was instructed to place white tape over some portion of the flagged ballot. I could not identify what specific information was covered by the tape. I assumed that the white tape indicated that the ballot was flagged and would not be processed. The ballots with white tape were not separated or segregated but were bundled with the other ballots for processing and counting.

20. There was a box for rejected ballots on one of the tables, but no ballots were ever placed into the box. The supervisor instructed the worker at position #3 not
to use the rejection box because the process for dealing with flagged or irregular ballots had changed.

21. Twice during my shift, the supervisor removed a stack of ballots from Table 21 after they were opened at position #1 but before they were verified at position #2. I don’t know what she did with those ballots but I know they were not verified or reviewed by Table 21.

22. To my surprise, all of the 268 ballots reviewed by the workers at Table 21 were electronically processed and only 4 were rejected. Based on the irregularities that were identified by the election workers, I had expected that at least eleven ballots would have been rejected.

Dated: November 8, 2020

CYNTHIA BRUNELL
29251 Broadmoor
Livonia, MI 48154

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: November 8, 2020.

Isl. Philip Needham
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of: Macomb
My commission expires: June 12, 2026
Acting in County of Wayne
AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID LANGER

DAVID LANGER being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. AT TCF on Wednesday arrived at approx. 12:30 pm prohibited entry to the counting floor. Told to wait. Kept door closed. Waited until approx. 10:30 pm when returned home.

Dated: November 8, 2020

David Langer
DAVID LANGER
586 214-5507

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/8/2020

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of: Wayne

Kimberly Joi Matson
Notary Public - State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 9/2/2024
Acting in the County of Wayne
AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID PIONTEK

David, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan, in the city of Livonia.

3. I was a Republican Poll Challenger on November 4, 2020 at the TCF Center in Detroit Michigan.

4. I began observing at approximately 10:30 am at table 51.

5. There was a bin marked “problem ballots” and I asked the table captain where those ballots were going. The table captain stated those ballots were going to be further looked at. I asked if I could get the numbers of those ballots, and the table captain stated that he would only allow me to get the number of the top ballots, because he wasn’t going to allow me to slow the process down. I followed the “problem ballots” and observed a poll worker drop them on the central processing table with no supervision.

6. The table captain, George, stated there were 32 “problem ballots.” I stated that I wanted to challenge those ballots that they refused to allow me to inspect. I further stated that I would like the challenged ballots to be recorded in the poll back, but George refused and said “we will put it in the computer.”

7. I proceeded to write an incident report and handed it off to the Michigan Republican Party at the TCF Center.

8. After a lengthy break, the poll workers returned to begin counting the overseas military absentee ballots.
9. On two separate occasions, I witnessed a poll worker make a mistake while duplicating a ballot. The poll worker set the invalid ballots aside. The table captain George brought two new ballot and the poll workers began duplicating the ballots, but did not properly secure the two spoiled ones. I repeatedly asked where those spoiled ballots would go, and George had no answer.

10. At approximately 7:52 pm, the problem ballots that were sent to the central processing table came back to table 51, where I was a poll challenger. The poll worker began scanning a problem ballot and a computer prompt with the words “unlisted person” came up. I witnessed the poll worker manually enter six of these ballots into the system and assign each one a fictitious birth date of 01-01-1900. Since, the poll workers were moving so quickly, I was able to capture just one name, “Her ballot number was 5430.

11. Throughout the day, I witnessed a pattern of intimidation, secrecy, and hostility by the poll workers. Poll workers would cheer, jeer and clap when poll challengers were escorted out of the TCF Center. There seemed to be collaboration between the democratic poll challengers and the City of Detroit poll workers.

12. Dated: November 7, 2020

[Signature]

David Piontek

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/8/20

[Signature]

Kimberly A. Moin
NOTARY PUBLIC - STATE OF MICHIGAN
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 10/23/2024
Acting in the County of ____________
AFFIDAVIT OF

Dyanna Papsdorf

being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. November 4 - TCF Center around 2-10pm
   - no republican representatives for poll workers during transferring military ballots
   - differences between numbers on the ballot as on the envelope
   - a number of people/balloons entered in the system that were not on the computer system on the paper list.
   - denied access to the processing room
   - processing a ballot that had tabs ripped off
   - a vast difference between the treatment of the democrats/non-partisan vs GOP
   - many of my friends that wanted to help were locked out of the building
   - entire room erupting in applause when a cop was kicked out

Dated: November 8, 2020

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/8/2020

Kimberly J. Matson
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of Wayne

My commission expires: 9/2/2024

Military ballots 24 out of 26 ballots were for Biden

EXHIBIT 1
AFFIDAVIT OF Elizabeth Williamson

Elizabeth Williamson, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.
2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3.
1. On the morning of Wednesday, November 5, 2020 I went to TCF in Detroit to assist with the mail-in ballots being counted. After a brief training, I was sent into a large room. I stood by a table of ballot counters. I was told I could not stand next to another Republican and we were to stand next to a Democrat.

2. It took me about 20 minutes to understand the process of scanning the ballots. I realized many of the ballots did not register on the computer screen. I asked about the process. A ballot counter, the supervisor, explained these people were not in the system but were on the paper generated list.

3. I could not see anything that was on the envelope or the paper generated list as we were told to stand back 6 feet. I asked if I could see it. The scanner at the table yelled at me and told me I could NOT talk with her, only the supervisor. So another Republican came with me and we challenged the ballot we could not see. The person scanning stood up immediately and told us to get back so she could talk to the supervisor privately without all us staring at her.

4. We walked away. Finally we were given the ballot number. I wrote it down to challenge it. I am not certain where the ballot went after the challenge. There were many, many more like that. Names of people not in the system, checked off from the paper generated list, and moved on.

5. I was not allowed to stand within 6 feet to see what was on the list, the envelope or the ballot. It was all very mysterious. There was a high level of intimidation and it was evident they did not want anyone to witness the way they counted the ballots.

[Signature]

Dated: November 7, 2020
Elizabeth Williamson

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: [Signature] 11/11/2020

/is/

Notary Public, State of Michigan, County of: [Signature]

My commission expires: [Date]
AFFIDAVIT OF EMILY A. STEFFANS

EMILY A. STEFFANS, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On November 4, 2020, I volunteered as a poll challenger for the GOP.

4. I arrived at the TCF convention center between 8 and 8:30 am.

5. After a temperature check at the entrance, I was given directions to room 260 which is the room where GOP volunteers went to become credentialled as a challenger.

6. After about 20 minutes of training I received my credentials and paperwork and wristband for entry.

7. I entered the ABC board room.

8. A gentleman with the GOP walked me around the room and explained the process and what to look for.

9. There were not enough GOP volunteers present to have one at each table.

10. I went table to table witnessing the process.

11. I was told during my training that only one volunteer per party was allowed to observe a table at any given time.

12. In many instances there were more than one democrat volunteer challenger at a table.

13. When I moved from table to table I was followed by two to three democrat volunteers.

14. I know they were democrat volunteers because they had green dot stickers on their clothing.

15. Within the first hour I observed poll workers duplicate a ballot.
16. During the process two workers used their bodies to block seeing the duplication process.

17. On numerous occasions I was told by poll workers that I needed to stay six feet from them. When I asked if I could come closer because I could not see the screen to verify whether the voter and ballot numbers matched I was told I could not.

18. On numerous occasions, I was told I could only stand at the screen while democrat observers were permitted to move freely around the table.

19. When I asked a question about why a ballot was being placed in a particular box I was told I was not allowed to talk to the poll worker and did not receive an answer.

20. Democrat volunteers were verbally aggressive with me.

21. I was accused by a democrat volunteer of being part of a “cult” for my support of Trump.

22. I witnessed this individual putting large pieces of cardboard over the window so people trying to get in could not see what was happening on the inside where I was.

23. I observed a republican contender being prevented from watching during a duplication. He tried to get closer to the table and move around so he could see, but when he did, three people swarmed him to block his view. The table leader told him to move back and that he was close enough. He said repeatedly that he needed to see the duplication but they would not let him. A man with an election watcher badge told the poll workers they needed to let him see it and the poll workers responded by telling the man with the badge that he needed to go away.

24. A worker arrived at the table and joined the group of people pushing the GOP challenger back. At that point, I intervened and said to the poll workers that they
needed to let the GOP challenger see the duplication. In response, that worker went and got the police. When he returned with them he said I needed to stop talking and that if I did not I would be escorted out.

25. At that point I had watched two GOP people escorted out by the police. When they were escorted out democrat volunteers and poll workers at the table cheered.

26. This made me afraid to further pursue the issue with the duplication any further and to challenge any ballots.

Dated: November 7, 2020

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:

/s/ Vlesue M Persin

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:

My commission expires: 9-9-2026
State of MI

EUGENE G. DIXON

Assiduit

I, Eugene Dixon, a registered voter
at 3522 Hallman, Bloomfield Hills
MI,

At Appx. 1 p.m. I observed two
ballots being duplicated at TEC #11, 51
Inspector did not know party
affiliation at time and the two
ballots were duplicated by 3 people
who initialed the 2 original ballots
and placed them in the manila envelope
The new ballots were then placed in
the tray for tabulation.

Eugene Dixon
Nov. 3, 2020

Susan L. Mills, Notary Public
Susan L. Mills
Exp. October 27, 2025
11/08/2020 Francis Cizmar, being sworn under penalty of perjury.

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit, and if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On November 4, 2020, I went to the TCF Center as a poll challenger. I was issued credentials when I signed into work.

4. I arrived at 6:00 am and left at approx. 8:30 pm.

5. While I was in the counting area, I observed the following:

A) Provisional ballots were put into a box labeled "votes to be tabulated." I filed an incident report and turned it into the supervisor in the Republican poll challenger office. This incident took place at Table 1CC12, Absentee Voter Counting Board 58 at 12:30 pm.

B) "Problem ballot" boxes containing ballots were left unattended at tables 46, 48, 61, and 62. No election supervisors or poll workers were present.
c) At approximately 3 p.m., at table 55, a poll worker was seated at inspector station 5. I personally observed this poll worker shuffling and re-arranging the ballots to be tabulated. This went on for at least 5 minutes. I did not understand why this was needed, and I did not see the ballots being put into the box labeled "votes to be tabulated."

D) I was present when poll challengers were forcibly removed from the counting room. I recall this taking place about an hour after I was informed that the President requested that the counting be stopped when he learned that poll challengers were being denied entry. When these ejections took place, there was a lot of shouting of approval and applause from the poll watchers and election supervisors in the room.

e) At approximately 1 p.m., I was standing near the entrance to the counting room. About 15 feet in front of me was a group of three men, one of whom had a crutch. The men were about 6 feet tall. The man with the crutch took out his phone, held it up above his head, and began videotaping the area where the tabulating machines were located.
E) continued. The man took a video of about 10 seconds, then put the phone in his pocket. The group of three men turned to face me. I did not see any type of identification or party affiliation on any of them. I walked swiftly to an election worker and reported what I saw, which was the video taping in the area where pictures and videos were forbidden. When the three men came close to this election worker and me, the election worker told the men that videos and pictures were not allowed in the counting room. One of the men replied in a harsh tone "we didn’t take any pictures or videos." The election worker replied "don’t do it again" but did not ask the man to delete the video.

F) I witnessed a poll worker at inspection station 2 locating the record of an absentee voter using the Electronic Poll Book on a laptop computer. I was standing approximately 3 feet behind her to her right. After she scanned the envelope, no record came up. She then started typing the voter’s name into the electronic poll book. The date of birth field was blank. The poll worker
Continued: typed 01/01/1900 into the date of birth field. This would indicate that the voter would be 120 years old. Certainly possible, but improbable. I challenged this record. The Election Supervisor came to the table and told the poll worker to delete the record. I could not confirm if the record had been deleted. The ballot number was 0C36C0.

G) When the military ballots were starting to be transcribed, it was about 7pm. I was at a table where a military ballot was being tabulated. There was one person speaking the vote choice on the military ballot to another poll worker to her right who was copying the vote choices onto a standard ballot. There was a person without any identification and dressed as a regular person without a department of elections shirt/blouse on. One of the table poll workers came to my right and told me to maintain a 6 foot distance. I replied that the 6 foot order was relaxed. She insisted that I back away. I asked who this person standing between the reader and copier was. I was told she is a poll worker who needed to monitor the process. The person without poll worker credentials had both
6) Continued: elbows out to her side, preventing me from observing the ballot copying. The person who told me to keep a six foot distance said that if I didn’t comply I would be evicted. I left the table to find another one so I could remain in the counting room. I felt very intimidated.

7) When the military ballots began to be distributed to the counting tables, Election Supervisors would grab 2, 3, maybe 4 at a time, which made it impossible for us to cover all of the ballot transcribing. I believe that this was done on purpose.

8) The counting room supervisor would announce over the PA system that he needed to meet with Election Supervisors and Table Leads many times during the time I was in the counting room. This was very distracting to those of us trying to concentrate on what was going on at the tables we were trying to monitor.

[Signature]
Francis J. Cizmar
248 989 3013
francisjcizmar@gmail.com
5 of 6
Subscribed and sworn to before me on 11/18/2020 Frances Cezmar

Deana Beigel Esq. (P62626)
Deana Beigel
Notary Public
State of Michigan
County of Wayne
Expiring 9/16/25
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GEORGE L. BOWEN, being sworn, declares
under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am registered voter in the State of Indiana.

3. On Wednesday Nov. 4 I was present inside the TCF Center as a challenger for the RNC.

4. I identified myself to a Robert who was issuing credentials to the challengers.

5. I was issued a credential and after about an hour and a half, went with a group of GOP challengers to an entrance of the vote counting area. I waited about 15-20 minutes outside waiting to be admitted.

6. I was admitted.
7. Finally a lady opened the door in the presence of a poll worker.

8. I heard the lady tell the poll worker that she was a challenger for MiCOP and was leaving the counting area for an extended time.

9. Before leaving, I mentioned to the lady and the poll worker that I was a challenger for the MiCOP.

10. The poll worker said that upon the lady leaving, the counting area, I would be let in to replace her.

11. The lady left the counting area but held the door open for me to enter.

12. I entered the counting area and was directed by the poll worker to a table where I would be registered.

13. I stood in front of the table when another female poll worker came over and in the presence of the first poll worker, made note that I would have to leave the counting area.
14. I explained to this other poll worker that I was simply replacing a challenger who had left the counting area.

15. This other poll worker repeated that I would have to leave.

16. I am a member of the State Bar of Michigan, Attorney No. P109710.

17. I did leave the counting area, and observed poll workers covering areas of the counting area which class to block views of the inside.

18. I have photos took from outside the counting area, and I forwarded them to Ryan Leppert.

George L. Boller

Dated Nov. 8, 2020

Signed and sworn to before me on 11/8/2020

George L. Boller

Sworn to as follows:

Dana Beard, Esq. (Plaintiff)

County of Wayne

Ann Arbor, July 2020

State of Michigan
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AFFIDAVIT OF Gina Paschke

Gina Paschke, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. I arrived at the TCF Center at approximately 12:30pm on November 4, 2020. I was assigned table numbers 110 and 111. Two precincts. I was told that I was not allowed to come closer than 6 feet from the tables or the screens. I was also told that I could not walk between the tables, only around them. This made viewing the screens that were supposed to be available to me impossible to view.

4. I was told that I could not speak to the poll workers at any time. The only question I could ask is what their party affiliation was. I did ask one of my tables this question and was promptly told that I was in violation by speaking to them. I cordially told them I was told I was in accordance with the rules and they responded by saying that they refused to answer my question.

5. Upon exiting and signing out of the TCF Center, I and two other Republican poll watchers asked that 3 other Republican representatives be allowed access upon our departure and they refused to allow that access based on they’re count of number of watchers in the room at the time. I contend that the Republican poll watchers were understaffed in the TCF Center poll room.

Dated: November 7, 2020

Gina Paschke

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/7/2020

/s/

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of: 

My commission expires:

Raina G. Grozinger
Notary Public of Michigan
Wayne County
Expires 04/12/2023
Acting in the County of: 
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AFFIDAVIT OF HEIDI KIILUNEN

Heidi Kiilunen, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. I went to the TCF Center in Detroit to be a GOP poll challenger. I arrived at approximately 11:30am.

4. I reported to the GOP room to obtain my credentials.

5. I entered the Center where the counting was occurring. I observed GOP poll challengers being escorted out of the room to the cheers and clapping of all the poll workers.

6. I was only in the room 2 hours.

7. When I left, I inquired as to signing out and was told we not need to sign out and to exit through a side door. This prevented replacement workers due to there being no record of the number of GOP poll challengers signed in versus the number of GOP poll challengers signed out.

Dated: November 8, 2020

[Signature]
Heidi Kiilunen

Subscribed and sworn before me on: 11/8/2020

Kimberly J. Matson
Notary Public, State of Michigan, County of Wayne
My commission expires: 9/2/2024

EXHIBIT 1
State of Michigan
Applicant

My name is Hima Kalanagireddy. I am a Michigan voter and am serving as a poll challenger at ACVB @ Cobo Hall. I witnessed a ballot duplication at counting board #57. I asked the supervisor if there is a Republican present during the duplication process and he refused to answer and the two Democrats tried to argue with me.

I am a registered Michigan voter living @ 18152 Shagbark Drive, Northville, MI 48168.

Signed by: Hima Kalanagireddy
Date: 11/03/20

As an L. Mills, Notary Public
Susan L. Mills
Expires: October 27, 2025
AFFIDAVIT OF HOLLY SPALDING

Holly Spalding, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. I was credentialed as a GOP poll watcher for the November 3 and November 4, 2020.

4. I was a poll challenger in Milford at precinct 2 from 7am to 1pm on November 3, 2020.

5. I then went to the TCF Center in Detroit.

6. While at the TCF Center, I observed several violations of voting law.

7. I observed the counting board for precinct 29. I observed a “spoiled” ballot that should have stayed at the clerk’s office at the precinct. The poll workers attempted to process this ballot, but the supervisor saw that it was spoiled and put it in the problem bin.

8. I observed that the ballot numbers were not being verified with the E-poll. I asked the supervisor why the correct procedure was not being followed and the supervisor stated that they were “not following that procedure this year”. This procedure was violated on all the ballots at this table from 10:30pm to 5am. I did go to lunch from 1:00 to 1:45, otherwise I can confirm that the procedure was not followed.

9. While I was at lunch, votes were tabulated so I was not able to observe the tabulation.

10. I observed ballots that should have been duplicated due to being torn, stained or damaged. A supervisor instructed the workers to run damaged ballots through the tabulator and only to duplicate rejected ballots.

11. I observed ballots numbers that did not match from the outside of the envelope with the ballot number on the inside envelope. I observe the poll worker cover the number on
the outside envelope with white post it tape and re-write the number on the outside envelope to match the inside envelope. I observed this on several occasions.

12. At 2:00am on November 4, two groups of Democrat poll challengers came in, but they had no credentials, only BLM masks and other political message markings. I attempted to apprise them of the irregularities that I observed. They did not appear interested in my report; it was clear they were only there to observe me.

13. I observed a ballot that had a signature on the outside of the envelope, but did not have a signature on the inside envelope. So for one ballot there were 2 outside envelopes.

14. From approximately 4am on, a majority of the ballots that were being tabulated were not on the E-poll, but they were on the AV list. Earlier in the evening if a ballot was not on the E-poll, but was on the AV list, it would be noted on the E-poll message. Later however, as more and more ballots appeared, these ballots that were not listed on the E-poll, was not noted on the E-poll message. Thus they abandoned the recording of these ballots.

15. I observed ballots that had already been opened and then stored in a bin under the table to not be processed and merely stored for the next shift. I believe these ballots were supposed to go to a secure location.

16. I observed ballots processed that had already been opened at an earlier time.

17. I observed that the table behind me had two poll workers at the table. There was a third person at the table that had a patch identifying him as an Election Board Member. I understood this official to be a supervisor of many tables. He was wearing black and white shirts with embroidered identification. The two workers at the table were not participating in any ballot processing. The third person scanned the ballots and put them
in piles. It is unclear what happened to these piles. Earlier in the evening, this table was processing ballots according to the processing procedure and had an observer. There was no observer when the supervisor was singly scanning ballots and putting them in piles.

18. Later, I observed at this same table, a female with the embroidered credential, scanning ballots and putting them in piles, while the two poll workers sat at the table doing nothing. There was no observer.

Dated: November 8, 2020

[Signature]

Holly Spalding

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/8/2020

Notary public. State of Michigan, County of Wayne

My commission expires: 9/2/2024
AFFIDAVIT OF ILIE ANTONIE

ILIE ANTONIE, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. AT TCF on Monday 6-8 pm, Tuesday from 6:00 am until Wednesday 2:00 am. Acting as a poll challenger. Submitted challenge reports at the TCF which will provide details.

Incidents:

Name on the envelop and the name on the poll sheet did not match more than once.

Persistent issue even after moving to alternate counting tables.

Scanning envelope number also did not match per observations on the screen

Moved to the adjuster area, supposed to both parties represented, many lacked a GOP representative. Observed ballot on screen if mismarked person determined voter intent.

Persistent hostility from workers.

Witnessed duplication with only 1 person, not both parties.

Dated: November 8, 2020

Printed Name:

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:

My commission expires: 07-22-2026

MARGARET LEAR ERIE
Notary Public, State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 07-22-2026
Acting in the County of wayne

EXHIBIT 1
AFFIDAVIT OF JACQUELINE ZAPLITNY

Jacqueline Zaplitny, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. I was credentialed as a Ballot Box Inspector and a poll challenger. I was assigned to Precinct 205 at Mason Elementary School in Detroit as the Ballot Box Inspector.

4. I arrived at approximately 5:45 am on November 3, 2020.

5. I observed multiple voters inquire about straight party voting. The Precinct Chairperson instructed these voters on how to vote straight ticket Democrat, but did not mention straight ticket Republican and directed the voters to the Democratic straight ticket box on the ballot.

6. I attempted to intervene, however it was clear that the Precinct Chairperson was directing the voters to the straight ticket Democrat option.

7. At the end of the voting, I printed out the tabulator tapes. I attempted to electronically send the tabulator record to 2 locations, the Department of Elections and Wayne County.

8. The electronic record was successfully sent to the Department of Elections.

9. The electronic record to Wayne County was unsuccessful and I received a message “unable to connect to server”. The Precinct co-chair instructed me to resend the electronic record, but the same “unable to connect to server” message was received again. It is unclear if the records were ever received or if they were duplicated.
10. It is unclear how many votes were recorded from this precinct that day, but I can attest that there were only 111 ballots processed.

11. There were 7 voters that appeared to vote in person even though they had requested absentee ballots. These voters were permitted to vote in person. I called the Department of Elections to report this, it is unclear if these absentee ballots were spoiled.

12. I left the precinct at 9:30pm and went to the TCF Center in Detroit as a poll challenger.

13. I was told to observe the computers that were identifying ballots that showed “error”. I was told the view the people that were “determining the intent of the voter”. There were multiple ballots that were “corrected” on ballots that should have been overvoted and not counted.

14. I tried to determine the identity or party affiliation of the people changing the votes on these ballots. I was told I could not speak with them. They wore no credentials or any identifying badges.

15. When I spoke to a supervisor about my concerns, I was summarily dismissed and the supervisor motioned me to stand back. She then stood in front of me, blocking me from further observation and unable to hear what she was saying to the people changing the ballots.

16. This occurred on several occasions.

17. I was able to observe closely for only a couple of minutes. An AP reporter then took my photograph and confirmed that I was with the GOP. I was then asked to leave the area.

18. A Democratic poll challenger then approached me and told me I could not observe this process or speak with the poll workers changing the votes.
19. I observed many counting boards throughout the evening. There did not seem to be any uniformity amongst the poll workers as to how they were processing the ballots. There did not appear to be any compliance with ballot verification.

20. I experienced intimidation by poll workers wearing BLM face masks and another man of intimidating size with a BLM shirt on, very closely following challengers, including myself, even though there was supposed to be social distancing going on.

21. At 2:30am November 4, 2020, all of the ballots appeared to have been processed. There were no ballots on counting board tables and no more ballots appeared to be in circulation. I asked if counting was concluded. The supervisor then stated that a big door would open for a new delivery.

22. I then left the TCF Center.

Dated: November 8, 2020

[Signature]

Jacqueline Zaplitny

[Signature]

11/8/2020
11/8/2020

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/8/2020

Kimberly Joji Matson
Notary Public, State of Michigan, County of: Wayne

My commission expires: 9/2/2024

Kimberly Joji Matson
Notary Public - State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 9/2/2024
Acting in the County of Wayne.
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES P. FREGO

JAMES P. FREGO, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. I am an attorney, licensed to practice in the State of Michigan, with a valid and active Michigan Bar number of P55727. I am also admitted to practice in the Federal Court for the Eastern District of Michigan.

4. I was a credentialed Poll Challenger of the GOP for the 2020 election.

5. On November 4, 2020 I was called to Cobo Hall (TCF Center) to act as a challenger on behalf of the Republican Party, and arrived at approximately 2:30 p.m. I was to replace someone else who had been there since the early morning hours.

6. I was inside the Atrium of Cobo/TCF, and the doors were locked to the larger area of vote counting, where I was to report.

7. There were approximately 50 other people in the atrium area, all indicating they were credentialed poll challengers as well.

8. Uniformed Detroit Police Officers were being used as security for the room.

9. An individual stepped out and announced to the crowd that each political party had been allotted a certain number of “spots” as challengers, and both parties had met their maximum number. As a result, no persons would be allowed inside.
10. While this individual was speaking, a woman next to me yelled out “I was INSIDE, and when I briefly stepped out, you refused me re-entry!!”. Another individual yelled out “I am an INDEPENDENT poll challenger, and you are not letting me in either!”.

11. While we were in the Atrium area, people inside began taping cardboard and paper to the inside of the windows, which kept us all from seeing inside the room itself. These papers included used pizza boxes and anything they could find, which further agitated the crowd.

12. After they had opened the doors to let members of the Press Corps inside the counting room, and as the Police were closing the locking security door to that large counting room, I put my foot in the doorway, which kept it from closing. The officer asked me to remove it. I said “Sir, I will remove it as soon as you tell me HOW MANY challengers are inside”. He insisted I remove my foot, and I insisted I would do it as soon as I was given an exact COUNT of the number of challengers inside the room itself.

13. The Officer trying to close the door insisted “Sir, the number of challengers are MAXED OUT in there”. I persisted asking for a specific number before I removed my foot. Finally, he said to me in a frustrated tone: “I don’t KNOW how many people challengers are in there”, to which I replied “If you don’t know the number, then you are NOT ‘maxed out’”.

14. At this point, an officer in charge pointed at me and indicated the other officers should pull me inside, which they did. Two police officers then escorted me across the counting area to a side hallway, where they handcuffed me and led me to the back of a patrol car.
15. After about 20 minutes in the back of the patrol car, I was driven approximately ¼ mile away to a staging area for the police, where I was issued a Misdemeanor Citation for Disturbing the Peace, and released to walk back to Cobo.

16. At no time did I swear at the officers, and up to this point had never been arrested in my life (I am 57 years old).

17. I was consistently respectful, but insistent on receiving information, as I was acting in my Official Capacity as a Poll Challenger, and an Officer of the Court in the State of Michigan.

Dated: November 7, 2020

James P. Frego

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:
/s/ Leslie M Persin
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:

My commission expires: 9-9-2026

LESLIE M PERSIN
Notary Public, State of Michigan
County of Oakland
My Commission Expires Sep. 09, 2026
Acting In the County of Wayne
State of Michigan

JEAN KORDENBROCK

Affidavit

1. I, JEAN KORDENBROCK, an A. Michigan Voter
   registered at 2520 Lake Lansing, Apt 5, Lansing
   Michigan.

2. I have been serving on Nov 3, 2020 as an
   attorney for the Trump for President Campaign
   Committee and the Michigan Republican Party
   at the TCF Center, Detroit Canvass.

3. At approximately 12:30 p.m., I observed
   a ballot being duplicated at AVCB 47
   (1C #10) and I approached the Supervisor.
   I asked him “Is there a Republican present to
   witness this duplication?” He answered,
   “I have no idea.” The inspectors
   continued reproducing the duplicate
   ballot.

4. I have witnessed this since approximately
   8:00 am, and multiple poll challengers
   have indicated they have witnessed duplicate
   ballots being prepared without notice.

EXHIBIT 1
Republican President

Signed: [Handwritten Signature]

Date: 11/3/2020

[Handwritten Signature]

Dana A. Mills, Notary Public

Notary Public Seal

Expiration Date: October 23, 2025

Exhibit 1
AFFIDAVIT OF

JEFFREY A. GORMAN

JEFFREY A. GORMAN, BEING
SWORN, DECLARED UNDER PENALTY
OF PERJURY:

1. I AM PERSONALLY FAMILIAR WITH
THE FACTS STATED IN THIS
AFFIDAVIT AND, IF SWORN TO
A WITNESS, AM COMPETENT TO
TESTIFY TO THEM AS WELL

2. I AM A REGISTERED VOTER IN
THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

3. I WAS ON FACEBOOK AND OBSERVED
THAT FRIENDS REGARDING CALL AFTER
ELECTION WERE LOOKING FOR VOLUNTEERS.
I AGREED TO VOLUNTEER

4. I WENT TO THE TCF CENTER ON
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 2020 AT
12:30 PM
5. THERE WAS ABOUT A TEN MINUTE INSTRUCTION GIVEN FOR ALL VOLUNTEERS:
   1) THERE HAD TO BE A REGISTERED VOTER IN EITHER THE ELECTRONIC BOOK OR WRITTEN BOOK, IF NOT CHALLENGE IT; AND
   2) IF THERE WERE DUPLICATE BALLOTS OR XEROX'D/COPIED BALLOTS (IE., IF MILITARY FAX VERSION), THERE MUST BE TWO PAID WITNESSES (DEMOCRAT AND REPUBLICAN), IF NOT CHALLENGE IT.

6. I TRIED TO ENTER AROUND 2:00 PM / 2:30 PM. I WAS IN THE SECOND GROUP OF ABOUT TEN PEOPLE.

7. I KNEW THAT PEOPLE HAD LEFT, BUT THEY WOULD NOT LET REPLACEMENT POLL CHALLENGERS IN.

8. THAT OUR GROUP WAS TOLD THAT IT WAS DUE TO COVID-19 WHY PEOPLE WERE NOT BEING LET IN. THIS WAS TOLD BY THE PEOPLE AT THE DOOR.
9. THERE WAS A REPRESENTATIVE THAT IDENTIFIED HIMSELF AS A HEALTH OFFICIAL AND SAID NO ONE COULD GO IN DUE TO COVID-19 RESTRICTIONS.

10. I FINALLY SIGNED IN AT 6:06 PM ON NOVEMBER 4, 2020 TO 50 AV. I WAS PUT IN BOOK 1.


12. I WAS WORKING BETWEEN TWO (2) TABLES.

13. I WOULD FOLLOW THE MILITARY BALLOTS TO THE TABLE AND WATCHED HOW IT WAS PROCESSED.

14. AT BOTH TABLES I OBSERVED NO WITNESSES AS REQUIRED.

15. I CHALLENGED THE FIRST BATCH OF BALLOTS AND THEN MORE BALLOTS CAME TO THE SECOND TABLE.
16. There was a female at the second table and when I questioned the witness nue, she started. She did not know what their affiliation was and I should go ask.

17. Based upon the request, I went to ask the affiliation of the one woman claiming to be a witness and she would not tell me.

18. I then spoke to a woman identified as a democrat lawyer and told me that I did not know what I was talking about when I questioned the ballots. This woman refused to give me her name.

19. I had challenged the first batch of about two to three ballots as well as challenged the second batch of about six to eight ballots. These were all military absentee ballots.
20. I had filed an incident report immediately following my time on the floor, which was around 8:30 PM.

21. While I was challenging ballots, I observed ballots being brought by a supervisor.

22. After the supervisor brought these ballots over, a red flag was raised due to the issues with the ballots.

23. Thereafter, a woman came in from some other location and told the data worker, "I made sure they were registered" even though the names were not in either electronic or written book.

24. I then observed they were inputting in the system these names as registered (although not in either electronic or written book) or as appeared on the paperwork for the ballot.
25. THESE AFOREMENTIONED ACTIONS WERE AGAINST THE RULES.

26. ADDITIONALLY, THEY WERE INPLITTING FICTITIOUS BIRTH DATES WITH THE NAMES ON THE PAPERWORK FOR THE BIRTH AND I OBSERVED THIS OCCUR.

DATED: NOVEMBER 8, 2020

JEFFREY A. GORMAN

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO
BEFORE ME ON: 11/8/2020

MATERIAL WITNESS, KIMBERLY J. MATSON
STATE OF MICHIGAN
COUNTY OF WAYNE
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES: 9/2/2024
ACTING IN THE COUNTY OF: WAYNE

Kimberly J. Matson
Notary Public - State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 9/2/2024
Acting in the County of Wayne

EXHIBIT 1
AFFIDAVIT OF JEFFERY MOSS

Jeffery Moss, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On Monday November 2, 2020 from 10:00am to 8:00pm I was a Republican challenger at the TCF Center in Detroit, Michigan. I was a challenger at Table 68. I was told by election workers to back away from the table and stay six feet away from the table. I was able to move closer at times, but was told to stay six feet away.

4. On Tuesday November 3, 2020 from 10:00pm to 5:00am on Wednesday November 4, 2020 I was a Republican Challenger at the TCF Center in Detroit, Michigan. I observed a group of men walking around and intimidating Republican challengers and observers.

5. At approximately 4:00am on Wednesday November 4, I overheard that there only 16,000 outstanding ballots to count at the TCF Center.

Dated: November 8, 2020

[Signature]

[Print name]

Subscribed and sworn to before me:

[Signature]

Notary Public, State of Michigan, County of:

My commission expires:

[Stamp]

JULIE ANN MCEVOY
Notary Public - State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires May 26, 2027
Acting In the County of Wayne

- 1 -
I am a registered voter at this address in Michigan: 22453 Maple Avenue, Farmington, MI 48336.

I am working as an official election challenger approved by the Michigan Republican Party at the TCF Center in Detroit.

Today, November 3, 2020, I witnessed a duplication of a voter ballot in ICC #6, Avon #36 at 1458, with a Republican present. I asked if the table had requested Republican witness and they answered "no." The reason given for duplicate ballot was that it was returned from the scanner as being unreadable. The ballot number from the new ballot was 02038, and the number had already been removed from the old ballot. I was only able to witness the non-partisan side duplication.

Respectfully,

Susan L. Mills
Notary Public
Exp. October 27, 2025

Jennifer L. Seid
22453 Maple Avenue
Farmington, MI 48336
State of New Jersey  
County of Monmouth  

John M. Downing, Jr. being duly sworn, deposes and says:

1. I am a volunteer with Lawyers for Trump. I was in Detroit on November 3 and 4, 2020. I called about 60 volunteer poll challengers on November 4, 2020 to ask them to go to Cobo Convention Center to act as vote-count watchers, known as “poll challengers.”

2. At about 2:30 p.m. Eric Torrison, another Republican volunteer and I went to Cobo Convention Hall because one of the poll challengers, Karen, had called me several times from 10:30 am to 2:00 p.m. to say that about 20 poll challengers were on the rooftop waiting to go in, but were being denied access to the building. Karen was upset. They were all on the roof top parking deck (where they parked because there was free parking) of the Convention Center, and were not being allowed into the building.

3. At 3:20 pm on Nov. 4, 2020 Mr. Torrison and I went to the rooftop of the Convention Center via elevator that was manned by a security guard on the main floor. There were at least 19 Republican challengers waiting on the roof and asking to be let in to the building.

4. I spoke to a security guard, Daniel Sims, who was guarding the door.

5. I asked Mr. Sims three times to allow the people on the roof in. Each time he refused. I videotaped the requests in a 10-minute video that I have on my cell phone.

6. Mr. Sims said that he could not let the volunteers in because his bosses had told him that they could not come in due to “Covid regulations.” I asked what Covid regulations, and he said “no comment.”

7. The people on the roof all wore masks and all said they had no symptoms and had not been near anyone with Covid symptoms in the past several days.

8. I suggested to Mr. Sims that if Covid restrictions were the reason that the Republicans were not allowed in, then Mr. Sims should allow Republicans in alternately with Democrats coming out. Mr. Sims did not respond to this request.

9. Mr. Sims said that he was instructed by his supervisors, the Cobo Convention Center general manager, Claude Molinari, and building public safety manager, Bruce Smith, that he was not to allow people in because of Covid restrictions.

10. We went to the main floor and asked security guard Bridgit Sewell if we could see Mr. Molinari. She called Mr. Molinari’s assistant, Ms. Leece, who told Ms. Sewell that Mr. Molinari was not available. Officer Sewell called Mr. Smith. In about 30 minutes Mr. Smith arrived on a Segway machine.
11. When we asked Mr. Smith why the people on the roof were not being admitted. Mr. Smith first said they were not allowed in because they did not use the Level A, Washington Street basement parking garage. He provided no reason why they should use the basement parking garage. Neither Mr. Smith nor Mr. Sims had tried to re-direct the people to the Level A, Washington Street parking area, despite the volunteers' repeated requests to come in from 10:30 to about 3:21 p.m.

12. We asked Mr. Smith whether the people on the rooftop would be admitted to the building if they used the Washington Street entrance. He said they would be let in.

13. Mr. Smith did not say anything about any Covid restrictions, as Mr. Sims kept repeating to the people on the roof from about 10:30 a.m. to 3:21 p.m.

14. Mr. Torrison and I went to the Level A Parking garage through an elevator and spoke and spoke to security guard Mr. Bryce (a slim black male, about 30 years old, who had been there at about 3:15 pm).

15. Mr. Bryce said that no one was allowed in through the Garage A, Washington Street entrance. We said that Mr. Smith said they could enter through Garage A. Mr. Bryce then said that if Mr. Smith said it was OK, then it was OK with Mr. Bryce.

16. At about 4:45 Mr. Torrison and I returned to the rooftop to tell the volunteers on the roof that they should come in through the Garage A, Washington Street. But the volunteers were gone. Only two people were on the rooftop-- Officer Pryde, a black female officer and officer Van Sickle a white male officer who were then stationed on the rooftop. (They had not been there at 3:20 pm.)

17. Officer Pryde and Van Sickle were uncooperative and refused to tell us when the challengers had left the roof, despite our persistent questioning.

18. We spoke again to Daniel Sims to pinpoint exactly when the police arrived on the rooftop.

19. Officer Pryde said that it was actually Mr. Bruce Smith who locked the door to the roof.

20. At about 5:00 p.m on November 4, 2020 were told in the staging room that they were letting lawyers into the counting room via Garage A. We tried to find a garage but could not find it.

21. We returned to the main door of the counting room. Three or four heavily armed Detroit police were guarding the front door. Approximately 4 large windows had cardboard on the inside of the windows to block the view into the counting room.

22. I advised the white female and two black males in heavily armed gear that I was an attorney and wanted to observe the counting and asked if I could go in. They refused. They said that it was that their sergeant who told them not to admit anyone.
AFFIDAVIT OF JOYCE SANKEY

Joyce Sankey, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. I went to TCF Center in Detroit, MI at approximately 1:30 pm on November 4, 2020.

4. I was directed to room 260 to get trained to be a poll challenger.

5. I was denied access to the room where the votes being counted.

6. I was denied access for 5 hours.

7. I observed that as a group of GOP observers would approach the room, the doors were closed and access was denied.

8. I observed Democratic observers approach the room and permitted access.

9. The GOP observers were forced to wait in room 260 up the stairs from the room far from the room where the votes were being counted.

10. The Democratic observers were allowed to remain at a table just outside the room where the votes were being counted.

11. At 4:00pm, I was informed to take off the green band that identified me as a GOP observer because those of us with the green bands were being harrassed. I was also told the Democratic challengers were putting on green bands posing as GOP.

12. I was informed that the only way I would get in to observe would be as an “independent”.

13. I never gained access.
14. A “health inspector” claimed the room was at capacity. This was disputed and that is why the people inside blocked the windows.

Dated: November 8, 2020

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/8/2020

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of: Wayne

My commission expires: 9/2/2024

Kimberly Joi Matson
Notary Public - State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 9/2/2024
Acting in the County of Wayne

11/8/20
Joyce Sankey
AFFIDAVIT OF KAREN OSTIN

Karen Ostin, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On November 2, 2020 I was a challenger at the TCF Center in Detroit, Michigan for the Republican Party. I was there from 9:00am until 9:00pm.

4. I was at table 20 and challenged a ballot and was told the ballot number was all 0's and then ending with 212. Approximately fifteen minutes later I challenged another ballot and was given the same ballot number. The names on these two ballots were different. I was given no explanation for this duplicate number.

5. On Wednesday November 4, 2020 I returned to the TCF Center at approximately 11:00am. I was told, along with other Republican challengers, that we could not enter the counting room. The election workers stated that the room was full.

6. After being told the room was full, I observed people leaving the room. When asked about this, election workers would not explain why more Republican challengers
could not enter. The election workers would not show us the sign-in book to be able to determine how many Republican challengers were in the counting room.

7. I stayed at TCF Center from until 3:00pm on November 4, 2020 and was never allowed to enter the counting room.

Dated: November 8, 2020

[Print name]

Karen Ostie

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:

My commission Expires May 26, 2027
Acting in the County of Wayne
AFFIDAVIT OF Kathleen Daavettila

I, Kathleen Daavettila, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On September 23, 2020 my husband and I filled out and sent in applications to work in the Detroit election for the November 3, 2020 presidential election. On the application we specified that we are not flexible to work at any polling site and would like to work at the TCF center absentee voter count board.

   On October 1, 2020 both my husband and I received a voicemail from Will Griffin at the City of Detroit Elections Department, calling to let us know that our training was scheduled for October 6, 2020 at 1:30pm, and that the location of the training was the northwest Wayne County Community College Campus located at 8200 West Outer Drive, Southfield, MI and that I would be in room 101G.

   On October 1, 2020 I arrived for the training at said location. Upon arrival I was told that the training was moved to a different building, which it was. When I got to the training location, I was asked where I was told to go, and I told them room 101G, so I was sent to the coordinating room at the new location. At the introduction of the training the instructor informed us that we will be working as Electronic Poll Inspectors. I raised my hand, and I asked, "What about absentee ballot counting at the TCF center, that is what I signed up for." The instructor then told me that they needed 1,100 people to work at the absentee counting board TCF center and they filled them right away, so there is no need for them right now. But that I could call 313-876-0227 and tell them when I signed up and ask where I am on the list. After this I left the training. As soon as I got out to my car, I called the number, and it rang and rang and
rang with no answer. I called multiple more times that day, and the next day, each time with no answer, and no going to voicemail.

On Wednesday November 4, 2020 my husband and I went down to the TCF absentee counter board in response to the call for more Republican poll watchers/challengers. After getting our credentials we went into the absentee counter board room. The room was larger than a football field with people everywhere. While I was in line in to check-in in the counting room, I started talking to someone in a group that was wearing our yellow GOP wristband. They had a packet of instructions with the heading relating to, “Tactics to Distract GOP Challengers”, which he let me borrow to read, unfortunately I didn’t get time to read anything else on it. Another man in the group started telling me, “our main job is to distract and disrupt the GOP challengers,” then a woman in the group grabbed the packet of papers from my hands and said, “no, no, no, she’s a republican, she doesn’t need that, bye, bye.”

When we checked in, we had to write our party affiliation, our name, and the time that we checked in, looking at the sign in sheet, there were over 10 times the amount of democrats than there were republicans (this was verified as we checked out later, when the person working at the table had to flip through many pages to find my name to check me out.)

The atmosphere in the room was very hostile towards me. Numerous times I had poll workers and democrat challengers screaming at me, if I took a step closer to the table to get a better view of the ballot, if another republican walked by the table or stopped to ask me a question, if my mask started to slip and show the top part of my nostril, multiple times I was told I was going to get kicked out if any of those things happened again. At one point when I was challenging a ballot where the ballot number in the computer did not match the ballot number on the ballot and envelope, the poll worker did not write that I challenged the ballot in the remarks, so I kindly asked if they needed to write my name that I challenged the ballot, as they had previously. When I
asked, about 4 or 5 democrats that happened to be right next to the table (remember I was hollered at if even one other republican even walked close to the table while I was standing next to it) started screaming at me that I am not allowed to talk to the workers at the table. A couple of minutes later a male supervisor came to our table and started hollering at me that I am not allowed to talk to the workers or interfere with the process, and that I am going to be kicked out if I do that again. I kindly apologized to him and I did not say a single word nor even make eye contact with anyone at the table for the remainder of the time that I was there.

On the contrary, multiple other democrats stopped to visit with the democrat challenger at the table, one even stood right next to her as they both watched the screen together and talked about the ballot. Nothing was said by ANYONE to them about having more than one democrat at the table. I did not say anything as I did not feel safe to (I am a small (5'3" 130lb) pregnant white woman), for fear of getting screamed and hollered at if I opened my mouth. Also, about a half an hour after the supervisor stopped to holler at me about saying something to the table worker, both the "non-partisan" and democrat challengers huddled next to the worker at the computer who was scanning the ballots, and talked to them for at least a minute. Again, I did not say anything for fear of being screamed at.

I found it interesting that every ballot that I challenged where the computer ballot number and the ballot and envelope number did not match up, the partisan challenger nor the democrat challenger ever challenged the ballot.

Each ballot that I challenged, a remark was noted in the computer that the numbers did not match up, and then the ballot was processed anyway.

Also, the entire time that I was at the TCF center, I did not see a single signature verified by any registration document.

Around 3pm more and more police officers started to show up. Around this time the doors
to the room were closed and they would not let anyone else into the room, and the windows into the room started getting covered with cardboard and paper. It was also around this time that the GOP issued a lawsuit to stop counting ballots. It started to feel more unsafe in the room, people started chanting, “stop the count!” while others chanted, “keep the count!”.

They continued to count ballots, I let the supervisor know that every ballot counted past the time of the lawsuit I am challenging. The supervisor said that after the process all of the ballots, they will make a blanket remark stating that all ballots after that time are being challenged.

I was not treated with respect by a single person that I had interaction with (whether I wanted that interaction or not, with random democrat challengers hollering at me) except for one male supervisor, that I spoke with when I was challenging every ballot after the lawsuit was filed.

Let it be known, that I did not respond to a single person who hollered or screamed at me except for when I kindly apologized to the supervisor after I had spoken to the poll worker who had not written that I challenged the ballot.

Between 3pm and 3:57pm I witnessed three white males being thrown out by the police (all on separate occasions,) each time it happened, the entire room burst out into cheering and clapping. The outbursts that I heard around me when this happened was, “must be a Trump supporter!”

My husband and I checked out at 3:57pm, as I was in fear of safety for myself and my unborn baby. We wanted to leave before the hostility escalated any further. After we checking out, we had to leave through a back exit, directed by police.
Dated: November 8, 2020

Kimberly Jol Matson
Notary Public - State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 9/2/2024
Acting in the County of Wayne

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/8/2020

Kimberly Jol Matson
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:
My commission expires:
9/2/2024

Kathleen Daavettila

906 281-1635

EXHIBIT 1
PHONE: 

NAME: KIM TOCCO

ISSUE:

- Was a Poll Challenger at TCF on Wed. 11/4 from 9am - @3pm

- Significant intimidation by Poll Worker
  - insults, political bias comments, intimidation when Kim approached the table to survey
  - Poll worker verbally combative and (i.e. profanity
    open admitted she would be "sneaky"

1) To resolve she spoke with female dept. of 
   Election Supervisor and she advised 
   that everyone had to be respectful of the 
   poll workers and blew the incident off

   - Intimidation continued

2) A second DOE Supervisor was approached 
   and advised of the intimidation & harassment 
   and he also repeated the importance of everyone 
   being respectful. He advised someone was 
   being talking to the poll worker about it. Kim 
   witnessed laughter between the two.
Poll worker continued to intimidate, harass, curse, etc... until she took a break. Upon her return she stared at Kim with disdainful looks. She didn't speak to Kim any further.

Kim then went to leave and realized assuming add'l GOP challengers would be coming in.

Same table - DOE supervisor and an unidentified poll challenger questioned Kim multiple times on what she was doing there, grilling her with questions.

MARGARET LEAH ERIE  
Notary Public, State of Michigan  
County of Wayne  
Acting in the County of Wayne  
My Commission Expires 07-22-2022

Margaret Leah Erie  
November 8, 2020

Kim Tocco

11-8-2020
AFFIDAVIT OF [insert name]

Kimberly Valice, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. See Below

Dated: November 7, 2020

[signature]

Kimberly Valice

1. On November 4, 2020 at TCF Convention Center, Detroit, I was assigned to observe two tables, table 111 and 113. The monitors weren’t on and the ballots weren’t at the tables, poll workers were sitting at their tables reading, napping and just waiting in their seats. At one point, an announcement came on asking pollsters who were counting ballots to raise their red flag, in the entire room of hundreds of pollster tables, I only saw three flags raise and they weren’t at the tables I was assigned to. The table next to my assigned table that didn’t raise a flag had a group of young men at it and on the table was a green sign marked as 11. On occasion, my friend and I would catch these men looking up at us and stopping what they were doing if they saw us watching them. We would randomly see them shuffling through what we assumed to be a list of names and stack of ballots that they kept in front of them. They two young men looked suspicious because they kept looking our way. The monitors weren’t on for us to observe. I went to bring this attention to the attention of a Supervisor. The Supervisor told us they were just prepping before the count began and that it was okay.

2. About two hours later, after standing around waiting for the observation, we noticed the men were passing a stack of the orangey-yellow ballot envelopes over to the pollster’s table lead. The lead then passed the stack on to a woman who took them and walked off. At this point we had been briefed that we could challenge things because of pending litigation. When I challenged the person walking with the ballots, she ignored my request to challenge her and kept walking, I called over a supervisor. At that moment a Civil Rights person came over and said I have no right to challenge and asked on what basis I was challenging. I explained that it was allowed and he said I was wrong, meanwhile the ballots were walked
off to the podium - unobserved. I was told we couldn't do a thing about it other than write it down on a piece of paper.
AFFIDAVIT OF Linda Cavaliere

Linda Cavaliere, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On Wednesday, November 4th, I arrived at 11:30 am to work as a Republican Poll approximately 50 people that were being instruction on being a Poll Challenger. The last direction given by the leader "was to make sure the Republicans were following the rules and not nit picking, harassing and interrogating us" I soon realized that "us" were the DEMOCRATS. They were all escorted in freely without any inference. I was told to report to room 260, which was located on the other side of the building. Nowhere near the auditorium where the ballots were being counted. Upon arriving to room 260, I was given instruction again in a very civilized manner. I waited about 30 minutes in room 260 with about another 50 Republican Poll Challengers. Our leader instructed us that we needed to wait to be called in because the room was at capacity. How could this be when I just witnessed at least 50 Democratic Poll Challengers go in without any hesitation?? This is when I took it upon myself to go down and attempt to get into the ballot area. I was allowed in. This is where I realized what was happening. I notified several leaders that there was many other GOP’s waiting to be admitted. I kept seeing more and more Democrat workers arrive. I felt outnumbered and intimidated. There were many more Democratic Poll Challengers in the arena than Republican Poll Challengers. I was assigned 2 stations to watch over. The stations were to have 5 Poll workers at each table, this was rarely the case. At times there was only 2 people there.
There were loose ballots everywhere, on tables even on the floor. No organization whatsoever. When I questioned this, I was basically shut down. I witnessed questionable ballots being entered, instead of being held for review. I tried to get a reporter to let me explain what I was seeing, but she told me that I needed to step aside. People from my party were being escorted out for no good reason, while the Democrats applauded and cheered. After 6 hours, I decided to leave. The environment was very unprofessional, unorganized and frankly very disappointing. I can honestly say that there was nothing right about what was going on there.

Dated: November 7, 2020

[Signature]

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:

[Stamp]

My commission expires:

[Stamp]
AFFIDAVIT OF LINDA SAWYER

LINDA SAWYER being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. PRECINCT 144 operating as a poll challenger. Two poll workers were both democrats. As a challenger not 6’ table to made to sit on a couch. Requested printout refused to provide.

4. Two voters in front of me did not surrender their absentee ballots. There were given regular ballots and not challenged ballots which I had questioned as I was surrendering mine. Only made to sign an affidavit.

5. Attended TCF from 10:00pm until approx. 6:00 am. Table challenger felt persistent intimidation by workers at counting table #123. Initially attempted to follow a ballot around table, supervisor restricted access and ordered you to occupy a distance space that obscured my ability to properly observe. A second election official kept stepping between me and the monitor to further obscure her ability to observe. Inspector #1 scanned label so quick I was unable to observe the numbers. Inspector #2 yelled at table #120 to not talk to me during a downtime, came to threatening removal.

6. At TCF table #118, single ballot returned to the table after processing, official examined ballot then placed it into a secrecy envelope in front of inspectors 3 & 4, until I left. #3 opened the secrecy envelops for processing. Then given to #4 to roll and flatten to be run through tabulator. This was an attempt to re-run this ballot. It should have been entered into the problem balloting for re-processing and I question why it was brought back to the table.
7. Also TCF counting #123 I challenged a name not on the supplemental list, table supervisor took the suppl list to the command center, came back a told me the particular voter had registered the day prior and I was told I could not challenge. I questioned that was the purpose of the supplemental list and she said they may still not show. I disagreed. She still refused my challenged.

8. Also TCF counting table #118, A bin of ballots that were never handed to Inspector #5 to tabulate they remained on the table for hours and not sent to tabulation. Still there when I left.

9. Also at TCF counting table # 123 I was observing counting table noticed box of ballots on table to be processed, left for 15 minutes upon return to table #123 notice the box of ballots were gone as well as inspector #4. Inspector 5 was still present who normally takes them to be tabulated. Went to tabulation 123 to look for inspector #4 with ballots, she was not present. Return to counting table #123 noticed earlier procedure had changed. Inspector #2 would remove ballot from secrecy envelope to verify the number, but now inspector #3 did the exact same thing and did not tear off the number, the ballot went to inspector #4 who did same thing as inspector #2, no one was visually removing ballot to process for tabulation. Ballots were stacked in their secrecy sleeves after inspector #4. Unsure of what happened to stacked ballots, as they could not be tabulated as stacked.

[Signature]
LINDA SAWYER
702 449-5915
[Linda Sawyer]
[Signature]
11/08/2020
AFFIDAVIT OF MARK KERSTEIN

MARK KERSTEIN, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan

3. ICC#23 Supervisors did not allow a challenge to open bin of approx. a dozen problem ballots and would not allow me to document any ballot numbers (AV-116). Ballots were not in EPollbook - I believe that is why they were putting them in the problem ballot bin. I was surrounded by 4-5 Dem challengers and intimidated when attempting to get the name of the supervisor who denied me the challenge. Supervisor refused to give him his name. Attempted to deflect him to a different person. That is when the D-challengers swarmed him. Supervisor then directed him to a female supervisor, who would not give him her name either and also refused to accept his challenge. D’s were making a concerted effort to distract him and his fellow Republican challengers and fellow challengers were reporting the same thing.

4. At a separate table ICC#24, CB #25, I also saw two poll workers recording a duplicate ballot possibly without including a GOP counterpart. (Ballots I was able to notice #02168 and 02170)

MARGARET LEAR ERLE
Notary Public, State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 07-22-2026
Acting in the County of Wayne

Mark KERSTEIN

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:
/ls/ 11-08-2020
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:
My commission expires:
AFFIDAVIT OF MARK MODLIN

Mark Modlin, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On Tuesday November 3, 2020 I was a Republican challenger at the TCF Center in Detroit, Michigan.

4. While acting as a challenger, I observed a ballot that I wanted to challenge and told an election worker. The election worker told me not to talk to her and to get her supervisor. Her supervisor was not nearby. I wanted to ensure that I had the ballot number and information in order to challenge the ballot. I walked closer to the station the election worker as working at. At that time, a male election worker stepped in my way and physically blocked me. The male election worker pushed me backwards. This impeded by ability to observe and challenge. The ballot I wished to challenge was processed.

5. I then spoke to a supervisor about the challenging process. There was an option on the election computer system to “quarantine” ballots, but the supervisor told me that this
option did not work. The supervisor told me there was no way to separate a challenged ballot and stop it from being processed.

6. The male election worker who physically blocked me was later assigned to walk around the room. He attempted to walk in front of me and block me view. He blocked the view of other challengers as well. This impeded by ability to properly observe and challenge. This election worker continued to attempt to block my view and others for approximately two hours until an announcement was made for election workers to not block the view of challengers.

Dated: November 8, 2020

[Signature]

[Print name] MARK MODLIN

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:

/\ 11-08-2020

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:

My commission expires: 07/22/2026

MARGARET LEAR ERLE
Notary Public, State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 07-22-2028
Acting in the County of Wayne

[Signature]
AFFIDAVIT OF Mercedes Wirsing

being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

When the GOP challengers left the counting board room I asked if my husband and I could replace them with the two GOP challengers by the outside door and the police officer said, "No, they were not letting GOP challengers replace GOP challengers. On Nov. 4th, there were more Democrat challengers in the counting board.

On Nov. 3rd the supervisor announced "Are there any Republican workers here working today?" I couldn't see anyone raise their hand. Then the supervisor (on stage) announced "We have two Republican workers here."

The next day I asked the table supervisor, "Are there any Republican workers here?" The table supervisor responded, "I don't know, there is no Republican worker here at this table.

One supervisor was very aggressive and hostile, would not let me get close enough to see ballot boxes or monitor. I witnessed numerous bins of ballots opened and unloaded even until 2:00 a.m. when I left.

On Nov 3rd I witnessed opened ballot envelopes without signatures.

Dated: November 8, 2020

Printed Name: Mercedes Wirsing

11-8-2020

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of: My commission expires:
All of the military ballots were opened before they arrived at the counting board. Several birthdates were listed as 1900. I asked the supervisor, "Why 1900?" She said it was because they were in the wrong precincts. At one point #46 monitor (#46) showed the wrong field and some of ballots of military citizens had the wrong birthdates 1900 and some had 1940 at table #63.

MARGARET LEAR ERLE
Notary Public, State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 07-22-2026
Acting in the County of Wayne

Margaret Lear Erle

/s/ November 8, 2020
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:
My commission expires:
07-22-2026
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL CASSIN

Michael Cassin, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. I was credentialed as an independent challenger at Cobo Hall on Wednesday, November 4.

4. I was outside the ballot counting door for approximately 4 to 5 hours, Wednesday afternoon. At one point during this time, I was told 10 people could get into the counting area. Nine were let in. The 10th person in line, Adam Chesney, said he was number 10 and was told by the gatekeeper: “[o]h, you’re a mathematician, and you’re not getting in”. The gatekeeper closed the door and refused access to Mr. Chesney.

5. I was later allowed into the counting area.

6. I made approximately 6 documented challenges. There was no Republican assisting with duplicating ballots. The poll workers would not accept any of these challenges and would not write them in the book. I asked a poll worker if there was a Republican available. The poll worker said they did not know. I said: “[d]you ask for one?” The poll worker said: ‘[n]o, you can ask if you want..” Because I didn’t want to be put into a compromising position and risk being ejected from the counting area, I said ‘[n]o, how about if you ask, I cannot ask.” I believe the poll worker was trying to get me kicked out from the counting area.
7. I observed poll workers entering birthdates of 1-1-1900 while manually entering voters into the system. The computer screen displayed a voter not in precinct alert. The poll worker entered the name anyway.

8. I believe none of my challenges were accepted while I was in the counting area.

9. I observed a Republican military ballot transfer. Poll workers refused to allow an Election Integrity Fund (EIF) challenger and me to view this transfer. All 5 poll workers were crowded around the ballot, blocking our access and refused the challenge. One of the poll workers, very irate, summoned the police to have the EIF challenger ejected. The officer said the EIF challenger was not doing anything wrong. I took the EIF challenger’s place and the poll workers deliberately blocked me from viewing. Three poll workers, shoulder to shoulder, had their hands on the ballot at all times. I finally asked supervisor Yolanda to look at the ballot and transfer, and she grudgingly showed it to me.

10. Every time a challenger got ejected from the counting area (as a result of poll workers getting under the challenger’s skin, for example), many poll workers cheered, waved, yelled obscenities, etc. Supervisors were waving a red flag as a taunting device and were extending the middle finger to these challengers who were being ejected. The
only challengers I witnessed getting ejected were Republicans and Independents.

Dated: November 8, 2020

[Signature]

MARGARET LEAR ERIE
Notary Public, State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 07-22-2026
Acting in the County of Wayne

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:
/s/ November 8, 2020
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:
My commission expires: 07-22-2026

MICHAEL J. CASSIN
11/08/2020

EXHIBIT 1
AFFIDAVIT OF MORDECHAI MANDELBAUM

Mordy Mandelbaum, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. I was a credentialed Republican challenger at Cobo Hall Tuesday night, November 3 and Wednesday, November 4.

4. I observed a poll worker completing a ballot without a spoiled ballot present. I asked: "[w]hat are you doing?" The poll worker did not respond.

5. I believe poll workers were duplicating ballots to incorrect precincts in order to run two ballots through for the same person. This was very common throughout the night. I observed this approximately 20-30 times at the table I was watching.

6. Duplicate of ballot #00239 at Table AVCB 8 (ballot # 01570) was duplicated to the wrong ballot. The poll worker brought a precinct #6 ballot instead of the correct precinct. The new duplicate ballot was # 01571. Because of this suspected mismatch, I asked to see these ballots side by side and was denied access to view these ballots.
7. I spoke to a fellow challenger, who overheard poll workers talking about ganging up on her by strongly discouraging her to challenge.

8. An absentee ballot challenger representing the Democratic party approached me and asked if I wanted her to relieve me since “we are here for the same job” and then proceeded to tell me that she was going to go back to watching me. I replied that we were here to watch the ballots and not the other challengers.

Dated: November 8, 2020

Mordechai Mandelbaum

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: November 8, 2020

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of: Macomb
My commission expires: 06/12/2026
Affidavit of Patricia Rose

State of Michigan
County of Oakland

The undersigned, Patricia Rose, being duly sworn, hereby deposes and says:

1. I am over the age of 18, and am a resident and registered voter of the State of Michigan, and
2. I suffer no legal disabilities and have personal knowledge of the facts set forth below.
3. On November 4th, 2020, in response to a request from the Michigan Republican Party, I, along with my husband, Gary T. Rose, volunteered to become Official Election Challengers at the TCF Center in Downtown Detroit to watch the process of handling and counting Absentee Voter Ballots in the 2020 Presidential Race.
4. While randomly observing the Tabulation area, where ballots from the various Precinct Pre-Processing Counting Boards were sent to be tallied, we noticed a female election worker feeding ballots in stacks of about 50, into one of the many Canon scanner tabulators in the area.
5. The ballot stack she was feeding in kept getting jammed. Rather than stop and go seek the assistance of a supervisor or technical support person, she removed the remaining ballots in the in-feed tray, and kept taking the scanned ballots off the top feed and adding them back to the stack, reinserting the whole stack again, and scanning them in again.
6. That process happened 3 times in a row at that one scanner. My husband raised his hand at about the same time as I observed some other Challengers around me raising their hand as well.
7. No supervisor came to our aid. We observed her feeding in the same stack a fourth time.
8. At that point, my husband and I walked down to the center of the long Tabulation area to an elevated platform where the supervisor was likely to be. We located the area supervisor and told him of the problem.
9. He then summoned a “tech guy” who came and stood next to him. I started describing the problem to the tech guy who stopped me and said he couldn’t talk to me. So, I turned a few degrees and addressed these concerns to the supervisor who then repeated those same concerns to the tech guy.
10. The supervisor asked which tabulator was involved. We walked back down to the area and identified Tabulator ICC#8.
11. Many moments later, the tech guy opened up the top of her tabulator, apparently cleaned or adjusted some parts, closed the top and walked away, as did the Supervisor, with no more words to us. They just walked away.
12. After the batch was tallied by the tabulator, the scanned ballots were rubber banded together with an identifying sheet on the top of the stack and placed into a precinct steel box with a lid on top.
13. I asked the woman if I could have some identifying numbers for that batch because I was concerned about how many times that batch had been put through the tabulator. The numbers
involved were: ICC#8, Batch #50 into Box 38. She showed me the identifying numbers. Then she placed the stack into the box.

14. I observed other batches being rerun at ICC#4: Batch#48, into Box#18; Also, at ICC#4, Batch #44 going into Box #18 and Batch#39 going into Box #18.

15. No technical or supervisory assistance was offered to the election worker at ICC#4, despite the fact that multiple batches had to be re-run through the tabulator.

16. While trying to observe the numbers attached to the batches at ICC#4, I asked the election worker is she could read the numbers to me. At that point, another election worker and 2 Democrat Challengers yelled that I cannot talk to the election worker. So, I took one step forward into the work space to collect the data I needed to identify the batches, the same 3 women pounced on me again verbally and said I was not allowed to get near the election worked either. At that point, other GOP Challengers surrounded me and informed me that I was within my rights to obtain that identifying data. I followed the rules by taking one step into the restricted area, and stepped back out all within one minute’s time. I found the comments made by the other election worker and the Democratic challengers to be very hostile and threatening. They were speaking loudly and moving aggressively toward me. I believe they were trying to intimidate me, and mislead me into believing that I could not legally obtain this data. A GOP attorney came to my assistance and told me that I was allowed to do this and that I should fill out an incident report and file it with the Michigan GOP, which I did at about 2:30 pm and left at Room 260 upon my departure.

17. The reasons for re-running the batches of ballots through the tabulator remains unknown to me.

18. At around 2:30, I saw some police officers gathered in front of the entrance door, where other Election Challengers were attempting to get inside to observe the absentee ballot counting process, but they were not let in due to having reached excess capacity from a Covid-19 formula, we were told by police.

19. I asked the police captain that, if my husband and I were allowed to go out, whether they would allow 2 more GOP Challengers to come in, and he said no.

20. We waited until the commotion died down a little bit, signed out, and then left for return home.

21. Both my husband and I could not figure out why the Tabulator operators would rerun the entire batch if there was a jam, instead of immediately calling a technician or supervisor for assistance. They did not request assistance and did not receive any until I requested it for them.

Executed this 6th day of November, 2020.

By: Patricia Rose

Notary Acknowledgement
State of Michigan
County of Wayne

Kimberly J. Matson
Notary Public - State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 9/2/2024
Acting in the County of Wayne

11/8/2020
Notary Public

Kimberly J. Matson, Notary
Title and Rank
My commission expires: 9/2/2024
AFFIDAVIT OF PAULINE MONTIE

Pauline Montie, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On November 3, 2020 I was working as a poll challenger and was standing at a table in the room where ballots were being processed.

4. I was instructed that I needed to be back from the table at least 6 feet.

5. Each table had a computer monitor on the corner for poll challengers to watch.

6. Slowly the table workers kept moving the computer monitor further back away from the edge.

7. I told the table supervisor that I couldn’t see the monitor from where it was sitting in its pushed back position.

8. The supervisor said, “too bad.” She then informed me that I needed to get back 6 feet from the table.

Dated: November 8, 2020

[Signature]

Pauline Montie

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/8/2020

Kimberly J. Matson
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of: Wayne
My commission expires: 9/2/2024

EXHIBIT 1
AFFIDAVIT OF RICHARD B. ATKINS JR.

RICHARD B. ATKINS JR, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. Attended TCF on 11/03/20 from 10:00 pm to 8:00 am. I submitted several written reports at the TCF center that will provide specific details. Collectively, main complaints include: Name on ballot envelope did not match name in poll book, I challenged and received push back from supervisor. Counting table #26 continued to aggressively obscure my view. Specifically seat #1 obscured his view by moving the ballot envelopes from where I could see them to in front of her body so that I could not see the names on them. Believed to be Table #122 Computer went down, but all 5 workers continued through opening ballots while the system was worked on. Continued to process with disregard for permitted process. Additional tried to observe the duplication process received push back consistently.

Dated: November 8, 2020

\[Signature\] 11-8-2020

RICHARD B. ATKINS JR

Richard B Atkins Jr.

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/8/2020

\[Signature\] 11/8/2020

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of: Wayne

My commission expires: 9/2/2024

Kimberly Jol Matson
Notary Public - State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 9/2/2024
Acting in the County of Wayne
AFFIDAVIT OF [Robert Zimmerman]

[Robert Zimmerman], being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. I was a poll challenger on November 2nd and the 4th 2020 at Wayne county TCF center. Monday I was there from 3:15 pm till around 10:30 pm. I was an election worker on Tuesday the 3rd of November at precincts 360, 361, and 162. I was there from 8:15 am till around 9:30 pm.

4. The only things I felt or noticed wrong were at TCF. Thus, from here forward only deals with TCF.

5. I witnessed challengers being harassed to back away from the ballot counting tables because of covid reasons on Monday at TCF center.

6. I observed multiple spoiled ballots never seemed to get resolved.

7. Sticky notes were used in two different regards for procedures to flag the first ballot in a batch or to note discrepancies, which became confusing because they served two purposes.

8. On November 4th at TCF center as a poll challenger, I was denied access into the counting room for a reason that they were at capacity.

9. It was apparent to me that I was not allowed access so I left the immediate area on Wednesday.

10. I observed the windows were covered and people could not see through.

11. I personally believe there was more evidence that suggest that what people voted on did not match the voted count.
Dated: November 8, 2020

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/8/2020

Kimberly Jol Matson
Notary Public - State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My commission expires: 9/2/2024

Robert Zimmerman
734-735-1101
Robzimfam@gmail.com

Robert F. Zimmerman
11/08/2020

EXHIBIT 1
AFFIDAVIT OF RUTH LANGER

RUTH LANGER being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. Attended TCF on Wednesday approx. 1:00 pm as a poll challenger. Observed Democratic challengers by credentials being allowed entry. Stood at entry door until approx. 4:00pm to be let in. Observed counting table inspectors sitting idle. Waited for another hour. Followed ballots to the counting table. Observed several ballots on computer with birth years of 1900. Told she would be removed for too many challenges. Also observed a few military ballots that were opened prior to arriving at the counting table. Witnessed several challengers being escorted out with cheering. Consistently told to step back/ remained vigilant in spite of obviously hostility.

Dated: November 8, 2020

RUTH LANGER
586 441-8832
Nov. 8, 2020

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/8/2020

Kimberly Jol Matson
Notary Public, State of Michigan, County of: Wayne
My commission expires: 9/3/2024

Kimberly Jol Matson
Notary Public - State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 9/2/2024
Acting in the County of Wayne
AFFIDAVIT OF RYAN ARNOLDY

RYAN ARNOLDY, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter and credentialed Poll Challenger in the State of Michigan.

3. On November 4, 2020, I arrived at the TCF Center in Detroit Michigan to volunteer as a Poll Challenger for the GOP. I was told that the Absentee Voter Counting Board was heavily populated by Democrat challengers and was in need of GOP challengers.

4. I arrived at approximately 5:00 p.m. As I approached the entrance to the Counting Hall there was a crowd of people outside who appeared to be waiting to enter but were being denied access by Detroit Police officers.

5. I walked up to the main entryway to the Counting Hall and showed my poll challenger credentials to the Police Officer at the entrance. He told me that only media was allowed in.

6. During the time I was there, from about 5:00 pm to 6:00 pm, I saw about 15-20 people exiting the Counting Hall and about 10 people entering the same Counting Hall while I was there waiting outside the door.

7. Of those people entering, some held cameras and appeared to be media, but others who were allowed entry did not have any visible sign that they were media, no credentials or badges around their necks that I could see.

8. My second attempt to gain entry was at about 5:30 pm and again I was told I was not allowed entry into the Counting Hall.
9. I asked the Police Officer at the door why they were allowing the media in and why I was not allowed in as I have Poll Challenger credentials and the counting is continuing to go on. He again said only the media was allowed entry.

10. I asked him who had given him these instructions. The Police Officer replied that they were orders from above and that he, the Police Officer, was just there to enforce the orders from above.

11. At 6:00 pm I left TCF Hall wondering why they allowed the media in but barred Poll Challengers while the counting was continuing.

Dated: November 8, 2020

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/8/2020

/\nKimberly Jol Matson
Notary Public, State of Michigan, County of Wayne
My commission expires 9/2/2024
AFFIDAVIT OF:
SAMUEL I HARRIS
4391 Forest Ave., Waterford, MI 48328
Ph# 248-819-9939

Samuel I Harris, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. Description: Intimidation of MIGOP Poll Challengers, systemic suppression of GOP participation and ability to view ballots by multiple election workers and Supervisor David Nathan.

The 6’ distance rule was applied to all GOP Poll Challengers, but relaxed for other party Poll Challengers. Additional issues and ballot duplication efforts were discussed in whispers between poll workers instead of sharing the information with all of those observing. Numerous issues that were identified: date of birth errors (multiple voter birth dates of Jan. 1, 1900, ballots not matching envelop numbers, voters not in the district, every military ballot was not duplicated.

Meetings held by Daniel Baxter and David Nathan were held multiple times in a shoulder to shoulder manner, again in soft whispers to prevent Poll Challengers from hearing the discussion. A few points captured included – not sharing duplication efforts with GOP members, policy changes and management of GOP Poll Challengers. Several poll workers shouted at me that I was not supposed to be present at their meetings. Good GOP Challengers were targeted by Democrats and followed around by two or more. IBEW members collaborated with Democrat Poll Challengers
and Poll workers to stand shoulder to shoulder to block GOP Poll Challengers view.

EOD Supervisors made no attempts to correct this when the issue was brought to them. I was verbally assaulted with racial slurs at table ICC 10 and 48.

Dated: November 8, 2020

Samuel I Harris

11-8-2020
AFFIDAVIT OF SCOTT BRIGMON

Scott Brigmon, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On Wednesday November 4, 2020 I arrived at the TFC Center in Detroit, Wayne County, Michigan at approximately 12:30pm. Upon arriving I received credentials as a non-partisan challenger for the counting of ballots. At that time I was told by an attorney for the City of Detroit that no more challengers could be admitted to observe counting tables until other challengers left. It was not clear to me how they determined the number of challengers present and I believe their count included Republican challengers who had already left.

4. At approximately 7:30pm I was informed by an employee of the City of Detroit that I would be admitted in a group of four non-partisan challengers. I then went to a counting table that was also being monitored by a Democrat and a Republican challenger. An envelope containing absentee ballots came to this table that had been mailed to Mount Clemons, Michigan. I challenged this ballot because it was mailed to an address outside of Detroit, but was returned to Detroit.

5. At approximately 8:30pm I went to another counting table. At this second table there was a Republican and Democrat challenger. The election workers at this table began scanning envelopes containing absentee ballots into a computer. The computer would display a profile with the voter’s information after the envelope was scanned. While at this table I witnessed an envelope being scanned and the computer displayed “unlisted
voter.” The election workers manually entered information into the profile for this envelope into the computer system. I witnessed the election worker enter in a birthdate of 1/1/1900 for this envelope. The Republican challenger challenged this ballot. I witnessed a similar situation occur thirteen more times and I challenged these thirteen ballots. In all of these situations the ballot was scanned and came up as “unlisted voter,” the election worker then manually entered information into the computer including the 1/1/1900 birthdate. The Republican challenger challenged other additional ballots for the same reason. At this table I also noticed election workers manually input the same name into two separate profiles in the computer system for envelopes that scanned as “unlisted voters.”

Dated: November 7, 2020

[Signature]

[Print name] Scott Bingham

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:

/s/ Leslie M. Persin
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:

My commission expires: 9-9-2024

[Notary Public Stamp]
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHANIE KRAUSE

Stephanie Krause, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. I was a Republican Poll Challenger on November 4, 2020 at TCF Center in Detroit Michigan.

4. I experienced intimidation the entire time from 8:30 am to 12:00pm., that I was on the floor attempting to observe.

5. Any time I would approach a table to observe, Democratic poll challengers would block the viewing; the Democratic challengers would try to distract us from observing the information on the monitor.

6. I did attempt to speak with other Republican poll challengers to discuss how to effectively observe, but we were told we could not converse amongst ourselves.

7. If masks of Republican poll challengers slipped off their noses, they were escorted from the premises, but if a Democratic poll challenger’s masked slipped, they were allowed to stay.

8. As I was speaking with another Republican poll challenger, a woman suddenly appeared and claimed the other Republican poll challenger was “harrassing” her. He was not, he was speaking to me. The police however came and escorted him away.
9. I left for lunch and was denied re-entry. I was never permitted re-entry. Democratic
poll watchers were permitted re-entry, but Republican poll challengers were told the
building was “at capacity”.

10. After I was denied re-entry, I stayed in the lobby in case we could relieve other Repub-
lican poll challengers.

11. No new Republican poll challengers were permitted to enter, but Democratic poll chal-
lengers were permitted to enter, as well as ACLU and press.

12. Around 2:30 or 2:40 in the afternoon, the poll workers took used pizza boxes and taped
them to the windows so no one could see what was occurring on the floor.

13. I was effectively prevented to poll watch or challenge. It was literally impossible to
observe or make challenges. When I inquired as to why my challenges were not ac-
cepted, I was told the rules “no longer applied”.

14. I left the TCF Center at approximately 6:30pm on November 4, 2020

15. Dated: November 8, 2020

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:

/s/ Florence Darvenio

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:

My commission expires: 06-14-2022

Stephanie Krause

Stephanie Krause

Exhibit 1
AFFIDAVIT OF TERRY POPLAWSKI

TERRY POPLAWSKI being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. At TCF on Wednesday arrived at approx. 12:00 pm as poll challenger. I was prohibited from entry to the counting floor. Told to wait as they were already over capacity. Kept door closed. Waited until approx. 4:45 pm when returned home.

Dated: November 8, 2020

TERRY POPLAWSKI
248 661-5141

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/8/2020

Kimberly J. Matson
Notary Public, State of Michigan, County of Wayne
My commission expires: 9/2/2024

EXHIBIT 1
AFFIDAVIT OF ULRIKE SHERER

Ulrike Sherer, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. I was a Republican Poll Challenger on November 3, and November 4, 2020.

4. On November 3, 2020 I was observing at TCF Center in Detroit Michigan.

5. I began observing @ 7:00 am on November 3, 2020

6. I observed several irregularities.

7. There was no signature comparison being conducted on absentee ballots. There were stacks of ballots in “post office” bins in their envelopes, on tables identified by precinct number.

8. The person that was at the e-poll computer would scan the envelope and pass it to another person who separated the envelope from the secrecy envelope that contained the ballot.

9. The next person would take the ballot out, roll it to flatten it, tear off the perforated stub with the ballot number and then put the ballot into a box identified as the “tabulation box” that was then taken to a tabulator. The tables had 5 poll workers at each table. Each poll worker was supposed to have a separate job in the verification process. This did not happen. Each of the 5 poll workers just opened the ballots and put them in the tabulation box.

10. The first ballot I observed was scanned, but had no corresponding name on the data base, but he had a voter number. However, his date of birth was 1921 but he registered
to vote in 1900. When I challenged the ballot, the poll worker said it does not matter. When I asked the supervisor, the supervisor refused to take action. I then wanted to fill out an incident report and requested a ballot number and name and the supervisor refused me the information and told me “we don’t do that here”.

11. The next ballot I observed was allegedly the wife of the previous voter born 1924, registered to vote in 1900. Same denied process to challenge. They flipped the ballots over so I was unable to retrieve the information for my challenge report.

12. A poll worker told me that they had ballots on Tuesday that they had “partially processed on Monday”. With these repeat ballots, they were divvied up amongst poll workers, they each individually processed the ballots without going through the 5 step process that each ballot was supposed to be confirmed. Therefore, the separation of the ballot envelope and the ballot number eliminated any traceability.

13. Specifically, there was no post mark verification; there was no ballot review for stray marks; there was no verification of the voter existing in the data base; there was no signature comparison or authentication.

14. These non-verified ballots were then placed in a box and then a separate worker took the box to the tabulator, without any review.

15. As a challenger I was prohibited from observing the postmarks.

16. As a challenger I was prohibited from observing the ballot duplication process by poll workers moving in front of me to block me from watching the duplication process. During duplication the poll workers duplicating the ballots hovered over the ballots blocking observation.
17. Once the duplicate was made, they deposited the original into an envelope and we were not able to see what happened to the envelope. Upon inquiry as to the disposition of the originals, it was clear that too much inquiry would result into dismissal from the site.

18. On November 4, 2020, I returned to TCF at 6:30am.

19. I observed incomplete and inconsistent E-poll documentation.

20. The E-poll system allowed ballot acceptance even when date of birth and/or voter registration dates were suspect.

21. Ballots were processed on November 4, 2020 without being verified as being in E-poll or the absentee voter list. It can be observed that these ballots were sequential, highly suggestive of fraud.

22. I also experienced attempts at intimidation. When the voting stopped, Republican poll watchers arrived and the poll workers blocked the windows so it could not be seen what was occurring inside. We were also told we could not speak to press.

23. The newly arrived poll workers called us on the phone informing us that they were present, but were barricaded onto the roof and being denied entry. When I attempted to inquire about their entry, I was told they were “rioters”

24. Other forms of intimidation were body blocking, deprivation of chairs to sit in. Then when Republican poll challengers left to get food or drink, they were denied re-entry. I was also told a SWAT team was there to make sure we did not “argue too much”.
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25. Dated: November 7, 2020

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:

/is/ [Signature] 11-8-2020

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:

My commission expires:

JULIE ANN MCEVOY
Notary Public - State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires May 26, 2027
Acting in the County of Wayne

Ulrike Sherer
AFFIDAVIT OF WHITNEY MEYERS

Whitney Meyers, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. On November 3, 2020 I was stationed as a volunteer for the Republican Party outside of the Detroit Department of Elections at 2978 W. Grand Blvd. I was there three times throughout the day. To the best of my recollection I was there from approximately 7:30am to 9:00am, from approximately 11:00am to 2:00pm and from approximately 6:45pm to 8:20pm.

3. On the street in front of the Department I witnessed workers with “Detroit Elections” aprons on collecting ballots from cars. I witnessed multiple drivers in cars drop off multiple ballots, including more ballots than people in the car.

4. I also witnessed workers with “Detroit Elections” aprons handing t-shirts and food into cars dropping off ballots. The t-shirts appeared to be from a non-profit voting advocacy group.

5. At 8:00pm workers from the Detroit Department of Elections locked the front door of the office, said they were accepting no more ballots and ceased to collect ballots from cars.
6. There was a ballot drop box in front of the Department of Elections office. After 8:00pm and after workers of the Detroit Department of Elections announced they were accepting no more ballots I witnessed an individual place ballots into the drop box before workers from the Detroit Department of Elections had a chance to place a lock on it. Nothing was done to find or separate these ballots.

7. As workers from the Detroit Department of Elections were retrieving ballots from the drop box after 8pm and after it was announced that they were no longer accepting ballots, I witnessed a worker from the Detroit Department of Elections named “Travis” accept a ballot from a woman on the street and place it with the other ballots. I confronted him about this, but he did not remove the ballot.

Dated: November 7, 2020

[Signature]
Whitney Meyers

[Print name]
Whitney Meyers
AFFIDAVIT OF WILLIAM GEORGE HENDERSON

William George Henderson, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. I was in the TCF Center, Detroit, Michigan as a GOP poll challenger. I was in the vote tally area from approximately 1141 to 1945 local on 04Nov20.

4. When I entered the tally area I signed in at the desk and was told that I could come into and leave the tally area whenever I wanted to but once I left, expecting not to return, then I should sign out.

5. I left the tally area between approximately 1200 and 1228 for a few minutes and returned again. I was in the tally area from approximately 1228 until I signed out around 1945 local.

6. I was initially monitoring ICC#25 Tables 133 and 134 and then later started monitoring other tables in that area.

7. I was inside the ballot processing area when the doors were locked and Republican challengers were not allowed into the tally area. I witnessed the challengers attempt to get in. Around 1730 I walked around and noticed very few Republican challengers watching tables. I was only able to identify about 10 Republican challengers in the area.

8. At 1753 local I observed the Supervisor for Tables 133/134 say “Let’s go over and help them”. She took Inspector 1 from Table 134 with her to Table 131. The problem at ICC#25-Table 131 was that they had lost 8 ballot envelopes. The table was counting the ballot envelopes and could only account for 13 of the 21 envelopes that they should have had. They counted out envelopes 112 through 125 but could not find envelopes 126 to 133. After much discussion Table 131 Inspectors, both supervisors and Inspector 1 from Table 134 all agreed that the ballot envelopes were sent back without having been opened to the ballot holding area via the Problem Ballot Box. Inspector 1 said he would make a note in the computer. Nobody was assigned to go to the holding area to confirm that those ballots were processed somewhere else. The envelope numbers and names were in the system assigned to Table 131 for processing.
9. Around 1925 local Supervisor for ICC#25-Tables 133 and 134 hand delivered 4 ballots for processing. She
told Inspector 1 that the four ballots have already been certified and that Inspector 1 will type the voter
information into the computer and process the ballots. She then gave two ballots to Inspector 1 for Table
134 and went to Table 133 with the other two ballots. About 1927, I watched Inspector 1, Table 134 input
the following information into the computer — Detroit, Michigan
48228, Date of Birth 01/01/1900. Initially the inspector input 01011900 without the slashes but the system
would not accept the info. The table then processed the ballot, number 858. I then went over to and watched
Table 133 process ballot number 837 via hand input at 1932 local. I went back to table 134 and watched
them finish processing the third ballot. Then at 1935 I watched them hand input the fourth ballot, number
807 at table 133. I watched both tables walk the ballots over to the ballot counting area and watched that the
ballots were counted and stored in the ballot storage boxes. At 1937 I watched Ballot 603 hand input and
processed at ICC#25, Table 130.

10. Around 1945 I asked the entrance area personnel to leave and come back. I was told that I could not be
guaranteed re-entry as they were over capacity for republican and democrat challengers. I had recently
walked down to column 3 or so and found only around 10 republican challengers watching the tables. The
room overall was less crowded than when I had arrived at 1141. I signed out around 1945 local and was told
to exit through a different set of doors on the opposite side of the hall from where I had been monitoring
tables 131 thru 134. As I went out the doors, I observed one Detroit police officer monitoring the doors. As
I exited the hall, two people, one walking and one in a wheel chair were approaching the doors from outside
the hall. They caught the door before it closed and entered the hall.

Dated: November 8, 2020

William George Henderson

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:
/s/ 08 November, 2020
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:

My commission expires:
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AFFIDAVIT OF ZACHARY BASLER

Zachary Basler, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On November 3, 2020 I was a poll challenger for the Republican Party of Michigan.

4. At approximately 6:30pm I was at Detroit Precinct 229 at the Greater Emmanuel Church in Detroit Michigan.

5. I did not observe any voters filling out applications. I asked an election worker about this and he showed me a stack of applications that had been filled out. But I never observed anyone fill one out while I was there.

6. I was told by election workers that I had to stand six feet away from everyone, but the Democrat poll challenger and election workers were not being required to follow this rule.

7. I asked to stand behind the table, where poll challengers are supposed to be stationed, and was told I could not do so unless I was actively challenging a vote. I could not
observe the process in order to be able to actively challenge votes without being behind the table. This impaired my ability to properly monitor and challenge.

Election workers physically stood in front of me to block my movements and yelled at me in a way designed to intimidate. These actions interfered with my ability to effectively observe and challenge.

Dated: November 8, 2020

Zachary K. Basler
[Print name]

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11-8-2020

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:

My commission expires:

JULIE ANN MCEVOY
Notary Public - State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires Mar 26, 2027
Acting in the County of Wayne
AFFIDAVIT OF ZACHARY VAUPEL

Zachary Vaupel, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On Wednesday November 4, 2020 I was a Republican challenger at the TCF Center in Detroit, Michigan.

4. I monitored table 62 in the TCF Center. While at table 62, I observed an election worker stacking ballots that could not be identified in the E-poll system. I asked that election worker a question regarding these ballots. A Democrat challenger objected to me asking a question. The Democrat challenger brought over an election supervisor who insisted I not ask questions. I ask this election supervisor his name and he told me he was “Dwayne Montcreif.” Mr. Montcreif then called me an obscene name and called over another supervisor. I believe this second supervisor was one of the highest ranking officials at the TCF Center and he also told me to not ask questions.

5. Throughout this time I was told by election workers where to stand. Some of the places they told me to stand made it difficult to properly and observe and challenge.

Dated: November 8, 2020

[Signature]

[Print name]

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/08/2020

MARGARET LEAR ERLE
Notary Public, State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 07-23-2026
Acting in the County of Wayne

[Signature]

EXHIBIT 1
AFFIDAVIT OF ANTHONY DELUCA

Anthony L. DeLuca, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On November 4, 2020, I arrived at the TCF Center in Detroit Michigan to volunteer as a poll challenger for the GOP.

4. I arrived at approximately 1:30 p.m.

5. As I approached the entrance to the TCF Center on foot from Washington Boulevard, there was a crowd of people outside the entrance of the building trying to enter to volunteer.

6. They all appeared to be there to volunteer on behalf of the GOP but were being denied access by Detroit Police officers.

7. I approached a police officer and told him that I was there to volunteer.

8. He asked me “which party, GOP?”

9. When I answered affirmatively he stated that I would not be allowed to come inside the building because they weren’t letting any more volunteers in on behalf of the GOP.

10. When I told him that I was an attorney and showed him my bar card he reluctantly agreed to permit me to enter, but specifically forbid me from going to room 260, which is where I needed to go to become credentialed as a poll challenger.

11. He told me I was only allowed to go to the ABC board, which is where the ballots were being counted and processed.
12. I entered the ABC board area, but was told to leave by an individual who was not a police officer. When I, again, stated that I was an attorney and showed my bar card this individual told me to stand against the wall. He informed me that I was not allowed to enter the area where the ballots were being processed.

13. From this area I could see that many of the tables where ballots were being processed did not have any challengers at them. They only had two or three people sitting in chairs purportedly processing ballots.

14. During this time I witnessed individuals inside the ABC board area placing cardboard over the windows at the entrance to the area so the people who were not being allowed in could not see inside.

15. After some time, I spoke with someone who was with the Trump campaign and was told to go to room 260.

16. I approached room 260 without incident and received my credentials to volunteer as a poll challenger.

17. However, when I tried to get back into the ABC board area, the Detroit Police were not letting anyone inside.

18. There was a large group of us demanding to be let in to work as challengers. We all appeared to be there to volunteer on behalf the GOP.

19. During this time I met another lawyer who was from New York and was part of the John James campaign. He was not allowed to enter the ABC board area either. Other individuals were permitted to enter the area, but when we tried to follow them in we were physically prevented from getting through the door.
20. After some time, Lawrence Garcia, a lawyer for the City of Detroit, along with the individual who had told me to stand against the wall came outside of the ABC board area to address the crowd.

21. The latter stated that the reason they were not letting people inside was because both parties were at capacity. He stated that 130 challengers per side were allowed inside. He stated that he was basing his belief that the GOP was at capacity because he was in possession of a "book" with the names of the volunteers who had signed in to challenge ballots, but then stated that if those people did not sign out when they left, that was their choice.

22. Mr. Garcia spoke as well and stated that if the GOP challengers that had signed in did not sign out it was not "our problem."

23. Even though GOP volunteers were not, in fact, at capacity, we were still not allowed to enter and contest ballots.

Dated: November 9, 2020

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/9/2020

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of: Wayne

My commission expires: 9/2/2024

Anthony L. DeLuca

Kimberly Joi Matson
Notary Public - State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 9/2/2024
Acting in the County of Wayne
AFFIDAVIT OF MARC RUSSELL

Marc Russell, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan and the City of East Lansing.

3. I was a Republican Poll Challenger on November 3, 2020 from approximately 5:30 pm to 9:00 pm

4. While voting at my home precinct in the morning, I witnessed at least 3 voters who stated that they had requested an absentee ballot, they had not received them, then were given regular ballots without being verified via call to the city clerk's office against the polling book.

5. John, the precinct chair, and the poll workers were hostile and attempted to intimidate me by telling me they felt very threatened by my presence.

6. At approximately 6 pm, the chair called the city clerk and complained about my presence. The city clerk, Jennifer, arrived, made false accusations such as talking to voters and threatened to kick me out. I politely explained I needed to perform my role as a challenger and could not do so with the requirement of staying far away.

7. No poll workers were required to remain six feet from one another and social distancing guidelines were not being followed. The social distancing guidelines seemed to apply only to republican poll challengers. In the end, the city clerk said I had to stay at least six feet away due to Covid, and if her employees still felt threatened she would return to expel me from the precinct.
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8. Throughout the day, I experienced a pattern of hostility, intimidation, and secrecy by John and the poll workers.

Dated: November 8, 2020

Marc Russell

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/8/2020

Kimberly Jol Matson
Notary Public, State of Michigan, County of Wayne
My commission expires: 9/2/2024
AFFIDAVIT OF ANGELIC JOHNSON

Angelic Johnson, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On November 4th, 2020 I was a challenger for the Republican Party at the TCF Center in Detroit, MI. I was there from approximately 9am to 6pm.

4. I observed an election worker who found what appeared to be a spoiled ballot and a duplicate ballot. The election worker asked a supervisor what to do with the two ballots and the supervisor told them to process both.

5. I observed Republican challengers being objected from the counting room and election workers cheered.

6. I attempted to leave the counting room for lunch, but as I was about to do so I observed an election worker loudly announce that no one else would be allowed into the counting room. At that time Republican challengers had arrived to take the place of challengers who had already been there for hours, but they were not allowed in.
7. I observed cardboard being placed on the windows of the counting room to block the view of challengers who could not get in.

8. I heard a man yell "we gonna get y'all" and I believe this was directed at Republican challengers.

9. I observed a Republican lawyer being ejected and he said it was because he had "asked for a count."

Dated: November 8, 2020

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:

is 08 November 2020

My commission expires: 06.15.2022

Florence Dortenzo Giannino
acting in the county of Macomb

Angelinos Johnson
AFFIDAVIT OF Diana D. Burton

Diana D. Burton, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. We were not permitted to speak with our Republican lawyer Tim Griffin on Monday and Tuesday at TCF Center AV counting board Hall E. Our Republican lawyer was being followed and admonished by a democrat who was harassing Tim Griffin, the lawyer.

4. My husband and I were assigned to work at TCF center on Monday and Tuesday Nov. 2,3. We arrived at 10 am and worked till 8 pm on Nov. 2. I was assigned to table 37. Every challenged ballot was initially placed in the problem box. After a few hours the ballots began to disappear and when questioned the poll workers supervisor told me that they were being sent through with the rest of the ballots and would be “dealt with” on Tuesday election day.

5. On Tuesday we arrived at TCF AV counting board at 7 am and worked till 5 pm. Initially I was assigned to work at Table 28. The poll workers and supervisor were very hostile to me, and screamed at me to stay back 6 feet. I said I could not see the ballots from 6 feet and gave them a copy of Michigan law that says we are able to approach to see what we need to see and then maintain 6 feet after observing what needed to be observed. She screamed at me again and said NO you are not permitted to be closer than 6 feet.
I was reassigned to observe the tabulators after that, and while they were shut down for lunch and break I walked around the floor. On our way back from a break we saw an elections truck drive onto the hall floor and two men carrying two USPS white plastic bins full of opened ballots. I asked them where they came from and they said they didn’t know, “I’m just doing my job”. I followed them to central area and tables where ballots were waiting to be tabulated and asked the women supervisor (approximately 4 pm) what were these opened ballots. She said they are blank ballots and said they needed more blank ballots because they ran out. They ran out, she said, because of filling out so many duplicate ballots.

I walked around the floor again and observed many people at many tables filling out duplicate ballots. I told several tables that the law requires a Republican and a Democrat pollwatcher to complete duplicate ballots. I was screamed at and told that was not true. At one table we were not allowed to look at the duplicate being completed.

At multiple tables we were told the reason for the duplicate ballots was due to wrong precinct which means it had wrong address. They would take that ballot and complete a duplicate ballot for the precinct to which that ballot had arrived.

Diana D. Burton

Diana D. Burton

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:
15 Nov 2020
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of Wayne
My commission expires: 06/14/2022
Florence Dorenda Giannino
acting in county of Macomb
AFFIDAVIT OF BRIAN DRZEWIECKI

Brian Drzewiecki, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On Tuesday, November 3 2020 I was non-partisan challenger at the TCF Center in Detroit, MI. I was at the TCF Center from 6:30am to 8:30pm.

4. I observed table 62 from approximately 7:00am to 8:00pm.

5. I observed election workers process ballots that did not match the poll book. I inquired about this and the election workers said they just have to make an electronic note on the poll book. The election workers said this is how they were trained.

6. I observed the poll workers just looking for a signature, not a matching signature.

7. I observed the poll workers letting duplicate ballots be made with no Republican witnesses.

Dated: November 8, 2020

[Signature]

[Print name]

Subscribed and sworn before me on:

08 November 2020

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of Wayne

My commission expires 06-14-2022

[Notary's Signature]

[Notary's Name]
AFFIDAVIT OF JAZMINE EARLY

Jazmine Early, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. I was a Republican challenger at the TCF Center in Detroit, Michigan from approximately 11:00am on November 4, 2020 until 7:00am on November 5, 2020.

4. I first went to observe table 17. The Democrat challenger at table 17 acted in an aggressive and intimidating manner.

5. I then went to another table, but there was nothing happening at that table, so I moved to table 26.

6. At table 26 there was an election worker named Brianna and an election worker name Angel. There was also a non-partisan challenger and a Democrat challenger.

7. Election workers Brianna and Angel consistently attempted to impede my ability to observe and challenge ballots. They acted in a manner that I believe was designed to intimidate me.

8. Some ballots had information that needed to be manually entered into the computer system. Due to a lack of visibility, I could not properly observe this process and began challenging all of these ballots. I took notes of these ballots numbers.
9. I began to notice election workers complaining about Republican challengers and attempting to get Republican challengers removed from the counting room.

10. I noticed Brianna and Angela talk to several people about me.

11. A male election worker came over and told me to move away from the table or I would be removed. I told him I was doing nothing wrong. He remarked that English was not my first language and that because of this I should not be taking part in this process.

12. At approximately 3:50 pm, I saw Brianna and Angel talk to several police officers. Five police officers surrounded me and told me that I was getting too close and disrupting the election workers. I told them that this was a lie. I believe the election workers lied about me because I was a Republican.

13. As other Republican challengers were kicked out of the room during this period, the election workers would cheer. Election workers cheered and taunted Republican challengers in a way that I believe was designed to intimidate them.

14. At approximately 7:15 pm I observed election workers take ballots and envelopes from a “problem ballot” tray and combine them with a stack of empty envelopes. I asked about this, but was not given an answer.

15. I observed military ballots being duplicated due to potential problems. It was not clear what happened to the original ballots. I was not given an answer about this.

16. At approximately 7:48 pm I noticed election workers manually entering information into the computer system for some ballots. I noticed that “1/1/1900” was entered as the birthdate for several different voters. I inquired about this to Brianna who said a birthdate was needed so they just entered that date. I
challenged these ballots, but was dismissed and they continued processing these ballots.

17. At approximately 9:27 pm I went to table 86. A supervisor told the workers at table 86 that they were not properly locking voters into the system.

18. After that I went to table 94. I observed election workers moving ballots in what seemed like an improper manner. I asked about it and was told I could not ask about that process. I did not have the ability to properly observe and challenge this process.

19. At approximately 12:08am, I spoke with a lawyer from a Republican campaign who informed me that tables were being left unattended with ballots at them. I observed the following tables unattended: 17, 43, 59, 79, 76, 72, 55, 57, 36, 30, 29, 22, 8, 2, 9, 134, 133, 20, 124, 120, 119, 12, 111, 113, 104, 109, 101, 95, 96, 93, 85, 5, 90, 88, 5, 85, 83, 82, 77, 68, 75, 74.

20. I observed boxes with ballots in them loaded up to leave the TCF Center that were not properly sealed. I requested them to be sealed before being taken out.

21. At approximately 5:17 am I observed trays being loaded into a truck that was pulled into the TCF Center. The truck was marked Penke Truck Rentals and had Indiana license plates. I inquired what was on the trays. I was told blank ballots. Then the truck door was closed and they left.
12. Throughout my time at the TCF Center I took notes detailing everything above.

Dated: November 8, 2020

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:
/s/ 68 Nov 2020
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of: Wayne
My commission expires: 06-14-2027.

Florence Rotgerio Giannini

Jasmine Early
AFFIDAVIT OF BRIAN PANNEBECKER

Brian Pannebecker, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. I applied to work as an election worker for Detroit for the 2020 General Election. I was never contacted back, despite applying and making several calls. I indicated I was a Republican on my application.

4. I was certified as a challenger by the Michigan Republican Party and went to the TCF Center on Tuesday November 3, 2020 and Wednesday November 4, 2020.

5. Throughout my time as a challenger over two days at the TCF Center I never encountered any election worker who identified themselves as a Republican.

6. I and other Republican challengers inquired to as many of the 134 tables as possible to try to find a single Republican election worker. We could not find any Republican election worker.

7. On November 3, over a period of several hours I only observed one election worker checking signatures.

8. At approximately 9:50am on November 4, I observed multiple ballots with illegible signatures at Table 1. I asked an election worker about verifying signatures and he said “that was done yesterday.”

9. At approximately 12:00 noon on November 4th, I attempted to challenge a ballot at table 51. The table 51 team leader George refused to enter my challenge. I then went to two other election workers, Danny Baxter and Carol. Carol referred me to Chris
Thomas. After waiting for five to ten minutes I was able to speak to Chris Thomas. Chris Thomas walked back to table 51 with me and instructed George to enter my challenge.

10. The process described in paragraph 9 required me to be away from table 51 for five to ten minutes just to enter a single challenge. I believe they handled the challenge in this way to try to dissuade Republican workers from entering more challenges and to move Republican workers away from the tables.

Dated: November 8, 2020

[Print name]

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:

My commission expires:

State of MI
Notary Public

Florence C. Glende
Notary Public

Exp 06/14/2022

Acting in the county of Macomb
08 November 2020
AFFIDAVIT OF GLEN SITEK

GLEN SITEK, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. The events of Nov. 5, 2020 at TCF (Cobo Hall) at the AV boards. Being a Challenger credentialed with the Election Integrity Fund, a non-partisan 501C3 non-profit group working to document the fair and legal processing of absentee ballots did observe the following event. After 7 pm while checking with EIF challengers at the Counting Board tables a fellow worker Mikki Rudoff and I decided to witness the activity at the tabulators. While approaching machine #11, Mikki and I observed the operator addressing the jammed machine she was using. A stray ballot set aside to the left of her machine. Half of the ballots from the top bin were combined with remaining ballots from the bottom tray, stacked shuffled ant then placed in the feeder and the machine was activated and tabulated without error. We did not observe the operator reset the machine counter before starting the recount. The operator quickly bundled the stack along with a count sheet and slipped them into a large soft sided bin on the floor opposite the tabulator work- station.

4. The operator quickly picked up the ballot on the table and exited the work area and into the adjoining arena where she located someone at Counting Board 54 ICC 11 and handed off the ballot to a worker at the table. While approaching the table I noticed no ballot processing being done effectively on break mode. I began scanning the area for a supervisor to ask about the ballot when the worker rose with the ballot and headed across the arena again. She went to the dais in center of the arena that served as the HQ. There the worker located table 54 supervisor Yolanda Brown and handed her the ballot that she added to 4 other ballots in her hand. After finishing her conversation with the area manager Yolanda proceeded to a table where she acquired 5 blank ballots to use in the duplication process and headed to table 54 and put 3 workers to the task. All 4 were crowded together for the instructions. So when she stepped back from them I immediately got her attention and introduced myself and asked if she was the table supervisor and she confirmed she was. I got her name and then asked if there was a Republican present to witness partake in the process She just stared at me and I told her I was there to confirm the process a republican should be there. She admitted there was not. I asked if one was requested to be there. Again, she just stared at me and I shared that I was required to ask. She told me no she had not. I thanked her and went the left side of the table to observe the workers now working on the new ballots 06380 & 06381. I took a position on the outer table that put me on the main pedestrian walkway along the outer line of tables and next to adjoining worker break area. The workers glanced at me for moment and went to work. After a short time, it seemed the male worker closest to me was having
difficulty filling the spaces instructed by the 2 women and were having to physically point where he needed to mark. It seemed he might be able to read. He became agitated when he noticed me at this point and he told me “you got to leave”. I immediately told him I needed to watch them duplicate the ballot. He then more loudly told me I needed to get away from you” I told him again I needed to finish witnessing the process. The male worker that loudly said you need to get away from me. Rose and stepped toward and shoved me away from the table. I stood there silently and waited a minute as I assessed the situation as I glanced to my right and I saw 3 Detroit police standing 75 -100 feet away talking next to the outer arena wall. I approached them and addressed the closest officer and told him I had just been assaulted and wanted to file an assault & battery charge against the pole worker. He asked if I had been assaulted and I told him yes. By whom he asked? I pointed to the table and told him the male worker at table 54. Where? I turned and started back to the table to show them and upon arriving took up my previous position next to the table, thy ever now working on another ballot. The male worker looked up a me a loudly said “I told you, you need to stay away from him”, I explained I had to witness the copy. And he responded as he did before. “I told you to get away from” stood up and shoved be a 2nd time. I was surprised I did not collide with 3 police officers walking in my direction. It looked like they were going to walk on by when I announced to them I had just been assaulted a 2nd time. I insisted on filing a police report and Sgt. Makey asked me if I was sure. I said I was. Officer Swilley was given the assignment to take my info, I asked for the assailants’ name and he said it would be on the report and they would contact me. Sgt. Makey suggested I go work in a different area. And I asked if he was telling me not to do my job. He replied it was a suggestion. Sgt. Smith and one other patrolman were present. Because another challenger had showed up and was watching the ballot duplication I thought it better to report the incident to our organization and attorney.

Dated: November 8, 2020

GLEN SITEK

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 08 November 2020

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of Wayne
My commission expires: 06-14-2022

Florence Dinzer Giampa
acting in the county of Macomb
AFFIDAVIT OF Bridget Staruch

Bridget Staruch being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On November 4th, 2020 at 6:40am, In the TCF Center Detroit, I witnessed AVCounting Board #122. All 5 members were simultaneously opening all of the (Approximate 200+ Ballots), they were pulling tabs at the same time, not in any order and were NOT scanning into the poll book on computer. No one was cross referencing the signatures either. Envelopes and Ballot tabs were scattered about.

4. Dated: November 7, 2020

/ [Bridget F. Staruch]

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of: Oakland
My commission expires: 2/12/24
AFFIDAVIT OF KRISTY KLAMER

Kristy Klamer, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. I was at the TCF Center in Detroit Michigan from 7:00am to 10:00pm on Tuesday, November 3, 2020 and from 8:30am on Wednesday November 4, 2020 to 4:30am Thursday on November 5, 2020.

4. I along with many others were intimidated, harassed, verbally attacked, or met with resistance consistently on November 4, 2020 from Democrat challengers, independents, a lawyer, team leaders, and supervisors. I experienced a lawyer, 2 team leaders, and 3 others come as a group to come intimidate me after challenging a ballot in which I was met with much resistance. It never got put in the computer. I was told by a Democrat lawyer that I couldn't keep challenging the ballots and was told I might get escorted out. I was told by the same Democrat lawyer that I could not challenge every ballot. I asked the lawyer nicely, as she began aggressively accusing me & trying to bait me, if she was trying to intimidate me. She said “don't put words in my mouth. You're a liar.” I walked away. I witnessed two other people experiencing a similar situation both times I stepped in to try to deescalate the situation. I was repeatedly lied to by different people and told things like I shouldn't be watching the ballots being duplicated and should "just let them do their job."

5. The events described above impaired my ability to properly observe and challenge.
At one point I had about 8-10 Democrat challengers all near me. I had two big guys come stand close to me and say "I think we're going to stand right here." My friend was silently raising her hand to challenge a ballot and no one was coming. A crowd drew and a man started attacking her verbally. I began to see a pattern of intimidation against Republican challengers. I also noticed a tactic of fake befriending & trying to ask lots of questions to Republican challengers to either gather info or distract you while trying to observe.

I walked around the whole room many times. At one point I walked around the whole room and saw about 3 confrontations.

Around early afternoon tensions began to rise there seemed to be a literal shift in the room. I noticed the team leaders, after one of their many meetings (I couldn't figure out why they met so often & it was frustrating because they were unavailable to us for a while during that time), began to become more aggressive. There seemed to be a distinct difference. There was a specific team leader that was helping to eject Republican challengers and really enjoyed making it a big scene as the police would escort out. He would walk with them and one time said "you wanted to go outside is that what you want." He was trying to get everyone riled up and he seemed to love the applause that would break out every time one of our attorneys or other Republicans were escorted out. I never saw a Democrat escorted out.

I witnessed an Asian Republican man being teamed up against (4-5 people). This man was being told he wasn't allowed to watch a ballot being duplicated.
10. I had a democrat challenger ask me where I lived. After sharing with her she said "Why did you come here?" I told her that they needed more Republicans here. She said "I'm sure there is fraud everywhere I think I'll go to your town next time."

11. I stayed along with 10-12 other people until 4:30am on Thursday 11/5 morning to make sure all the ballots were properly secured. They let the election workers go around 11:30. There was a big line of election workers that formed to sign something. Two women heard them offer $300 for the election workers to stay. The election workers then had some meetings with the supervisors & team leaders meanwhile the tables were left with the ballots not being secured in anyway. We did our best to be at as many tables as we could for the securing process.

12. After checking all of the tables we found about 8 or so that were "locked," but they were not latched so you could just open them. They were not secure. I wrote down the numbers and as a team we made sure they were properly latched/locked. There were multiple tables where the ballots seemed to not add up. So much so that election workers at one table took everything out and were recounting it.

13. I observed 46 ballots processed that were not in the computer system. For these ballots election workers manually entered information including birthdates of "1/1/1900." These ballots were the following:

Precinct# 57

#3647, #3224, #3641, #6051, #4207, #2278, #3162, #3165, #0721, #4327, #5318, #4326, #2280, #4323, #1122, #0757,
EXHIBIT 1

Dated: November 9, 2020

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:

November 9, 2020

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:

My commission expires:

07-22-2026

MARGARET LEAR ERLE
Notary Public, State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 07-22-2026
Acting in the County of Wayne
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AFFIDAVIT OF JEAN LEONARD

Jean M. Leonard, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On November 4, 2020, I arrived at the TCF Center in Detroit Michigan to volunteer as a poll observer/challenger for the GOP.

4. I arrived at TCF Center at approximately at 9:30am

5. I headed to room 260 to get my credentials. The lady took my license and took down my information.

6. I proceeded to the ballot count room, and signed in on a sheet of paper.
   Some people signed in, and some just walked in without signing. It was a very haphazard process at best. This room was very disorganized and there was a contemptuous feeling toward the GOP challengers who were there - nothing like one would expect considering the importance of a US presidential election.

7. I spent most of my time at table 15. Anytime I wanted to peek a little closer to see exactly what was going on, I was told I need to get back 6 feet. It's practically impossible to see the numbers/information being scanned onto the computer from the ballot envelopes at that distance.
8. Occasionally, as a ballot was passed to the second person at the table, she would open it up and put another envelope/folder around the ballot and put it back in the mailing envelope before passing it on to the next person at the table. I also saw an extra sticker occasionally being placed on a ballot envelope, which was then scanned.

9. When there was a “problem ballot”, a sticky note would be put on the outer envelope and it was put in a “problem ballot bin”. I was not able to see what the issue was with such ballots as the font on the screen was too small to read from 6 feet away. The voter log, which was flat on the table also had a small font. I could not always see a signatures, as the ‘table leader’ was often standing in the way.

10. I asked several times for all the problem ballot numbers that were in the bin since we were not allowed to touch them. One lady at the table told me somebody already wrote them down. I don’t know how that could be since I was standing there and did not see anyone take down the numbers. I asked again a little while later and was told I had to wait until they were done with the current batch. When they were done, I asked again and was ignored. They were very uncooperative and clearly did not want me there.

11. I was told there should be at least one GOP worker at the table, and that I should ask who that person was to confirm that was in fact the case. I was told by a (male) worker who would occasionally come around to see if
anyone needed anything at the table, that I wasn’t allowed to ask that question. I asked why it was okay that they knew I was from the GOP. He said there could only be one GOP and one Democrat observer/challenger per table. I told him I knew that, but asked why I wasn’t allowed to know who the GOP worker was at the table. He said they don’t need to share that information with anyone, and it wasn’t my business.

12. I did not see anyone ever take the problem ballots from table 15, however, I did see them being removed from other tables around me. I did not see what they did with them or where they took them. These problem ballots were picked up by a single person. We were told that anytime ballots were being moved from one place to another that there should always be one GOP and one Democrat doing this together. This clearly was not the case.

13. I observed many stacks of ballots that appeared in pristine condition, as though they had never gone through the US Postal Service. I saw many with no postal markings on them. There were stacks of them in bundles with rubber bands around them.

14. I took few pictures, but then was sternly told cameras are not allowed. I asked where that rule was written or posted. The person did not have an answer for me and just said, “It’s the rule”. I then pointed out the 20-30 television/press cameras about 15 feet away.
15. It was very clear that GOP observers/challengers were not welcomed nor wanted there. There was a blatant lack of transparency for anyone trying to see what was going on with the process. The ballot table workers that I encountered were controlling, rude, and defensive. Overall it was a very hostile environment.

Dated November 9, 2020

Jean M. Leonard

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:

November 9, 2020

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:

My commission expires:

SHANE TREJO
Notary Public, State of Michigan
County Of Oakland
My Commission Expires 11-20-2022
Acting in the County of WAYNE
AFFIDAVIT OF MARY LOU NAUERT

Mary Lou Nauert, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. I was a credentialed election challenger for the Michigan Republican party on Tuesday November 3rd from 7:00am to 1:30pm, approximately, assigned to Pontiac ward 05, precinct 15, at Herrington Elementary School, Oakland County, Michigan.

4. I was required to remain 6 feet from the table where ballots were being processed. From this distance, I was unable to see the ballots or computer screen in order to perform my work as an election challenger. There was no way for me to determine whether the election worker was checking voter identifications and signatures or entering data currently or not. There were several instances where I believe I may have made challenges but I did have not access to have sufficient information. I felt like my hands were tied.

Dated: November 9, 2020

[signature]
Print name: MARY LOU NAUERT

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:
/s/ November 9, 2020
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:
My commission expires: 07-22-2026
AFFIDAVIT OF AMANDA M. POSCH

Amanda M. Posch, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit, and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. I am a GOP Challenger per Laura Cox, Chairman Michigan Republican Party

4. November 4, 2020 Wednesday morning I saw a FB post from the Michigan Conservative Coalition that GOP challengers were needed at TCF Center and headed downtown.

5. I checked in with my credentials from Tuesday, signed in at 11:15 a.m. and walked in. There were several areas where people were walking in and out freely. Once on the floor, I was instructed to go upstairs to room 260 to get credentials for TCF. We were never instructed to sign out if we left the floor to go to the bathroom or get food, etc.

6. Once upstairs, I received GOP credentials and yellow wristband as identification. I walked back downstairs and walked in. At that time I was asked to watch the scanning machines, as there seems to have been numerous issues with them the previous day. I was told we could approach and look by GOP, but a Democratic attorney told me I couldn’t and told me I needed to move. I replied that I had as much right as she did to be there, and she threatened to have me thrown out. At that point a few other people stepped in, I believe it was a Republican attorney, and GOP staffiers.

7. Again we were told we could step up to the machines if we asked the worker if it was acceptable to approach them, some were amenable but others said no closer than 6 feet due to Covid. We were also told we could not hamper the process (obviously if you need to ask permission to do your job, you are by default hampering the process). In essence we were either intimidated, threatened or barred by poll workers’ Covid fears from checking anything properly. The workers also choose to minimize the screens on the computers so we could not in fact read anything from 6 feet away even though we asked if they could increase the window size. At that point one of the workers told another not to talk to us, and tensions were growing.

8. Some of the issues I witnessed in the scanning process:

   • If a scanner jammed, it looked like entire batches were placed back into the machine and rescanned.
   • Ballot boxes were unlocked, and unattended.
• The computers were connected to the internet and the poll workers wouldn’t let us check.
• Several ballot boxes had yellow circle stickers on them that looked similar to the yellow stickers Democratic staffers had on. When I asked the supervisor, his response was: “it’s just random, like I am bald and you have hair”
• Unidentified staff would approach with ballots to be scanned and walk away with 2 copies of a ballot.
• Poll workers would not share their names with us.
• Poll workers were allowed to wear Biden/BLM attire.

9. Water fountains were off, and several GOP members told me they were not serving anyone with GOP credentials in the area set up for breaks upstairs.

10. At some point, GOP challengers were not allowed into TCF and poll workers placed paper, and I believe pizza boxes over the windows. We could hear the chants saying “stop the count, let us in” from outside and several people were banging on the windows. Tensions were rising, it was palpable.

11. As the day progressed the GOP challengers in the room (which at that point I heard was half of what the Democratic challengers) felt trapped, as they would NOT let us sign out for another GOP member to replace us.

12. I never really left my station, but saw GOP challengers at tables being thrown out, including GOP attorneys. Poll workers were claiming they were being threatened when they challenged and the police would take them out. EVERY SINGLE “NON-PARTISAN” POLL WORKER in my area STOOD AND CLAPPED AND CHEERED EVERYTIME A GOP CHALLENGER WAS REMOVED. I did not see any Democratic challengers escorted out.

13. I continued to watch scanning, and was approached by someone saying I was not allowed to use my phone. Everyone in that room had their phones on, but I placed it in my bag. I did step away to communicate with my husband and parents, and again was warned by the supervisor that I was making the poll workers uncomfortable. Again, I put my phone away.

14. Around 4:30 p.m. chanting from outside the locked doors, and pounding on the glass erupted. At which point one of the workers I had been watching all day said in my direction “They acting like kindergarteners, I hope the police come and shoot them, like you do to us”. I asked her if she was threatening violence towards me, and she mumbled something under her breath that sounded like you heard me, her coworkers started saying I was bothering them all day. Another staffer took pictures of me and literally ran away. A supervisor and a GOP attorney approached, the supervisor asked if I had witnesses, I replied everyone she was sitting with, and they sure aren’t going to back me up. The supervisor said without witnesses he could not do anything. She was at ICC 2, was African American, heavy set with a white blouse
with black hearts on it. The supervisor also never helped locate the poll worker who took my picture and ran away even though I was asked to put my phone away all day.

15. I stayed for another half of an hour, and went to the check in area to see if I could pass my credentials on to someone waiting outside, and she said no. The police were still at the door. I was walked out of a side door and left the floor. I went upstairs and saw the crowd that was unable to enter, the majority of which were GOP Challengers and volunteers.

16. As I was leaving the main building I was surprised no one was allowed to enter TCF at all. I was told if I left I would NOT be allowed back into the building even though I am a credentialed GOP Challenger.

Dated: November 9, 2020

AMANDA M POSCH

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:

1st December 9, 2020

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of: Macomb

My commission expires: October 11, 2023

Kari A Aloia
Notary Public, State of Michigan
County of Macomb
My Commission Expires 10-11-2023
Acting in the County of L'Enfant
AFFIDAVIT OF CYNTHIA RENEE RAUF

Cynthia Renee Rauf, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.
2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.
3. On November 4, 2020, I received a text from the Macomb County GOP stating that poll challengers were needed at the TCF Center, Detroit, MI.
4. Once I arrived, I went to the GOP Room No: 260 and signed up to be a poll challenger.
5. I received training at that time and wore a lanyard with my GOP credentials.
6. I then proceeded to the downstairs ballot counting area and I looked around to find a ballot counting table that needed a GOP challenger.
7. I then proceeded to Table 5.
8. At about 11:32 am, one of the female election workers at Table 5 called out a Ballot number 7959. This election worker then handed off Ballot number 7959 to another female election worker.
9. The second female election worker opened the envelope that contained the Ballot and the Ballot in the envelope did not have the same number as the Ballot number that was originally read by the first election worker.
10. The Ballot in the envelope was number 7952.
11. I personally observed Ballot number 7952.
12. I then said to both the first and the second election workers that I wanted to challenge Ballot number 7952 because it did not match the Ballot number 7959 as originally noted and stated.

13. The second election worker physically wrote on the top right of Ballot number 7952 the numbers “7959.”

14. I personally witnessed the second election worker change the number on a Ballot. Upon information and belief, the election worker changed the Ballot number on Ballot number 7959.

15. Next, I then questioned the first election worker regarding a computer printed “list” of “names” that she had sitting in front of her and next to her computer.

16. The election worker told me that the list contained names of voters who registered on election day and they were not yet in the computer.

17. The second election worker told me “this happens all the time.”

18. Ballot number 7959, that was changed to Ballot number 7952, did not come off the list of names on the computer, but rather from the computer print out list sitting on the table.

19. At this point, a young male supervisor then approached Table 5, inspected the change that was made on the ballot and approved the ballot to go through for counting.

20. Sometime afterwards, I then went upstairs to the general room for lunch and stayed for about half hour or so.

21. I then went back down to the counting room and noticed that there were a lot less GOP poll challengers in the room but the Democratic poll challengers were there in full force.
22. I personally noticed at least 4-5 times throughout the afternoon the counting room erupting into an applause each time a GOP poll challenger was escorted out.

23. At about 3:00 pm, I then observed several election workers covering up windows that separated the counting room from a lobby. I saw them cover the windows up half-way so that no-one in the lobby could watch the counting of the ballots.

24. I personally experienced intimidation tactics by both the Democratic poll challengers and the Detroit election workers.

Dated: November 9, 2020

Cynthia Renee Rauf
11-9-2020

MARGARET LEAR ERELE
Notary Public, State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 07-22-2026
Acting in the County of Wayne

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:
/s/ November 9, 2020

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:
My commission expires: 7-22-2026
AFFIDAVIT OF Anne Vanker

Anne Vanker, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On November 4, 2020 I arrived at the TCF Center in Detroit Michigan to volunteer as a poll challenger for the GOP.

4. I arrived at approximately 9:30 am, I was trained by Pat Colbeck to perform as a poll challenger according to the “Rights and Duties of Election Challengers and Poll Watchers” vr.. October 2020 I was provided and Michigan State Law. I was allowed inside the ABC (Absentee Ballot Counting ) area. As soon as I walked in felt I had walked into an extremely contentious environment, as people were shouting at me and I did not know what I had done wrong.

5. I was never allowed to stand in an area that would provide a view of the ballots being processed, claiming the covid rules required a 6 foot distance. I saw workers reference the poll book as well as the ancillary lists that I was told contained names of those who registered to vote the day before and day of the election, but I was unable to see any names on the list or the ballots. The distance I was forced to maintain made seeing or comparing any signatures impossible. I was not allowed to step forward when I had questions about a particular ballot – being yelled at that it was not allowed because of Covid. At one point I observed ballots being put into a box labeled “problem ballot” box without any discussion or collaboration with their co-workers. I attempted challenging these ballots but was denied – there was no supervisor available.
to implement the challenge and the box was removed from my area before I was able to resolve any issues. I followed the box being taken away from our table. I followed to the adjudication table and escalated my complaint to supervisor Daniel Baxter, who did finally grant me access, however while I was copying down the ballot numbers from these another worker with a green dot inserted herself between me and the ballots, further obstructing my work. I was copying down ballot numbers from these opened envelopes that were flagged that they were not on any voter registration list and not in the poll book. I estimate 60% or more of these envelopes bore the same signature on the opened outer envelope. I was never given access to view these ballots. I was not given an answer when I asked if these ballots would be counted as votes or not. I was not given information as to a resolution. I have these ballot numbers in a spreadsheet that I can make available. I was never given an answer as to why the envelopes were opened. I was shouted at several times by unidentified people for unknown transgressions. While riding the escalator I wanted to check the time on my phone, a poll worker began yelling at me accusing me of taking pictures and threatening to report me. The overall feeling of the room was one of intentional and organized intimidation and bullying by people who bore no credentials, but wore green dots.

6. After lunch time there was a meeting called and after that point they stopped allowing more in, and ejecting people for trying assert their right to do their job as a challenger.

7. Tension grew through out the day – as more challengers arrived, police were called in, and many challengers were ejected.
Dated: November 9, 2020

Anne Vankur
11/9/2020

Subscribed and sworn to before me on 11/9/2020

Kimberly Jol Matson
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of Wayne
My commission expires: 9/2/2024

Kimberly Jol Matson
Notary Public - State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 9/2/2024
Acting in the County of Wayne
AFFIDAVIT OF LAURA ROUSH

LAURA ROUSH, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter and credentialed GOP Poll Challenger in the State of Michigan.

3. On Wednesday Nov. 4, 2020, I signed in at approximately 11:35 a.m. at TCF Center in Detroit Michigan to work as a Poll Challenger.

4. I was told to monitor counting board table number 19. I arrived at table number 19 and started to watch.

5. At that table, I saw numerous ballots scanned into the electronic system that had no corresponding name in the system; indicating that the ballot did not correspond to a registered voter.

6. I witnessed about 30 ballots that had no name match during the approximate hour of observation at that counting board table number 19.

7. I asked the Poll Supervisor why those ballots had no match to a registered voter and he said something like, Whitmer opened up extra ballots on Sunday and the names of some registered voters are not in the system yet.

8. It's my understanding that if ballot names don't appear in the electronic system, the poll worker is to compare the name on the ballot to a paper roster of registered voters.

9. When I tried to find out if those ballots matched a name in the paper roster the poll worker flipped the roster around quickly, making it impossible for me to read the name and therefore unable to verify that the ballot corresponded to a registered voter.
10. I also noticed that the manner that they themselves were checking the names in the roster appeared to me to be carelessly done. My overall impression is that they weren’t even checking the names themselves.

11. I experienced at least one poll worker who was very aggressive and wouldn’t allow me near the paper roster at all.

12. After some time, it became clear to me that they didn’t want me there and tried to prevent me from doing any type of challenging; acting in an authoritative and dismissive manner in many instances.

13. I also overheard one poll worker say to another poll worker that we have 35,000 more ballots coming and they both high-fived each other. They seemed very happy about these extra ballots.

14. I also witnessed an envelope that was scanned twice. The first name didn’t match the second name that appeared. When I mentioned that to the poll worker holding the ballot she ignored me and continued to process the ballot. When I told the supervisor he said something like, it’s too late. I saw that they put it in the box of approved ballots.

15. At approximately 1:15 pm, I had left the Counting Hall to eat lunch and escort a friend to the parking lot.

16. Upon returning to the building entrance the security guard told me I was not allowed back in. I had my challenger badge on and told him I was a Poll Challenger and he asked me if I was a GOP challenger and I said yes. He told me I was not allowed back in because the building was at covid capacity.

17. I witnessed several DNC people being allowed in at that time.
18. Eventually I was allowed the enter the building but was still barred from entering the Counting Hall.

19. It wasn’t until approximately 6:00 pm when I finally gained entry to the Hall. I entered for the purpose of signing out as I heard that other GOP Poll Challengers were barred entry until other GOP Poll Challengers had signed out.

Dated: November 9, 2020

[Signature]  
Laura Roush  11/9/2020

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:

/s/  
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:

My commission expires: 11/30/2022

SHANE TREJO  
Notary Public, State of Michigan  
County Of Oakland  
My Commission Expires 11-20-2022  
Acting in the County of Wayne
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AFFIDAVIT OF KARYN CHOPJIAN

Karyn Chopjian, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan, in the city of Novi.

3. I was a Republican Poll Challenger on November 2, 2020 at the TCF Center in Detroit Michigan.

4. I began observing at approximately 10:30 am. I observed three tables throughout the day and spent a majority of my time at table 61.

5. I witnessed several poll workers wearing political slogans on their face covering including Black Lives Matter.

6. I was a Republican Poll Challenger on November 4, 2020 at the TCF Center in Detroit Michigan.

7. I began observing at approximately 7 am until 9:30 pm.

8. I asked the poll captains at tables 86, 69, 81, 78, and 99 whether there were any republicans at the table. Several times I was ignored or told there were no republicans. I was also told that the City was not allowed to ask poll workers their political party preference. However, I witnessed several of the poll workers collaborating with Democratic Party poll challengers.

9. As a challenger, I was keeping track of blank ballots sent to the tables to be duplicated. There were several thousand ballots left unattended with no security protocol at all times of the day.
10. I was prohibited from observing the ballot duplication process by democratic poll workers and democratic poll challengers. I was being followed, intimidated and harassed by democratic poll challengers. Poll workers and captains witnessed this harassment and did nothing to stop the democratic poll challengers from following me. However, I was threatened I would be kicked out of the TCF Center if poll workers deemed my mask was not fitted properly.

11. When the military ballots came in, poll workers prevented me from observing ballots and used their bodies to prevent me from witnessing the ballot counting process. Poll workers repeatedly asked me to step back, even though I was following state laws regarding social distancing procedures. I was just trying to observe the process and poll workers repeatedly accused me of attempting to slow the process down.

12. There were several inconsistencies between dates of birth and voter registration on military ballots I was able to observe.

13. Throughout the day, I witnessed a pattern of intimidation, secrecy, and hostility by the poll workers. Poll workers would cheer, jeer and clap when poll challengers were escorted out of the TCF Center. There appeared to be collaboration between the democratic poll challengers and the City of Detroit poll workers.

Dated: November 9, 2020

Margaret Lear Erle
Subscribed and sworn to before me on:
\( /s/ \) November 9, 2020
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:
My commission expires:
07-22-2026

MARGARET LEAR ERLE
Notary Public, State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 07-22-2026
Acting in the County of Wayne

Karyn Chopjian
11-9-2020
KARYN CHOPJIAN
AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER LINDSEY COOPER

Jennifer Lindsey Cooper, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. For the 2020 General Election I was hired and trained as an election worker for Waterford Township Michigan. I was trained for all counting positions, but was assigned to be an absentee ballot counter, including military ballots.

4. I worked as an election worker counting absentee and military ballots from 7:00am on November 3, 2020 to 12:30am on November 4, 2020 in Waterford Township. I encountered no issues during this time, but gained experience in the ballot counting process.

5. From my experience and training, military ballots are processed and counted in the following manner: The envelope is opened and contains a letter from the military voter and a copy of a ballot on plain paper that is filled in by the military voter. These are checked and then the voter’s votes are transferred to a blank ballot to be counted. This process is done one ballot at a time. One Republican and one Democrat election worker are supposed to be present for this process.

6. On November 4, 2020 I was a Republican challenger for ballot counting at the TCF Center in Detroit, Michigan. I arrived at approximately 10:00am.

7. I observed Table 16 in the TCF center. I observed an election worker collect approximately five to seven blank ballots and bring them to the table. The election worker left these blank ballots sitting on the table for approximately five minutes
before placing them in a box marked “problem ballots.” I challenged the election worker as to what she was doing with the blank ballots. In response the election worker moved the blank ballots and placed them underneath what looked like a poll book. The election worker responded to me that she was waiting for her supervisor to “do military ballots.”

8. Approximately fifteen minutes after I challenged her, the election worker was joined by two more election workers. One of the election workers began to read from a standard ballot, not a military ballot, that she had pulled from a stack of other standard ballots. This ballot did not appear to be a military ballot in anyway. There was no outside packaging, there was no military letter, and it was a standard ballot, not the type of ballot returned from military voters.

9. I then saw two more blank ballots filled out in the same manner described in paragraph 8. A standard ballot that did not appear to be a military ballot was read off and a blank ballot was filled in.

10. All of the ballots that I observed filled out in this way contained votes for Joe Biden for President.

11. I further observed that many blank ballots were transferred between tables at a time. They were picked up in large batches and not counted. There was no recording of the chain of custody of these blank ballots. Blank ballots were tucked underneath things, shuffled into boxes labeled “problem ballots” and not tracked.

12. As I attempted to challenge this process I was harassed by Democrat challengers. I was told “go back to the suburbs Karen” and other harassing statements. The Democrat challengers would say things like “Do you feel safe with this women near
you” and “is this Karen bothering you?” I believe this was designed to intimidate me and obstruct me from observing and challenging.

Dated: November 9, 2020

[signature]

[Print name]

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/9/2020
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of: Wayne
My commission expires: 9/3/2024
AFFIDAVIT OF BRET KINNEY

Brett Kinney, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On Tuesday November 3, 2020 I was a Republican challenger at the TCF Center in Detroit, Michigan from approximately 6:30am to 8:00pm.

4. I observed Table 37 at the TCF Center. The election worker supervisors in my section were named “TJ” and “Raphael.”

5. I issued approximately 40 to 50 challenges throughout the day. I challenged ballots where the numbers on the ballot and envelope did not match, ballots and envelopes that did not include proper signatures, ballots with invalid markings and ballots with other issues.

6. The election worker supervisors agreed with many of my challenges and these ballots were placed in an envelope labeled “invalid ballots.”

7. I then observed an election worker reach into the envelope labeled “invalid ballots” and process them with valid ballots.
8. I challenged this process to a supervisor and was told "we have to keep the process going."

9. I believe many, if not all, of the invalid ballots that I challenged were processed and counted despite supervisors agreeing with my challenges and originally placing the ballots in an "invalid ballot" envelope.

Dated: November 9, 2020

[Signature]

[Print name]

11-9-2020

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/9/2020
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of: Wayne
My commission expires: 9/13/2024
REGARDING THE COVERED WINDOWS OF THE COUNTING ROOM AT TCF

On November 4, 2020 I was at the TCF (Cobo Hall) counting location to serve as a GOP poll challenger. I was never allowed in the room. I want to testify that all main floor windows to the counting room were covered the entire time I was there (approximately 11 am to 8 pm).

I am told that Michigan Secretary of State Jocelyn Benson has said on the Frank Beckmann show that the cardboard was on the windows because the GOP protestors broke them. This is PATENTLY FALSE. I did not hear the show but I was there. I actually did not know of the protest and happened to be at the counting room windows before the protest began. I was trying to see what was going on in the room by trying to peer between the approximately 2” of glass between the cardboard the wall. I was doing that when the protest began. The windows had been covered all day and have nothing to do with the protest. I also ended up in the protest and can attest to you that no windows were broken.

In a public statement online, Ms. Benson has also asserted that “some” of the windows were covered to protect private information but that some were open to preserve transparency. This also appears untrue to me. First, I did not see any uncovered windows on the main floor. There is a possibility that there were open windows on the second floor, but I was never up there and it would be too distant a vantage point to be meaningful to any public observer. Second, the distance of the counting tables from the wall of windows on the main floor were too far away from the glass to see much even if the windows had been uncovered.

Please feel free to contact me if I can be of further help.

Laura Luke
Lukes4@comcast.net
248-207-2246 (cell phone)

Milford, MI

Laura Gee Luke

Date: November 9, 2020

Susan L. Mills

Date: 11/9/2020

EXHIBIT 1
AFFIDAVIT OF EVAN SHOCK

Evan Shock, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan and in the Township of Chesterfield.

3. At approximately 3:20 pm, a City of Detroit employee came out to the lobby of the TCF Center and explained that no other poll challengers were allowed into the counting boards because of COVID-19 concerns. I later found out that the real reason for not allowing poll challengers into the counting boards was because poll workers were failing to sign out poll challengers upon leaving.

4. I witnessed windows boarded up with cardboard boxes and paper signs to prevent those in the lobby from witnessing the process. I was forced to wait approximately one hour before being let in to the counting boards.

5. I was a poll challenger at approximately 4:20 pm until 9:00 pm.

6. I observed several irregularities including unattended ballot boxes, unidentified people coming in and out of the TCF Center, and a chaotic ballot counting process.

7. There were several instances in which the poll workers and non-credentialed individuals used their bodies to prevent republican and independent poll challengers from witnessing and observing the ballot counting process.

8. At table 61, I witnessed a poll worker manually enter four ballots into the system and assign each one a fictitious birth date of 01-01-1900.
Throughout the day, I witnessed a pattern of chaos, intimidation, secrecy, and hostility by the poll workers and non-credentialed individuals. The poll leaders engaged in intimidation and threats any time a ballot was properly challenged. It appeared that every ejected individual was an independent or republican poll challenger.

Poll workers would cheer, jeer and clap when poll challengers were escorted out of the TCF Center. There seemed to be collaboration between the democratic poll challengers and the City of Detroit poll workers.

Dated: November 9, 2020

Evan Shock
11/9/2020

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:

November 9, 2020

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:

My commission expires: 07-22-2026

MARGARET LEAR ERL
Notary Public, State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 07-22-2026
Acting in the County of Wayne

Margaret Lee ERL
AFFIDAVIT OF QIAN SCHMIDT

Qian Schmidt, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan and in the Township of West Bloomfield.

3. I was a Republican Poll Challenger on November 3, 2020.

4. I began observing at table 83 starting at 10:00 pm on November 3, 2020 and concluded at 5:00 am on November 4, 2020.

5. I observed several irregularities including unattended ballot boxes, unidentified people coming in and out of the TCF Center, and a chaotic ballot counting process.

6. I witnessed three ballots that were not found in the system. The polls workers separated those ballots. I asked the supervisor where those ballots were going and the supervisor, Monica, ignored me and walked away.

7. As a challenger, I was prohibited from observing the ballot duplication process by poll workers and democratic poll challengers circling around me.

8. There were several instances in which the poll workers and non-credentialed individuals used their bodies to prevent republican and independent poll challengers from witnessing and observing the ballot counting process. These workers and non-credentialed individuals used COVID-19 as the justification for intimidating and preventing poll challengers from witnessing the process.
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9. I am of Chinese descent and speak Mandarin Chinese. I was personally harassed and discriminated against by a young, African American, non-credentialed individual who stated “what gives you the right to be here since you are not American.” I answered “I am American.” This ethnic intimidation and discriminated continued for five minutes.

10. Throughout the day, I witnessed a pattern of chaos, intimidation, secrecy, and hostility by the poll workers and non-credentialed individuals.

Dated: November 9, 2020

Qian Schmidt

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/9/2020
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of: Wayne
My commission expires: 9/2/2024
AFFIDAVIT OF Erik Duus

Erik Duus, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On November 3, 2020 I arrived at the TCF Center in Detroit Michigan to volunteer as a poll challenger for the GOP.

4. I arrived at approximately 10:10 pm and worked through the night until 4:40 am Wednesday morning.

5. Were you denied access? No, but my access for meaningful ballot challenging was hindered by social distancing requirements and intimidation throughout the night as the rest of my statement will explain.

6. For the first hour of the shift I observed no irregularities at my table, the entire time I was kept 6 feet away. At one point I tried to step forward to better visualize a ballot, and was told to stand back. At this point I was treated respectfully.

7. Activity seemed to slow down, a few tables were working on ballots, but people started disengaging, reading and falling asleep as there was no work to be done. This atmosphere continued until about 12:30 am, at which time many people started coming in, many dressed in BLM and “Count the Vote” garb.

8. From the tunnel in the interior of the building ballots began arriving from an official looking Department of Elections vehicle and were delivered to the adjudication desk, apparently to be distributed. It was estimated that the delivery contained at least
24,000 ballots based on guess of numbers of bundles. Ballot processing activity seemed to increase after this delivery.

9. My table had little activity so I roamed to tables where there was more activity but no GOP challengers present. I wound up working between tables 94 and 95. I observed an acquaintance being intimidated by a very large man in “Count the Vote” gear, towering over him and extremely close. Social distancing was enforced and strongly defended between challengers and workers, but not at all between the intimidating men and the challengers.

10. I walked over to be a presence hoping to deter any problem. At this point this man turned his attention to his cell, and I believe he sent a text message. Soon after two large men came and I observe them watching me the entire night, even to the restroom and back to my table. They remained with me for the rest of the shift. At this time it was obvious a coordinated and organized system of challenger intimidation was implemented. I felt totally outnumbered and that my personal safety was at risk.

11. During the entire evening there was minimal police presence, I counted no more than 2 officers. It seemed the ballots were abandoned in many locations in the room, sitting far from any activity and unattended. My shift was coming to an end, but I left a bit earlier (4:40 am) and furtively because I felt my personal safety was at risk from the men that were tailing me all evening. I basically snuck out a door and went quickly to my car.
Dated: November 9, 2020

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/9/2020
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of: Wayne
My commission expires: 9/2/2024

Kimberly Jo Matson
Notary Public - State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 9/2/2024
Acting in the County of Wayne
AFFIDAVIT OF RANDALL S. CHAMPAGNE

Randall S. Champagne, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On November 3, 2020 I was a Republican challenger at the TCF Center in Detroit, MI from approximately 6:00am to 1:00pm.

4. I observed unsealed ballots in the TCF center. I was told signatures had been checked the previous day for some ballots. These ballots were in white plastic boxes that were not locked in anyway.

5. I observed ballot tabulating that began at approximately 9:30am.

6. When tabulating began I was asked to stand so far away from the tabulating that it was difficult to properly observe the process. Election workers said covid was the reason for the required distance, but at times I was required to stand over six feet away.

7. Ballots were placed in the tabulating machines and after they had been counted they were placed in white plastic boxes.

8. At one point I observed a machine get jammed. Election workers then reran the box of ballots they had been counting, including what I believe were ballots that had already gone through the machine. Election workers blocked my view of the process so I could not tell if any precautions were taken to prevent ballots from being counted twice. To my knowledge no such precautions were taken.
9. Ballots that had been counted and placed in white plastic boxes were left unattended and unsecured. I saw no precautions being taken to make sure these ballots were not counted again.

10. I observed other irregularities, but was forced to stand at such a distance that I could not fully observe the process in order to challenge it.

11. I did not observe any process for tracking or monitoring the flow or chain of custody of ballots by election workers.

12. At approximately 11:30am I observed a coffee stained ballot go through the duplication process. Election workers would not allow challengers to observe the process close enough to properly monitor it.

Dated: November 9, 2020

[Print name]

Randall S. Champagne
11/09/2020

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/09/2020

Kimberly Joi Matson
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of Wayne

My commission expires:
9/2/2024

Kimberly Joi Matson
Notary Public - State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 9/2/2024
Acting in the County of Wayne
AFFIDAVIT OF MATT SEELY

Matt Seely, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On November 4, 2020 I was a Republican challenger at the TCF Center in Detroit, Michigan from approximately 9:00am to 8:00pm.

4. At times, I was harassed and intimidated by others that were present in the counting room who did not have credentials displayed for any organization. They would get in the way to prevent me and other challengers from seeing the processing of ballots; they would interfere with challenges being issued; they would try to distract Republican challengers to make sure they were not able to pay close attention to the processing of ballots.

5. These challengers that did not have credentials displayed made false statements about some of the Republican challengers that resulted in the Republican challengers being removed from the counting board. Specifically, they accused a Republican lawyer of taking his mask off.

6. The security team denied access to new Republican challengers to replace the challengers that were leaving the facility unless they signed out. The sign-out process was not explained to any of the challengers before they entered the TCF Center.

7. The Democrat Party set up tables in the TCF Center counting room where they were able to provide food and refreshments to the Democrat Party challengers. There is not supposed to be food or drink allowed in the counting room. This allowed the
Democrat challengers to remain in the room during lunch while the Republican challengers left and were then locked out.

8. At one point, the windows to the TCF Center counting room were being covered up to prevent anyone outside the room from being able to see into the counting room.

9. Towards the end of the processing, I witnessed election workers entering new people into the system manually with a date of 1/1/1900.

10. In the back of the counting room, there was two large pallets with suitcase sized metal cases. Each pallet had shrink wrap around it, but one of the pallets appeared to have had a number of cases removed. When I was looking at these pallets, someone on the security staff told me to leave the area and that if I returned, I would be ejected from the counting board.

11. Most of the challengers and the challenges that they tried to make were ignored by the staff overseeing the election process.

12. From my observations, the most efficient counting tables could process approximately one hundred ballots an hour. At no time when I was at the TCF Center was every table counting ballots. At most times approximately fifty to one hundred tables were counting ballots. Given these observations, I do not understand how over one hundred thousand ballots could have been counted during the times the TCF Center was used as a counting location.

Dated: November 9, 2020

[Signature]

[Print name] MATTIWH JAMES SEELY

11/9/2020

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:

/s/ November 9, 2020

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:

My commission expires:

07-22-2026

MARGARET LEAR ERLE
Notary Public, State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 07-22-2026
Acting in the County of Wayne

EXHIBIT 1
AFFIDAVIT OF BRIDGETT LYN ZELASKO

Bridgett Lyn Zelasko, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. I was trained online and assigned to be a ballot challenger at the polls at TCF Center.
   I arrived to the TCF Center on Wednesday, November 4, 2020 at 12:13 p.m. I had received paperwork from the City Clerk to perform this duty.

4. I also received training at the TCF Center to be a ballot challenger as well.

5. When I arrived to the TCF Center, I was waiting in Room 260. Our group was missed a couple of times; however, we ultimately went down to the main entrance of where ballots are around 1:08 p.m.

6. When we attempted to go in, the individuals at the entrance stated that there were no spots available for Republicans but there were fifty-two (52) spots for Non-Partisan.

7. Thereafter, I went back up to change my designation from Republican to Non-Partisan and immediately went back down at approximately 2:05 p.m. By the time I came back down, they indicated no spots were available for Non-Partisan either.

8. At this time, I then watched the people inside put pizza boxes on the windows to impede any outside observers. The police took the pizza boxes down twice while I was there; however, they continued to put the boxes back on the windows.

9. There was a white male, well dressed, who identified himself as the chief legal officer and top lawyer for Detroit. He stated that there were not letting in any more people in to where the ballots were.
10. Then the Election Coordinator (black male) then stated if the Republicans did not sign out when they completed their shift, then “too bad, too sad.” He additionally stated that they were not going to allow anymore people in due to COVID-19; however, the press continued to go in.

11. I ultimately left at 3:45 p.m. and shortly thereafter individuals locked the TCF Center doors to the outside.

12. I was denied complete access to perform my ballot challenger role.

13. When I attempted to leave by getting on the elevator to the parking structure, there was a man that would not let me on. His refusal to let me in the elevator forced me to access my car by walking the circular ramp up. I finally arrived to my car at 5:15 p.m.

Dated: November 9, 2020

Bridgett Lyn Zelasko

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:
/s/ November 9, 2020

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:

My commission expires: 07-22-2026

MARGARET LEAR ERLE
Notary Public, State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 07-22-2026
Acting in the County of Wayne

Margaret Lear Erle
AFFIDAVIT OF TRACY TOPINI

Tracy Topini, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On November 3 and 4, 2020 I was a Republican Challenger at the TCF Center in Detroit, MI from approximately 10:00pm on November 3 to 5:00am on November 4.

4. I observed Democrat challengers and individuals from an organization called "Election Protection" approach and surrounded Republican challengers in an intimidating and argumentative manner. For every one Republican Challenger I saw four or five others.

5. Many of the Democrat challengers and non-partisan challengers did not wear credentials.

6. I was told by Democrat and non-partisan challengers to stand six feet away from a counting table due to covid, even though they were much closer than six feet to me. This impaired my ability to observe and challenge the ballots.

7. At one point, I spoke in my native language to a friend of mine who was also a Republican challenger.
8. A black male challenger who was not wearing credentials approached us and asked us “where were you born; where do you live,” “you both speak the same language and other challengers speak the same language, you must know each other, you are lying.” I believe this was designed to obstruct our ability to observe and challenge. He also put his fingers two to three inches from my face. These actions obstructed my ability to observe and challenge the process.

9. At approximately 12:00 to 12:30 I observed two ballots marked for Donald Trump and one marked for Jo Jorgenson at my table and a nearby table.

Dated: November 9, 2020

[Print name]

[Signature]

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/9/2020

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of: Wayne

My commission expires: 9/2/2024

Kimberly Joy Matson
Notary Public - State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 9/2/2024
Acting in the County of Wayne
AFFIDAVIT OF DEBORAH JEAN FUQUA-FREY

Deborah Jean Fuqua-Frey, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On November 4, 2020, I arrived at the TCF Center Building around 12:00 p.m.

4. I was not allowed to enter the building where I was to be a Michigan Republican challenger and I did not in fact enter.

5. I witnessed persons who identified themselves as Democrat poll challengers being allowed to enter, and in fact enter the building.

6. I also witnessed people representing special interest groups specifically AFL-CIO, Black Lives Matter with masks on that had it on the mask, Media, and UAW.

7. I repeatedly called out "discrimination" when non-Michigan Republican people were let in by security staff.

8. I remained outside until 8:00 p.m., after which I left without having been able to perform my duty as a Michigan Republican challenger.

Dated: November 9, 2020

[Signature]

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/9/2020

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of: Wayne

My commission expires: 9/30/2024

Kimberly Joi Matson
Notary Public - State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 9/2/2024
Acting in the County of Wayne
AFFIDAVIT OF DANIEL UNGAR

I, Daniel Ungar, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On November 4, 2020, I went to the TCF Center, Detroit, MI to volunteer with the MI GOP as to the vote counting process in Detroit. I arrived around 12:30 pm and went to Room #260 where a GOP representative informed me that the GOP needed attorneys to supervise and/or answer questions from the GOP poll challengers. I am a licensed attorney in the State of Michigan.

4. I and two other attorneys accompanied the GOP representative down to the ballot counting room. As I was signing in at the ballot counting room, a male election worker who identified himself as the “supervisor” (also may be known as “Jerome”) told the Detroit female election worker who was checking me in not to let me or the other two attorneys in as the GOP had too many poll challengers already on the floor. The supervisor also admitted out loud that there were more Democratic poll challengers on the floor than the maximum number allowed and that the Democrats had more poll challengers than the GOP. I did not personally observe this supervisor refusing to allow more Democratic poll challengers in the room but did personally witness the supervisor restricting my entry into the ballot counting room.

5. The supervisor said that the GOP was over its 134 limit of poll challengers. I asked the supervisor how he arrived at the number “134” and he was unable to provide me with
an explanation even though I specifically asked him if the restricted number was related to a “fire code” rule.

6. I personally did not observe any election worker physically counting the number of GOP poll challengers. Even though the GOP representative explained to the election supervisor that the group of individuals he was with were not “poll challengers” but rather lawyers who were there to assist the poll challengers, the supervisor refused to admit us.

7. The election supervisor included supervisory personnel of the GOP in the 134 allotment of partisan poll challengers for the GOP.

8. I then left the ballot counting room and hung out for a while in the building. Around 2:30-3:00 pm I received credentials from the Election Integrity Fund, a non-partisan voter watchdog organization, in one of the hallways upstairs. I then went back downstairs in an attempt to again enter the ballot counting room. At this time, there was a crowd of people outside the ballot counting room and the doors were locked. There was a lot of confusion as to what was happening any why they were not allowing people in. Several minutes later a man came out and announced that he had a statement to make. He introduced himself as Lawrence Garcia, corporation council for the City of Detroit and also an Election Commissioner. He announced to the group of individuals trying to gain access to the ballot counting room that “they are no longer admitting people to the room.”

9. Mr. Garcia introduced the “political organization coordinator” who was the supervisor that had denied me entry earlier (a/k/a Jerome). Jerome announced, “All groups are
above capacity and that no poll challengers are allowed in, including non-partisan poll challengers.”

10. A person from the group shouted out to the supervisor that poll challengers were in fact leaving and that the numbers were coming down. The supervisor responded to the group and said: “We have a book where people sign in. People are supposed to sign out, and if they do not sign out, that is there choice.” He repeated, “If people do not sign out, it is not our fault.”

11. The supervisor’s comment was clearly understood as an admission that he knew there were fewer than the allotted number of poll challengers on the floor because signed-in poll challengers had left the room, and that he was solely relying on poll challengers’ failure to sign out to make a false determination that the number of poll challengers permitted on the floor exceeded the allotted 134.

12. Also, around this time, I observed Detroit election workers attempting to cover the windows that separated the ballot counting room from the lobby outside to prevent those outside the room from seeing what was happening inside.

13. I went back up to Room 260 and I filled out an incident report regarding the City of Detroit election personnel’s refusal to admit poll challengers to the ballot counting room even when they knew that people left without signing out.

14. Around 4pm I went back downstairs to the entrance to the ballot counting room and soon thereafter, an election worker came out of the locked door and announced that they were now going to permit 6 non-partisan poll challengers in the ballot counting room. I was one of the 6 non-partisan poll challengers permitted to sign in, on behalf of the Election Integrity Fund. I signed in at 4:03 pm.
15. During my poll challenger activities, I witnessed the following: I was at the table for Precinct 80 (I believe they were processing military ballots) and noticed that there were two identical envelopes; same address, same handwriting with two names: one was "";" and the other one was "." These two names could not be found in the database and consequently, an election worker decided to enter their names into the database. Because there was no identifying information as to these two voters, the election worker entered into the database the birth date of one of the ballots as "November 3, 2020" (the date of the election) and the date of birth entered for the second ballot was "1/1/1900." A third ballot with the name of "" was also data supplemented with a birth date of "1/1/1900."

16. As to the two ballots, the "" ballot was a single page that did not look like a ballot because it did not have any options for any elected position. It only had write-in spaces for the positions of President, Senator and Representative. I observed this ballot as follows: In the President category, someone had written in "Biden/Harris; in the Senator category someone had written in the word "(Democrat)"; and in the representative category someone had written in the word "(Democrat)." Another election worker then took a blank (real) ballot and filled out that ballot as follows: For President, Biden/Harris was filled in; for Senator, Gary Peters was filled in; for Representative, the Democratic candidate was selected. I raised an objection to the process of tabulating this ballot and my challenge was dismissed.

17. I heard the election workers state that the second ballot (""") did not contain a ballot inside of the envelope. I also personally did not observe a ballot in the envelope. The supervisor in that area then stated that a second ballot should be (and was) filled
out exactly like the first ballot. These ballots were sent off for tabulating. I raised an objection to the process of tabulating this ballot and my challenge was dismissed.

Dated: November 9, 2020

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/9/2020
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of: Wayne
My commission expires: 11/9/2024

Kimberly Jol Matson
Notary Public - State of Michigan
Acting in the County of

Kimberly Jol Matson
Notary Public - State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 9/2/2024
Acting in the County of Wayne
AFFIDAVIT OF NORA KATHLEEN STORM

Nora Kathleen Storm, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On November 4, 2020 I arrived at the TCF Center in Detroit Michigan to volunteer as a poll challenger for the GOP.

4. I arrived at approximately 10:37 am with four other challengers that I knew beforehand. We went to room 204 to obtain our credentials and sign in. I did have access to work behind the poll workers and noticed that all ballots displayed on the screen were Democrat. I asked to observe the platform area with election officials and the supervisor denied me access. I was not given a reason.

5. The pace of the workers were very slow and no one appeared to be supervising. About 12:30 pm I took a lunch break and went to room 204. At about 1pm I returned to the poll worker area and worked in a different area. I believe table 65. I felt intimidated by union people who were staring at me. I asked to look at post mark on the envelopes of the ballots and was told I could not do so. There was a true effort to keep me from seeing anything that was happening.

6. I observed that many of the poll workers were using cell phones and they had large backpacks and suitcases around them. I inquired about large trays of folded ballots and I was told by the poll workers that that they were empty ballots to be used for redoing “bad” ballots.
7. At about 3pm there was a large ruckus and I felt very intimidated so I decided to leave and was escorted out the back door. Thereafter, I learned that they boarded up the windows and were denying access to others.

Dated: November 9, 2020

Nora Kathleen Storm

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:
/\ [November 9, 2020]
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:
My commission expires: 07-22-2026

Margaret Lea Erle
Notary Public, State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 07-22-2026
Acting in the County of Wayne

Margaret Lea Erle
AFFIDAVIT OF DANNY FRACASSI

Danny Fracassi, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On Wednesday, November 4 from 10:00am to 5:00pm I was a Republican challenger at the TCF Center in Detroit, Michigan.

4. At one point I attempted to challenge a vote at Table 70 and was told by an election worker that I could not challenge that vote. Election workers called over police officers and attempted to have me ejected from the building.

5. From my observations, I believe election workers were targeting challengers who were effective at challenging ballots and attempting to get them removed.

6. I had to leave the counting room to use a restroom, but then was prevented from re-entering the counting room.

7. I and other Republican challengers were not allowed into the room at this point and were told that the maximum number of Republican and Democrat challengers were already in the room. I asked how this number was arrived at or to see documentation of it, but was not given any answers.

8. I observed plastic panels being used to cover windows so that challengers could not see what was going on in the counting room.

9. One of the men who was putting up panels had a green dot sticker on. Similar stickers were used by Democrat and other challengers.
10. I observed a woman trying to get her relative, who was in the counting room, medication that he needed. She was prevented from doing so. Later an ambulance was called for him.

Dated: November 9, 2020

[Signature]

[Print name] Danny Provasi
11-9-2020

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/9/2020

Kimberly Joi Matson
Notary Public, State of Michigan, County of: Wayne

My commission expires: 9/2/2024

Kimberly Joi Matson
Notary Public - State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 9/2/2024
Acting in the County of Wayne
AFFIDAVIT OF CAROL ANN WHITMORE

CAROL ANN WHITMORE sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan. I was a Poll Chairman at Precinct 279 at Wayne County Community College District on November 3, 2020 from 5am until 10:30pm. The one thing that was brought to my attention by a Republican Poll watcher was a posted sign on the outside of the building stating that the polls closed at 6pm. Per my directive, she immediately took down the stated sign.

3. On November 4, 2020 I arrived at 9am the TCF Center in Detroit Michigan to volunteer as a poll challenger for the GOP. I received my credentials at room 260 upstairs.

4. I arrived in the room at approximately 9:20 am. I noticed many of the workers were not socially distanced and I questioned them on such. I was also told there was a republican at most tables but there was clearly not any republicans and thus made a poll challenge to that effect about 11:30am. I was stationed at table 53 and after 1pm very little activity was taking place.

5. About 4:30pm I left the room and went to room 260 for about one hour. I heard from several people in the room that they were waiting for military ballots so I decided to take a break. At about 6pm, I was denied access back in and was told by several swat team members that I could not enter. I stayed in the lobby taking video of people
leaving the room with large backpacks, satchels, bags and one person with a cooler. I left to go home at 1am. I have all of the video available for viewing.

Dated: November 9, 2020

Carol Ann Whitmore

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/9/2020

Kimberly Jol Matson
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of: Wayne

My commission expires: 9/2/2024
To whom it may concern

I am John C. Palmer, III. And this is my report after watching activities in close proximity to the Detroit Department of Elections Building during the hours of 4 pm to sunset on Tuesday, November 3, 2020. I was a volunteer observer, under the training of Steve Orslil, a two term Precinct Delegate for Precinct 35 in Canton, Michigan, an 11th Congressional District Member to the State of Michigan and Elected Delegate to the Michigan Convention.

I have listed my observations below:

- Observation 1
  a. During the entire time of my observation period as stated above on Tuesday, November 3, 2020.
  b. I was either positioned and parked in the Fisher Theater parking lot, on the south side of the lot facing south, looking at the Department of Elections building and or positioned in the parking lot and alleyway adjacent to the west side of the Detroit Department of Elections building looking to the north.
  c. I observed drive-up voting the entire time I was there.
  d. People would just drive up, drop off what was assumed to be a ballet, and drive off.
     i. Is this a secure and valid method of ballot collection?
     ii. No I.D. verification.
     iii. Compared to the Novi, MI precinct that I voted in earlier in the day, there was no perceivable effort made to invalidate mail-in or absentee ballots if someone was voting in-person.
     iv. It was also noted, that one could simply drive around the block and vote again.

- Observation 2
  a. On Tuesday, November 3, 2020, approximately 4:00 to 5:30 pm
  b. I watched 10 or more vehicles with out-of-state license plates drive up to the loading dock area. I remember seeing Illinois, Minnesota, Missouri, Virginia, etc. See picture.
  c. I was shocked to see that the ballot machines were controlled by these individuals and not Michigan and/or Detroit residents.
  d. I assume these were people brought in by the DNC to control ballot counting activities.
  e. Many of these out-of-state people carried boxes with Dominion written on them from their vehicles.

Signature: John C. Palmer, III

Date: 11-9-20

Notary: Kimberly J. Pearson

EXHIBIT 1
AFFIDAVIT OF MITCHELL DEPERNO

Mitchell DePerno, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On November 4, 2020 I arrived at the TCF Center in Detroit Michigan to volunteer as a poll challenger for the GOP.

4. I arrived at approximately 10:30am and I went to the GOP room on the second floor (room 260) to obtain my credentials and sign in. I then went downstairs and signed in as an observer. Many of the poll workers were opening the ballots which I was trying to observe and read. I was asked on several occasions to step back to 6 ft away by a Democrat challenger. This happened multiple times. It was impossible to read the ballots from 6 feet away.

5. On several occasions, I noticed that there was no Republican worker present at the poll tables. I attempted to make a report of same and then felt very intimidated. Supervisors were reluctant to write up my reports but finally did so when I brought an election official to push the issue.

6. Around 1:30pm I left for the day due to the stress of the situation.

Dated: November 9, 2020

[Signature]

Mitchell DePerno

Kimberly Jo Matson
Notary Public - State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 2/2/2024
Acting in the County of Wayne

EXHIBIT 1
Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/9/2020

Kimberly Moten
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of: Wayne

My commission expires: 9/3/2024

EXHIBIT 1
AFFIDAVIT OF VIRGINIA JEUP

Virginia Jeup, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. I was a credentialed election challenger for the Michigan Republican party on Wednesday November 4th, assigned to the TCF Center, a.k.a. Cobo Hall in Detroit, Wayne County, Michigan, where absentee ballots were being processed.

4. I arrived at the TCF Center at approximately 11:15am.

5. I was assigned to go out to purchase some necessary office supplies for the Republican party and left the TCF Center at approximately 12:30pm.

6. When I returned at approximately 1:15pm, I was refused all entry to the TCF Center by people identifying themselves as health officials, who stated that the facility was at capacity due to COVID.

7. While I waited outside the TCF Center, I witnessed approximately 8 to 10 other people be granted entry to the facility, including people identifying themselves as Democrats, and media, which appeared to include anyone with a camera. Anyone identifying himself or herself as a Republican was denied entry. Approximately every 10 minutes someone was granted entry.

8. I waited outside the TCF Center to be granted entry for approximately 3 hours and 45 minutes, leaving at approximately 5:00pm.
Dated: November 9, 2020

Subscribed and sworn to before me on: 11/9/2020

[Signature]
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of Wayne

My commission expires:
9/2/2024

[Notary's stamp]
AFFIDAVIT OF ANGELA MARIE EILF

Angela Marie Eilf, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. I reside in Bay City, Michigan.

4. I had found on Facebook that there was a call for assistance with counting the ballots.

5. I went to the TCF Center in Detroit, Michigan on Wednesday, November 4, 2020 around 1:00 p.m./1:30 p.m. until approximately 5:30 p.m.

6. My intentions on going to the TCF Center was to be either a challenger or observer.

7. When I arrived around 1:00 p.m./1:30 p.m., there was no real crowd gathering at that time. There was no real security, issues or anything that availed itself to me; however, multiple groups thereafter were prevented and told due to COVID-19.

8. When I was walking in to the TCF Center upon my arrival, I walked with a woman who asked me what party I belonged to. I then asked her, do you need to know that. She answered back yes and that the individuals inside will want to know. I then told her I was part of the Republican party. Immediately after my answer, the woman became rude, stated she was part of the Democratic Party and clearly was no longer friendly.

9. I then entered the room where the ballots were. I was then told that there was no room for anyone else in there (Democrat, Republican or Non-Partisan); however, the woman that I walked up with was allowed in. I then inquired if they were going to need help, but I was still told no and that someone would call if need be.

- 1 -
10. As I waited around outside the lobby area, I then encountered a gentleman who
instructed me to go up to Room 260 of the TCF Center.

11. As instructed, I went up to Room 260, which I presumed was for the GOP. This was
approximately 2:30 p.m. when I went up to this room. There were hundreds of people
on this floor who had signed up to be watchers, challengers, etc.

12. I was handed an Unofficial TCF Absentee Vote Counting Board General Layout And
Procedure paper [hereinafter referred to as “Unofficial Layout And Procedure”].
Please see attached.

13. I was told after receipt of this Unofficial Layout And Procedure paper, I was told there
would be five (5) inspectors: 4 Democrats to 1 Republican. I later learned that it was
supposed to be 1:1 ratio not 4:1.

14. From the Room 260, I was put in a group of about thirty (30) to forty (40) people and
taken down to the main ballot area around 3:30 p.m./4:00 p.m. Prior to be taken
down, a woman had given us some instructions, which included but not limited to as
follows:

   a. The ballots need to be confirmed by a written book or electronically and if not,
      then raise your hand and a lawyer would assist;

   b. Make sure that you keep at least six (6) feet distance, if not, that people were
      being thrown out;

   c. Make sure that you have your mask properly on, if not, that people were being
      thrown out;

   d. Warned that it was extremely hostile and individuals were being difficult, but do
      not engage or become confrontational with them.

15. I was immediately concerned about these instructions.
16. After the training was complete, I decided I was nervous about being a counter and did not wish to perform that duty; however, I did still want to be a watcher/observer.

17. When we came down and attempted to get in, our group was not allowed to go in where the ballots were. We were told that they were over their numbers and no one else was allowed in.

18. The people in our group were getting a little more agitated and a supervisor came out to talk to our group. Shortly thereafter, the police came over and it was clear that they were there to intimidate us. At this time, the supervisor simply stated that if we wanted to wait, we could.

19. I have a video of when the supervisor came over to discuss this.

20. Members of our group were questioning to the workers at the door and the supervisor about keeping track of people leaving because they made the statement that people were not required to sign out. When questioned further about that, they refused to answer.

21. The man who identified himself as the supervisor eventually only responded “that’s the way we’re doing it.”

22. I knew that throughout the actions to this point, that something was clearly wrong.

23. I ultimately learned that when our group was headed down, that inside they had just begun counting the military ballots. Due to the military ballots being faxed, I was aware that their vote needed to be transposed onto an actual ballot and then required to be witnessed by a Democrat and Republican.

24. Unfortunately, our group was completely denied access into where the ballots were being handled.
25. Thereafter, the supervisor then grabbed pizza boxes and started taping the windows with these boxes to prevent any outside observing. This was at approximately 4:30 p.m./5:00 p.m.

26. Then the doors were locked to ensure no one entered.

27. After not getting anywhere with observing, talking to individuals in charge, being denied complete access, I left around 5:00 p.m./5:30 p.m.

28. I had asked a couple of individuals that were there in the group if they would mind walking me to my car. They agreed to do so.

29. There was only one (1) operational elevator and a security guard in the elevator. It was impressed upon me that this was to block the flow of individuals into the TCF Center/ballot area.

30. When we attempted to get out of the elevator, we observed a man and another security guard in the vestibule near the parking lot of the TCF Center as well as a bunch of individuals standing around them.

31. The man (who I identified later as an attorney) was arguing with the security guard about being held up there for over two (2) hours, that they were being held against their will, that they were election challengers, and that they were told they were being removed due to COVID-19.

32. I am a nurse and to hear the claims that people were being removed due to COVID-19 was completely absurd knowing the size of TCF Center. I told the security guard that individuals who were telling him this information about COVID-19 and that he was being lied to.
33. I heard the attorney ask the security guard who was he getting his direction from and the security guard said, “no comment.” I told the security guard, “you cannot hold people against their will.”

34. At some point later, people started making their way to get on the elevator to go back in. The security guards (outside the vestibule and from on the elevator) were physically pushing and preventing people from getting on.

35. At that point, I decided I would leave.

Dated: November 9, 2020

MARGARET LEAR ERLE
Notary Public, State of Michigan
County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 07-22-2026
Acting in the County of Wayne

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:

/\ November 9, 2020

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:

/\ 07-22-2026

Angela Marie Eilf

11-9-2020
Unofficial TCF Absentee Vote Counting Board General Layout and Procedure

Inspector 1
*Scans label on envelope into computer
*Hands envelope to #2
*Informs #2 what number voter this is for the day

Inspector 2
*Verifies name and voter number with #1
*Writes voter number on envelope
*Takes ballot (in secrecy sleeve) out of envelope
*Verifies ballot number with #1
*Hands ballot (in secrecy sleeve) to #3
*Puts envelope in numerical order and ties them in groups of 50 to be put into black box at counting board

Inspector 3
*Tears stub off of ballot
*Puts stub in Ballot Stub Envelope
*Hands ballot (in secrecy sleeve) to #4

Inspector 4
*Removes ballot from privacy envelope
*Rolls and flattens ballot
*Examines ballot for rips, stains, etc.
*Verifies correct counting board number
*Hands ballot to #5

Inspector 5
*Makes stacks of 50 ballots each until there are 200 ballots (4 stacks)
*Walks ballots to tabulating machines and hands them to poll worker for tabulation
*Waves a flag for the supervisor to come over if any problems arise
AFFIDAVIT OF MINDI TIETZ

Mindi Tietz, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. On November 4, 2020, I volunteered as a poll challenger at Cobo/TCF Center in Detroit, Michigan and, on November 5, 2020, I volunteered to monitor county canvassing at the Oakland County Elections Office in Pontiac, Michigan.

4. Due to the actions of poll workers and county canvassers, I was not able to serve as a poll challenger or election monitor because I was denied access to the ballot processing area and was forced to be at such a distance that it was impossible to monitor the canvassing process.

5. On November 4, 2020, I volunteered as a credentialed GOP poll challenger at the Cobo Hall/TCF Center (Center) located at 1 Washington Blvd., Detroit, MI 48226. I was at the Center from noon through 2:35 pm Eastern.

6. During that entire time, I was denied access to the ballot processing area and was prevented from serving as a poll challenger. I was denied access five times and was forced to remain in the lobby area.

7. On November 4, 2020, I arrived at the Center at noon with fellow credentialed GOP poll challengers, Mathew Gausden and Karen Ostin. We briefly met with other GOP poll challengers for refresher training.
8. At approximately 1:10 pm, we went to sign-in at the front table of the processing area to serve as poll challengers.

9. After showing our credentials, the poll worker at the front sign-in table told us that we could not go into the processing area because it was over capacity due to COVID and she instructed us to wait in the lobby until other people left.

10. We went to the lobby and, while we were there, multiple Democrats harassed and yelled at us about access to the Center. We ignored them.

11. By 1:30 pm, I observed people leaving the processing area. I went back with my colleagues to the sign-in table and again asked to enter. The same poll worker told us that we could not enter because there were too many GOP challengers and she instructed us to go back to the lobby. At this time, people were going in and out of the processing area without signing in or out at the front desk.

12. We went back to the lobby for a second time. I then witnessed four (4) people with GOP credentials leaving the processing area.

13. My colleagues and I again asked the poll worker at the front table if we could enter. For a third time, she told us we could not go into the processing area. This time she said it was because the GOP individuals we saw leave did not sign out. She again instructed us to wait back in the lobby.

14. At about 2:00 or 2:15 pm, we saw GOP credentialed challengers leave the processing area and we asked them if they had signed out. They confirmed that they signed out at the front desk.

15. For the fourth time, we asked the poll worker to allow us to enter the processing area since the other GOP challengers had signed out. This time she yelled at us that we
could not enter because she needed to process the others’ sign-out and that we had to wait in the lobby.

16. In the lobby, we observed more Republicans leaving the processing area. For the fifth time, we went back to gain access to the processing area and was yet again denied by the same poll worker because of overcapacity. The poll worker was allowing people with “independent” credentials to go into the processing area.

17. After being denied the ability to serve as poll challengers for a fifth time, we asked the poll worker if she knew how many Republican and Democrat challengers were currently in the processing area. The poll worker did not know, yet she still told us they were at capacity.

18. I did not witness Republican challengers being allowed into the processing area during my time at the Center. I only saw Republican challengers leaving.

19. Other individuals were coming and going into the room without credentials. These individuals were not wearing the white shirts and black pants of the poll workers.

20. I witnessed people in the lobby wearing Biden/Harris t-shirts.

21. I also volunteered on November 5, 2020 to monitor county canvassing at the Oakland County Elections Office, 1200 N. Telegraph Rd., Dept. 417, Pontiac, Michigan 48341. I arrived at approximately 9:00 am Eastern

22. The county canvassers told me they were comparing the number of casted ballots to the number of voters in the poll book. They also explained that they were accounting for all ballots that were sent to each precinct.

23. There were four (4) county canvassers and the Deputy County Clerk, Sandra Hughes O’Brien, at the elections office.
24. I was there to monitor and challenge the county canvassing. I was with fellow GOP observers.

25. A county canvasser told us to stay 20 feet away.

26. Fellow GOP observers raised the issue that we could not see what they were doing from this distance.

27. A county canvasser told us that the county canvass was not a challengeable process. He instructed us that at no time could we come within 6 feet and instructed us to remain 20 feet away.

28. From my location 20 feet away, I could not see any of the information being checked by the canvassers.

29. I left the elections office at approximately 11:00 am because I could not monitor the canvass process at the distance I was told to maintain.

DATED: November 9, 2020.

Mindi Tietz

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of: Wayne

My commission expires: 9/3/2024

EXHIBIT 1
AFFIDAVIT OF JEREMY MCCALL

1. I, Jeremy McCall, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. I received a FB message from a friend who informed that the GOP was looking for volunteers to assist as poll challengers in the City of Detroit.

4. I arrived at the TCF Center around 12:30 pm on November 4, 2020 and went to Room 260. I received my credentials and I attended the training to be a poll challenger.

5. Multiple people from the GOP were complaining that they were being intimidated, harassed inside the ballot counting room, and thus they were leaving because they were feeling unsafe, and some were being escorted out by the police. Once I was inside the ballot counting room, I personally observed an additional group of GOP poll challengers being escorted out a side door and they were not being allowed to “sign out” of the official “sign in” book. Thus, the floor count for the poll challengers for the GOP was not accurately determined and the city election workers were deliberately pushing GOP poll challengers to exit the room without an accurate tally of those remaining inside.

6. At around 3:00 pm, I headed downstairs to the ballot counting room but was denied entry.

7. At around 3:19 pm, a “health official” announced that the ballot counting room was at COVID capacity and thus, no-one from any of the political parties was allowed to go
8. into the room. However, the media was allowed complete and total access and the COVID “rules” did not apply to them.

9. At about 4:07pm I then proceeded back downstairs to the lobby of the ballot counting room. At this time, I noticed that the windows that separated the ballot counting room and the lobby were now completely covered with cardboard, pizza boxes and whatever the election officials could find.

10. At around 5:50 pm I was admitted into the ballot counting room as a GOP challenger and I checked in. I was specially told that I could not approach any election worker within 6 feet.

11. I personally observed a GOP poll challenger get into a loud discussion with a Democratic poll challenger and a Democratic lawyer. The Democrats accused this GOP poll challenger of getting too close to an election worker and accused her of being within 6 feet of the election worker. The GOP poll challenger was escorted out of the room and the Democratic poll challenger, including other democrats who joined in the discussion, were permitted to stay in the ballot counting room.
12. I also personally observed from the outside window many of the election workers with coolers, rolling luggage, backpacks, duffle bags and other containers allowed to be within the personal space of the election workers. I did not view any inspection of these items, and as a matter of fact, my personal backpack was not searched prior to entering the ballot counting room.

13. I did not disclose my party affiliation when I was in the ballot counting room because of intimidation and harassment.

Dated: November 9, 2020

Jeremy McCall

November 9, 2020

Margaret Lear Erle
Notary Public, State of Michigan, County of Wayne
My Commission Expires 07-22-2026
Acting in the County of Wayne
The within named person (Affiant), Mary E. Shinkle, who is a resident of Ingham County, State of Michigan, personally came and appeared before me, the undersigned Notary Public, and makes this her statement, testimony and General Affidavit under oath or affirmation, in good faith, and under penalty of perjury, of sincere belief and personal knowledge that the following matters, facts, and things set forth are true and correct, to the best of her knowledge:

Assigned to: City of Detroit AV Count Board as Poll Challenger
Dates: Monday, November 2, 2020 to Thursday, November 5, 2020

Monday, November 2, 2020, I observed at several Absentee Voting Count Board (AVCB) precinct tables during the pre-processing of the AV ballot received by the City of Detroit. Most of the AVCB Election workers at precinct tables were observed processing the ballot envelopes correctly by opening; placing the envelopes in stacks of 50; passing the envelopes to the next person who scanned and checked voter name and signature against the electronic poll book; passing the envelope to the next person to partially pull the end of the ballot out then read the ballot number for confirm it was correct. Then several AVCB Election workers at precinct tables were observed not following the correct process and scanning more than 50 ballots at a time and not checking the ballot envelope scanned against data in the electronic the poll book.

Tuesday, November 3, 2020, I observed at AVCB precinct table #55 duplicating ballots. I inquired with the Table Captain the reason for the duplication, and was told it was because the voter was sent and returned a ballot from the wrong precinct, so the ballot had to be duplicated. A few moments later, I stepped forward to view a duplicated ballot and was immediately told by an Election Worker at table #55, “you can’t be looking at our ballots”. I replied, “the law allows me to view the ballots and the process during the duplication process”. She continued, “no you can’t. You are mistaken, so I am just pointing that out to you, because if we make a mistake then you would be all over us.” Then another Election Worker at table #55 then covered the already duplicated ballots with a piece of paper so I could not see the top ballot. I stepped back away from the table but continued to observe the ballots being duplicated until the Election Workers were completed with this task.

Wednesday, November 4, 2020, I observed at AVCB precinct tables #88, #83, #5, #86 the Election workers being extremely rude and aggressive toward our Poll Challengers and Attorneys when ballot challenges were attempted to be made.

Thursday, November 5, 2020 at 4:38 AM, I observed with Ty Bundy at AVCB precinct tables #16, #17, #23, #26, #37 that outer ballot envelopes (with received stamp and voter signature) and ballot stubs were left at these AVCB tables unsecured, and not placed in secured bags with seals, which should have been done when the precinct was closed. I asked an Election Worker (David) about the ballot envelopes and ballot stubs having been left at these tables. He replied “we are working on it” then walked away. Moments later he watched him leave the AVCB room, and he did not return.
Thursday, November 5, 2020 at 5:03 AM, I observed at AVCB precinct table #17 that there are three (3) unsealed ballot boxes at this table. At 5:17 AM, an Election Worker walked by and noticed the 3 unsealed ballot boxes; he stopped and opened each one box and discovered ballots inside of each; he advised Dan Baxter, who came to table #17 and inspected the 3 boxes as well; Dan Baxter and an Election Worker moved the 3 boxes to the far end of the room; I followed the two gentlemen and 3 boxes, and observed the 3 boxes being sealed by Dan Baxter. Also left at table #17 were the outer ballot envelopes and ballot stubs; these ballot envelopes were in a large black & grey plastic tub; not in a sealed case.

Dated this 9 day of November 2020.

Mary Shinkle
Signature of Affiant

State of Michigan
County of Ingham

Subscribed and sworn to, or affirmed, before me on this 9 day of November 2020, by Affiant Mary Shinkle.

Signature of Notary Public
10-5-2027
My Commission expires
AFFIDAVIT OF ALISA VALDEN

Alisa Valden, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. I was personally present at the TCF Center in Detroit, MI. I arrived there around noon on November 4, 2020.

4. When I arrived, I attended training and was credentialed by the Michigan Republican Party as a challenger.

5. Myself and other challengers were told to wait for the election worker shift change.

6. I was told by someone in the group that Republican challengers were not being allowed in however Independent challengers were.

7. I was informed that independent groups were also offering credentials.

8. I attended the independent group training session and was later credentialed by them.

9. Upon completion, I attempted to gain access into the “vote counting room.”

10. I stood outside the entry of the “vote counting room” with approximately 50 other challengers, the vast majority of which were Republicans or Independence.

11. Again, I stood with the other challengers and waited to gain access to the “vote counting room” but it was not offered.

12. I de-credentialed myself as an independent challenger.

13. Around 7:00 pm, I was allowed into the “vote counting room” as a Republican challenger where I observed counting board 66 which was in the process of transcribing military ballots.
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14. While there, I encountered a Democrat challenger named Scott who had been present prior to my arrival.

15. I was only able to observe 3 ballots being counted before they stopped counting at counting board 66.

16. While waiting for another table, I was told by an election worker that a batch of ballots weren’t included in the most recently printed poll book and had to be entered.

17. I was told that the birthdates on these ballots would have unusual birthdates from the early 1900’s.

18. Shortly after, I went to counting board 1, I also personally witnessed the name on precinct F ballot number 03097 was given to “. .”

The individual had an address of and had a birthdate of August 1, 1999.

19. When I later observed precinct F ballot number 03097, the name was changed to

20. I was intimidated by election workers and Democratic challengers who upon finding out my political affiliation while I was in the “vote counting room.”

21. Affiant further saith not.

Dated: November 9, 2020

Alisa Valden

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:

Notary public, State of Michigan, County of:

My commission expires:

BARBARA A. HARRELL
NOTARY PUBLIC, STATE OF MI
COUNTY OF OAKLAND
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES Aug 4, 2025
ACTING IN COUNTY OF Wayne
AFFIDAVIT OF Anita Chase

Anita Chase, being sworn, declares under penalty of perjury:

1. I am personally familiar with the facts stated in this Affidavit and, if sworn as a witness, am competent to testify to them as well.

2. I am a registered voter in the State of Michigan.

3. I checked the voter records for my deceased son's name (Mark D. Chase) and it showed that he had voted twice since he passed away. Once when he was 38 years old (age he passed away but in July) and once when he was 42 years old which would have been this election.

Dated: November 7, 2020

Anita Chase

Subscribed and sworn to before me on:

/\s/ DAWN L. COLSON
Notary public, State of Michigan, County of: MACOMB
My commission expires: 12/31/2025

DAWN L. COLSON
NOTARY PUBLIC - STATE OF MICHIGAN
COUNTY OF MACOMB
My Commission Expires Dec. 21, 2025
Acting in the County of MACOMB